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The Advisory Committee on Acadetic.Planning (ACAP), as presently
constituted, was established by the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
at the request of the Council of Ontario Universities in Jahuary,-1971.
The AdviSory Committee's terms of-reference were-directed broadly toward
the effective planning and rationalization ,of long-term graduate
development in Ontario's universities both at:the. level of individual
disciplines and at a more,general,level. The. Advisory Committee's

.activities are based on the pretise that graduate work-is the one area
of university activity in which specialization among universities,
cooperative arrangements and comprehensive planning are most necessary..

In March, 1971,- concern over the rising costs or support of graduate
work promp, edthe Ontario. government to inst-ute ageteral embargo on
fundi 'any new graduate ptogramme, that is, one which had no students

enrolle -;on May 1, 19971. This embargo was subsequently modified to
include only those disciplines in Which over-expansion was felt to be
potentially- most serious. ACAP was to begin imiedd iately planning studies

in those diiciplineswhith remained embargoed.

The disciplinary planning process begins with the formation of a
discipline grodp composed of one representative from each university with
an interest in graduate work in the planning area.. The discipline grolp

assists in defining the precise academic boundaries of each study,

cii

scrutinizes he data collection forms, prepares a list of potential

consultants, aintains contact with the 'consultants during the study, and
prepares a commentary on the consultants' report.

The final decision on consultants for the planning study is made by ACAP.
Theiconsultants are 'requested to make recommendations on programmes to
be offered in Ontario, desirable and/or likely enrolments, the division
of:responsibility for programmes''among universities, and the desirable
extent of collaboration with related disciplines.

While the consultants' report is the single largest element in the
---final report on the planning study, ACAP considers-the statement of each

university's forward plans to be most significant. These forward plans,

are usually outlined prior to the planning study, and-are used as a basis
for comments from the universities concerned on the consultants' report.

On receipt of the consultants' report, and comments on it from the

discipline group and the"universities, ACAP begins work on its own recom-
mendations-for submission ditectly to the Council of Ontario Universities.
COD ConsiderS the input from all sources, and prepares the position of the

Ontario university community.

6
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The following report is'one of a series of 4,s5Vpanary piling studies
carried out by the Advisory Committee,pn Ae0:1404 c Planning and to be
published by the Council of OntaLlo Univeiattils. The emphasi of the
report is on forward planning, and it is'hoped to ensure the m re
ordered growth and development of graduate studies in Ontario's
universities.

a



Council of Ontaro Universities
Conseil des Universites de l'Ontario .

Report and Recommendations.
Concerning.Graduate Studies in

'Administration, Business and Management Science-

On the instructions ofthe Council of Ontario Universities, the Advisory Com-
mittee on Academic Planning has conducted a planning assessment for adminis-
tration, business and management science. The, - resultant report from ACAP is
Attached together with the consultants' report and the comments by the discipline
group and the individual universities. Comments by the Ontario Council on
Graduate Studies are also published and precede the ACAP report. The procedure"
followed and the plahning techniques used are deschbed in the ACAP report and
are not repeated here. It is important for the reader-to read the OCGS comments
as well as the ACAP report and attachments in order to understand the recommen-
dations in this reportfrom COU.

The ACAP report and supporting documentation were distributed to COU and OCGS
on June 27, 1975. COU received the OCGS comments on April 2, 1976.and following
the discussion at that meeting, this Report and RecomMendations was prepared and
approved by the Council on June 3, 1976. The document is addressed to the Ontario
Council on University-Affairs and the universities of Ontario.

The following principles have been adopted and will-apply to this.and all other_
COU ROorts arising-out of assessments. It is n4ted, however; that in vieW.of
the recent change in the funding mechanism for graduate studies, the "currently
embargoed programmes" referred to in principle, 'should, for the purposes of
this Report, be interpreted to mean programmes in adminiatiation, business
and management science dealt with in this planning assessment.

1. Discipline assessments by ACAP should form the basis for planning by
the universities of thejir development of graduate studies, particularly
PhD programmes. On the basis of these assessments,'COU should make,its
own recommendations on currently embargoed programmes. Each university
must retain the freed& and responsibility to plan and implement its
own academic development. }owever, the universities in embarking on a
cooperative Planning process have signalled their intentions of,
,cooperating with the COTJ recommendations.

2. Universities generally plan their emphases in graduate study on the
bases of related departments, not of single departments. Initially
the sequential nature of the discipline planningassessments made this
difficult. However, by the summer of 1974, assessments of most of the
sotial sciences, all of the'physical sciences, engineering doctoral
work, and a number of professional areas were completed. On the infor-
mation and recommendations available, each university should be able to
make decisions concerning its support of graduate programmes in these
areas. Amendments to university responses to the individual discipline
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planning ssessments may then. be tsde in the wider context of a group
of related d disciplines and amendments to COU's original Report's on an
individual discipline may be required.

3. The first concern in planning is to review the quality of graduate
opportunities and of students in Ontsrio'untuersitieSand to makd
judgments about how to proceed or not proceed based on quality consid-
"erations. The procedures have made use of highly-volified.independent
consultants who have no direct interest in the universities in Ontario.-
Accordingly, MI feels bound to accept their judgments about quality
where they/are stated clearly unless unconvincedthat their conclusions
about quallkty are consistent with their evidence.. COU's recommendations
in the case of programmes which are of unsatisfattw or questionable
quality will ball for discontinuation or the car ring Out ,of an appraisal,"
if the continuation of the programme is not crucial to the province's
offerings. In some cases, hOwever, there may be a padtticUlarneed for
the programme and the appropriate recommendatibn will,be to strengthen
it, with an appraisal following that action. It is also possible that
if there were found to be.too large a number ofTbroadlY based programmes
there could be a recommendation to discontinue the weakest;in 'this case,
an appraisal for a more limited progfamte might be relevant:.

4. A second consideration is the scope of opportunities for graduate wbrk
in the discipline. Do the Ontario programmes together offer a
satisfactory coverage of the main dixisions of the. disciplines?

5. NuMbers of students to-be planned for will depend on the likely number
of applicants of high quality and in some cases may relate Akan estimate
of society's needs. Such estimates may be reasonably reliable in some-,
cases and not in others,. If the plans of the universities appear to be
consistent with the likely number of well qualified applicants and there
is either no satisfactory.bisis fqr estimating needs or,thereis no
inconsistency between a reasonable estimate of need and the universities.'
plans, then COU will take note of the facts without making recommendations
on the subject of numbers.

If the numbers being planned for the universiities are grossly out of
line with the anticipated total of well qualified stUdents, or a reliabl
estimate of. needs, COU will make, appropriate corrective recommendations.
Depending on the circumstances, these may-call for a change in the total'
numbers to be planned for and indications of w ich institutions should
increase, decrease; or discontinue.? The reco endattons in serious cases
may need to specify departmental figures for'each university for a time.
If the numbers being planned- for are ins fficient, the. recommendations
may oall,.for expansion, or.new programt S, and mOlave implications for
both .operating and capital-costs.'
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Unless there are exceptional circumstances, the recommendations con -

cerning enrolment will not call for a university to refuse admission
to any well qualified student who wishes-to work in a field in which

that university offers a programme and110.n which it has the capacity

to accommodate the student.

6. The quality of gradu e pro rammes is partly dependit onosize, and

for each programme, epending on how it is designed and its scope,

there is a minimum ize of enrolment below which quality may suffer.
hat numbo cannot be expressed for the discipline aA'a whole but

onl for individual programmes depending on their purpose, their

resources and their design.

Universities will be expected to notify COU if they intend to depart
from the COU Report in any way which they believe might have a
significant bearing 'on the provincial plans.

Appraisals_ arising as the.result of 4-Asessments are to be based, on the

.
standards but not necessarily the scope of the acceptable programmeS

in the province.

General observations

r

1. Following the lead of to consultants and ACAP, the term management has

been adopted in the following comments and recommendations to refer to '

all three broad fields covered by the report. \

2 Thp current provipcial,coverage of graduate studies in management includes

four doctoral programmes and thirteen master's pro'grammeS of which seven

are of the MBA type.

3. The plan calls for additional programmes at both levels and for a study of the

possibility of developing an outstanding centre for PhD work in' management

in the Hamilton-Toronto region.

4. Projected enrolments in the MBA programmes are acceptable with minor

exceptions at two of the unfVersities. Part-time enrolments are large

and are unevenly distributed.

Numerous specialized programmes wift-71-driety oforieniations exist and,;

there is a need for some study of the appropriate relationship between them

and the departments involved. Mid-career training programmes for civil

servants are of particular interest in some areas.

6. Too few doctorates. in management' are awarded in Canada .due, in, parts, tp

insufficient numbers of qualified applicants.. In this situation inter-i

university cooperation becoMes essential for effective doctoral studies.

esharpdistincionsdrawnby.AcAP.betweed"professiomr'and"disc#1ineH.
b sed" doctoral p ogrammes is moderated along the lines indidated in the /

0 GS comments whi h were based on subsequent advice from ACAP.

10
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The f llowing
clarified and
organized to

recommendations, - consolidated fjm the ACAPrecommendatiOns as
modipied by the OCGS comments and accepted by COU, have been.
rovide handier reference by individual universities.

RecoMmendations

. r.

It. is reommended that:

6

640 1. The enrolment projections for existing MBA programmes be accepted
.

as reasonable except thal the University of. Ottawa should plan to
attain a 'larger enrolment than i_,has.ind-ichted and that the::! .

es
University of Windsor.is.advised to anticipate a smallet enrolment
khan it has indicated.

The Tdscipline Group study the advantages and disadvantages of a
coordinated adMission system. a

stet, T
order t

or PhD w
66U on t
time A
'based
in th
Any
It

ronto Arid York Universities engage in conversations
study the possibility Of developing an outstanding centre

tit in management: The universities should make a report to
e results of theSe discusSions in Mayo 1977. At that

AP should determine that the prOpoSals involve reSearch-7
rogrammes which pay adelate attention to developing competence
concepts and research methods of-related basic disciplines.

ubsequent appraisal should include- eXamigation,ofthis.ppint
s recommended that thAe be no change in funding arrangements

in. authorization of programmes or new Yields in\these universities
at this time (Sec note 1).

Carleton University.
.

i) continue its master of public administration programme,

ii) initiate the programme for mid--areeir. training of,public servants
in cooperation '$ith the University of Ottawa and the federal
government according to its plans,

ill). cooperate with the Univers 'y of Ottawa in its master's programme
in Management sci i e note 2). :\

5. \The University of Guelph continue the
field of agribusiness in the dotioral
according to its plats awl subject to

6. 'McMaster University

`1) initiate its proposed master's programme
subject to favourable apprOsal

di) continue its MBA programme according to its
its plan to initiate master's programmes in

`subject to favourable appraisal,

MSc in ribusiness and offer the
'programme n agricultural economics
favourable ppraisal.

0

in health administration

I
.plans and proceed with
health administration

11



MtMastef University continued

See also recommendation 3.

7, The University of Ottawa,-'

Continue its master's programme in health administrat °ion
seriousattentiontnthe need to redesign the academic content
making use of ,,members of the management faculty,

ii) initiate the programme-for mid-career training of public servants
in cooperation with Carleton'Univetsity and the federal government
according to its plans,

iii
. '

continue its mas er's programme'in management sciences
With Carleton UTIversity (see note 2).

University

in. -- cooperation

i) sustain and give further, encouragement to its MPA programme serving
mid'- career public servants,

ii) -continue itsMBA programme according to its plans,

initiate a doctoral programme in management involving cooperation
of the Department;of Economits.

--p

The ,University. of Toronto

\N7ntinue its MBA programme according to its plans,

ii) continue its current PhD programme for the' present.

See also recommendation 3.

10. The University of Waterloo continue its specialized master's and
doctoral programmes in management science according'to its plans..

11. The University of 'Western Ontarib

i) continue' its

O

A

A

MBA programMe according to its plans,

, .

ii) initiate its proposed' MPA in municipa4 admitistra4ion subject to
...- favourable appraisal,: .

.

6

iii) continue and,strengthen,4s doctora programme professional

character infbusinessadministration (see,
4

12. Wilfrid Laurier University-initiate its approved MU uogramme according
to its plan . A-teport on' the. development ofath&program/e should
be submitt d to the Apprais'als Committee by December, 1979 (see not 1).
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Thelyniverpity of Windsor continue its "BA programme but plan'for a
.smaller enrolment growth than ind cated.

*

14. York Uniliersity continue its MB and MPA programmcs'according to its
lags .

, Ree alao recOmmendatio43.

1$.. In view of the7\recent changes in the funding mechanism for graduate
studies in the Ontario'universities,"the Ontario Council on University
Affairs take note,of the completion of thiS planning assessment,and the
COU recommendations which will serve as .a basis for:university decisions
in the fields of administration,. business and management science.

Notes concerning the recommendations

.'.
Re: Re:0cpmendatto s 3 and 12

4,.

1

. ;:
. . 1

1. The Wor ing of these recommendations is taken.froui the ptGs comments.

clo

Recommendations 4 and 7
e -

The name ofthe management science prograMme:At Ottawa was recently
changed Ed business administration (MBA degree)"'asHsuggested by rhe
Atm, .c-onsultants. 1

'Recommendation 11

3. The OCGS comments on "professional" programmes have relev nce here.

A



OCGS COMMENTS ON THE ACAP REPORT ON

ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Inkpreparing its comments on this assessment report, OCGS was'faced
with the question of determinfhg appropriate procedures for, dealing with requests
by universities for re-examination of ACAP statements and recommendations which
they consider to be ambiguous or wrong. OCGS has considered that, where such.
requests raiseissues.of major importance, it is proper'to refer them to ACAP
for study. ACAP has decided, and OCGS concurs in th's decision, that its 6

proper course is not to alter its report, bdt t fer advice 'which 0= may
consider in drafting its wn comments. It shou d be stressed that OCGS will
make such referrals only when it considers that issues of major importance have
been raised, and that referrals must be regarded as exceptional in nature. In

this instance, three issues were raised, as noted below.

1. MBA Programme --Wilfrid Laurier University

In its recommendations C2 and C18 (which are identical), ACAP recommends
the MBA programme at Wilfrid LaUriei'University not be initiated. This
programme had been successfully appraised,- and was approved by OCGS in

November, 1974. The university argued that the quedtions raised during
the assessment had begn stisfactorily answered during the appraisal. In

view of the importance OCGS places on a recommendation 'that a programme
not proceed, the matter wad referred to,'.ACAP for study. ACAP's advice to

OCGS was (PL-75-23A0 January 14, 1976):

"In the light cif;

-i) the comments made by the consultants concerning the need for an
MBA programme in the Kitchener-Waterloo area,

ii) the comments made by Guelph and Waterloo in Appendix C concerning
their lack of interest in mounting their own MBA programthes,_

iii) the comments from Guelph and Waterloo. in. eating a willingness to

cooperate with the WLU programme and,, r

iv), further conversations and correspondence that Ave reasthired ACAP0
as to the nature of the Tirogramme,

.4ACAP advises OCGS to recommdnd approval of theNBA programme
at WLU with the provision that it be submitted for 're-apl)raisdl
in five years."

OCGS accepts ehis advice, and accordingly recommendS that WilfridLaurier
University initiate its approved MBA programme according to its plans.

Also, in line with the recommendation of the Appraisals Committee, OCGS

recommends"that a report on the development of.the programmeshould be
nuhrlitted to the Appraisals Commltee by December, 1979.

O 14
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2. 'The Distinction Between "Professional" and "Discipline-based" Doctoral
Programmes_

4 4

This Zistinction, which ACAP describes as "not only valid, but of considerable
importance", uias strongly objected to by McMaster University, the University
of Toronto and York University, on the grounds that a doctoral programme
"characterized by a high level of specialization grounded in a basic disci-
pline", ACAP's description of the "discipline-oriented" type of programme,
would serve no real puxpose. Since this objection appeared to involve a
major matter of principle, OCGS.again referred the question to ACAP fjor
study.

ACAP's advice to OCGS (PL-75-26A, January li,-1976) provides clarification
of the phrase "grounded in a basic_ discipline ", which ACAP describes in the
following way: .

"ACAP's understanding of the phrase "rese ch- grounded in a basic
discipline" (Recommendation C8, page 17) is research in admini-
stration, business or management science problems of a general,
rather than specific nature, with adequate attention to the use
of concepts from the necessary basic disciplines."

OCGS believes the distinction drawn by ACAP between the two types of pro-
grammes to be a useful'onei.,,in that it. encourages differentiattoh between
the doctoral programmes at 'the-University of Western Ontario and at the
proposed centre involving McMaster, Toronto, and York- However, there are
dangers in drawing too rigid a distinction; doctoral programmes, even
while displaying a'clear tendency towards one educational approach rather
than the other, will show wide internal variations in individual.programme
and thesis content.

OCUS'vlews ACAP's clarification of its meaning and McMaster-Toronto-York
model of a "theory-based research-oriented programme which demands breadth
of kno*ledge in management. (and) a Solid cfoundation in the relevant (related)
disciplines and in research methods" as not inconsistent in intent. OCGS

agrees that ACAP'srecommendation.C8 is correct in principle, but recommends
that the following alternative wording should be adopted by COU to avoid
future difficulties arising flom the kind of confusion Indicated above.

"It is recommended that McMaster, Toronto and York
Universities engage in conversations in order to study
the possibility of developing an outstanding centre
for PhD work in management. The universities should
make a report 'to COU on the results of these discussions,
in October, 1976. At that time, ACAP should determine
that the proposals,involve research-based programmes
which pay,

f
adequate attention to gldevelopincompetence.

in the concepts and research methods o rdl..kted basic

disciplines. Any subsequent appraisal should include
examination of this point. It is recommended that there
be no change in funding arrangements or in authorization
of programmessor new, fields in these universities at
this time." .

115
'41
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3. Cooperative Programmes in Health Administration SRecommendation C6)

Comment was received from the University. of Toxonto on this recommendation,
but this comment was not referred to ACAP. OCGS supports.the intent of
this recommendation 'concerning master's programines in health administration

at McMaster, Ottawa and Toronto. Uhile recognizidg.the advantages stTgssed
:.,,by the consultants, of cooperation bei'ween health and management facilities,

aeqs believes that-formal administrative arrangements to foster such
coopercian should take cognizance of individual university requiremen s.

Asi&trom these specific issues, ()CGS notes a poS-sible ambiguity
in-the use of the term "centre" in recommendations c8, C12, C15 and. d20 . ;Me-.

princfple of cooperative'deyelopment at McMaster; Toronto and York is one
which OCGS supports; howeve4 the mechanisms whereby this cooperation may
develop cannot easily be foreseen, and it would be unfortunateif'ihe'
Consultants' suggestions as to mechanisms, including the formal structure
possibly implied by "centre" were, to be interpreted as directive rather than

advisory. In further reference to these recommendations, the date propOsed
for reports on interuniversity discussions may now be unrealistic and might

defqrred to-Mhy,.1977.

OCGS recommends that this ACAP;report be accepte4by COU, subject
to the changes noted in these comments.

HHY:id

March 22, 1976

1
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PROCEDUR1

On advice of the Ontario Codncil on'Graduate Studies, the Council of
Ontario Universities on September 17, 1971, instructed the Advisory
Committee ob Academic Planning to conduct-a:formal planning assessment
for administration, business and management science..

A Discipline Group was, formed consisting of a member named by each
interested university. A list of members,iS attached as Appendix
Professors N.P. 'Halsall, E.R. Malley and R.F. White held the ACAP
portfolioatvarioys times and attended meetings when ACAP representa-
tion was :necessary.

The procedure and:termsof reference for the planning assessment are
'attached as Appendix D.

The Discipline Group. began its.meetings'in April, 1972. In accordance
with the procedure, the Discipline Group provided ACARwith a list of
possible consultants: .ACAP obtained the services, of' Dr. H.T. Ross;

former dean, Faculty of Management, McGill University, and. Professor
J.T. Wheeler of:the Graduate Scholl of Business AdministraAon,
University of California. Brief curricula vitarum appear:as Appendix

G. In this planning assessment,. Dr. O,M. Solandt played the role
of the Canadian from another discipline with a wide experience of

Ontario universities. The,-consultants held their first meeting in
Toronto in November; 1973, and discussed with the Discipline Group '

'their schedule of visits to the universities, These took place
during. March, April and May, 1974.

Regrettably, Dr: Ross died in September, 1974. He participated fully
-in the work of the consultants until the draft was formulated in all
its major aspects and even took part by telephone in some of the work
of his two colleagues in their final writing and polishing setsion.

4 draft report was presented to the' Discipline Group for informal
commence on October 11, 1974; and the final report was subsequently
received and distributed November 8, 1974. ,The- universities were

requested to submit comments to ACAP by December 20, 1974, and the ,

Discipline Group by 4.4nuary 3, 1975, after it had seen the comments
of the universities.

a 4l .

The Discipline Group comments plus those of the universities appear
in Appeddices B And Crespectively. The latter includes only those
comments specified by "each university for publication,

This report then is based on these, data, reports and comments, and
sets out recommendations for COU .onthe,plan for graduate work in
administratiOn, buSiness anethanagement science.

As is required, this report is made directly to COU, It:has been

transmitted also tothe Ontario-Colincil on Graduate Studies.

18
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GENERAL INTRODkJCr ION

Planking Techniques
.

.

t

For some yeari now, the universities of Ontario have.been committed to
the belief that the ,quality and effectiveness of graduate'study in
the province can be ensured only by collective and cooperative action.

.This implies'a mechanism for continuing consultation and agreement .,

so that the plans of each university for each of its disciplines are
- ,concerted with those of the other universities. At any given time
(there will exist a plan for the development of each discipline, with
agreed and understood roles for each department;,sinCe graduate education

. is the most advanced formal intellectual activity and is, therefore,
undergoing change, it is necessary that such plans be kept under ,

regular review and be subject to ready amendment.
,

The Council of Ontario Universities has assigned to the Ontario Council
on Graduate Studies the task of advising it on the development of, such

'plans and of the steps to be taken to carry them into effect. The
Standing Committee which carries out these tasks for OCGS is the
Advisory. CoMmittee on Academic Planning. A significant role is also
played by the discipline groups, one of which is established for each
subject, with a representative from each interested university. Each
discipline group has the function of assisting 'and advising:ACAP, in
connection with its,own subject.

The above may 'give the impression that the planning activity is fragmented
on a disciplinary basis. This would, of course,ndt be acceptable.
Since the development of one department in .a university should not be
Considered independently of its contribution to the rest of its university
and of the influence of the university as a whole on the department, it
is most important that universities as institutions play a central role ,

in the planning process. One of the most effective ways of doing this
is try indicating to ACAP the nature of institutional commitments 'to a
department and institutional aspirations for the deOirtMent.----

The most significant single input to .a planning assessment is the set
of statements from each university of its plans for its department. When
these are subjected to collectiye scrutiny it may be found that their
totality, onstitutes a reasonable plan for the discipline in Ontario,
but in anycase this set of plans is the first approximation to the
provincial plan, which the planning assessment may have to refine if
there are duplicated features, lacunae in offerings,Itoo large a total
enrolment,-or other reasons to recommend altering some of the university.
plans. The universities are also involved in that thetbodies that act
on ACAP reports, i.e. both COU and OCGS, are CompoSed of universities.

The formal documents stating the responsibilities of ACAP and .the
Discipline GroUps'are Appendix F. Briefly summarized, it is ACAP's
function to advise on-steps to be taken to implement effective provi cial
planning at thetgraduate level, to promote the arranging of the gtad ate
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programmes of the prOvince in order to en ante and sustain quality
and to avoid undesirable duplication; and, when necessary, to .carry
out formal planning reviews for disciplines. A discipline group
has the responsibility of keeping under review the plans for gradUate
work in the discipline and making regular progress reports to ACAP in
connection with graduate work in that subject,' To make all this
possible, it has been agreed that ACAP may communicate directly with

_universitiga and discipline groups, to request necessary information, °

to.discuss rep res, to convene meetings, and -to make and receive
proposals for the future.

The a ove ihormation has beet given in some detail because it consti-
tutes he mec anism currently approved by COU for cooArative graduate
work, it is fair to say that in 1971 there was no mutually agreed
plan for graduate study in any discipline. Our task i§,nOt only to
generate the first such plan for each subject but also to ensure that
it is kept under continual review. .

1,' ,

There are.four fundamental.omponentS in the plan. The first is
analysis of the fields of study,the formats of study which should be
available'to prosPective students.in the province. The second is an
estimate of overallprbvintial enrolment at master's and doctoral . 4

levels .based'prinCipally'on the likely numbers of highly qualified
applicants. In regard to considerations of manpower needs forithe
province of Ontario,- ACAP is .conscious-of the unreliability o0oreCasts
and, except It special cases, subscribes to the approach proposed in the
Macdonald Re5rOrt (1969): . -

The. country as a whbla and the provinces must be
. concerned, about manpoWer recrireMents. This
concern can be expressed in he first instance
through careful survey and forecasting of man -1
i)owerneedp on a continuing basis'. Such foiecaSts
should be given owide birculatlonv' It is 'reasonable
to expect;that.uniVe*ities will respond by
creating additional'oppprtudities fog" study in
the areas'of shortage: In addition, the universi-
ties through their 'counselling-services have,a duty
to advise students about the. opportunities in
various fields from the standpoint not only of
intellectual chklenge but also .off vocational
prospects and social utility. The4peaction of
prospective studrents to such forecastsis likely' .

to provide an effective control. We believe the. ,

market- place, if its trends are made explicit,
offers an adequate governor to preVent Serious
surfeit and to encourage movemeWof students'

..spe towards fields of opportunity.
0

The third 'component of the plan is an indication of. the role tq'be played
by each department in terms of the programme it will.offer an its,

academic emphasis. Cooperative arrangements betwedn departm&td are..
stressed. The fourth component consists-of an examination/Of%the enrolment.]

--.

k.
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.plans of the universities and consideration as to whether the universities,

plans and the predicted enrolment for this discipline.ane consistent..
If mot, soMe appropriate action should be recommended to COU. It will

be seen that although there may also be other aspects these -are foUr

necessary components in such a plan.

One must hasten,t0 add7that/the future is uncertainand that to forecast

intellectual trenda,:student'interests, and employment marklbs five years

hence.is..to undertarceto:examine.many variables. Of course, this is

not a new exercise since all universities have had to mike decisions

about building, staff hiring, library expansion, equipment investment,

and so fpith and have done so on a baSis'Of AiMiiar forecasts. Perhaps
.

sometimes the forecasts have been more intuitive than consciously . .\

recognized, but they have certainly'been there. ';All iiithat is new is

to make such plans systematically for the province.", "/\:

It will be realiied that, at a minimum, the ongoing planning procedures

we have indicated require annual reporting of enrolments acid annual
examination of admission standards. When there are indications 'from

theseor other sources that some aspects of the\plan for the discipline

.are/not being realized, it will be necessary for AC to initiate a

review. Such a review would usually not invOlve out ide consultants.

qhether the impetus came from a discipline group,.a niversity or ACAP

itself, comments would be sought from-all concerne and the review

A ould culminate in a report to' COU recommending an amendment eo the plan.
.

.

I a university notifies'ACAP of its intention to depart from its

acce ted role (for example to enrol numbers subs ntially at variance

with i s understood pThn), ACAP will review the ituation in the light

of any o her Such notifications it may hake rece ved and any other

pertinent factors. The extent of any further st dy would der,a4d.on.

the situation, but if ACAP felt that the univers tPs new kian could

be a cause for concern, its'first step, would be t seek full discussi n

with the university.. Normally there Would already have been disCussi n

in the discipline group and between univers#' dnd the university

'would hsve reached its intention after a caref examination of the

general situation of graduate study in the di cipline. Thus tile AC 4P

decision would-be straightforwaird and a thang in plan would be

recommended to COU through ocps. If, however ACAP still felt that

there was a probability that the aniveraity's action might be found,

on further study,.to be potentially harmful t the system, it would

probably next seek comment from other uniVe sities concerned and

from the discipline group. In any case, A would eventually make`'

some recommendation to COU (through OCGO-Ic ncerning the variation.
. .

It is difficult without a concrete case to speculate any likel ACAP

recommendations. As has been noted, if,th re had been advent inter-

university discussions and agreement, this would be a positil factor

in ACAP's assessment,xbut there is of course the possibility/ that

the resulting recormendation.would call for modification of the uni-

vers-ty's intention; we take that to be theltbVious conseq rite of
,

SystM planning. Of course, the university could decide tB act in

a manner contrary to a COU recommendation,accepting what er consequences
.,''

21
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would result; we take that to be tlip\basic right of university autonomy.
It is understood that a university will not act in this way without
the notification and review described in th'e precedine.paragraph.

c

r

9
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SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS
i

r

-_,

It is emphasized thattheconsultants' report (Appendix A) is an
essential and integrOlpart of this report to COU: In the ACAP
report we have dealt; bnly with those aspects of the consultants'
repoie which appearto be particularly significant or which have led
us to recommend speCificourses of action. As has been our custom
with othet.discip4fies, we prefix our recommendations to COU with the
aymbol;C' to avoid, confusion with the numbering in the COU report.

In theirrreport, the consultants shortened the title of the planning
assessment to management; For its rep tt, ACAP also has adOpted this
abbreviated titlle for administration, business and management Science,..
AlsoParallellifi the consultants' report, ACAP has: divided its report
into sections on MBA programmes, other master's programmes and do total

4'.

progratmes., FO .lowing these discussions is a section!'onuniversitY
recoMmendationS, a compilation -of all reco endations for each university.

;3,-
7." / .

The consultrs are concerned that unrestricted growth at the undergraduate
level may 104d to a deterioration in graduate level programmes. It is
not within CA 's responsibilities to assess unotergraduate needs, and

it,

we merely drhw this observation to the attention the university-Community.
.

a

I MM. Programmes

The consultants note that altholigh management program es in Ontario are
large and numerous, they are still in" aoperiod 44/ev lopment,- Until

1960,-. there. were .only two.MBA programmes in the province but during- thee
sixties. the of programmes grew rapidly: At the Present time,
six un ersitieS--McMaster, Queen's;,'To onto,Alestern, Windsor and York--
offer p MB4, and Wilfrid Laurier is- anning to.initiate one.

.

. ThecolSytants point out that the programme in 'management science at
Ottawais *Ike an MBA ?: and it is'discussed in this section of the report.

On the-other hand, management science at Waterloo'is of a different. type
and isi.nCluded in the following section on other master's programmes.

There is a, large part -time enrolment in IBA programmes; in fact, the
total number of students in part-time .programmes,is about equal to
the number in full-time. However, the distribution is very different.
McMaster,'Ottawaand,York have large pa t-time .enrolments whereaS'Queen's
and Westetn.have no part-time programme

The,consujltani5s conclude that the minim size of an MBA prog ramme is
abo ut 10 students.' One of the disadva tages,of fewer students is'that
advanced fclasses may be ..too small to _p ovide students with the most

satisfactorY learning setting. Growin programmes can overborne this
f

advantage bycombining full-time and p rt-time students in advanced courses.
There are also obvious financial advan ages to such arrangements'. Each

Of/ the schools, with the exception of ttawa, project full-time growth
to at least; 200. Ottawa should work tith Carleton in planning a larger
programme Oan now Projeted. The co sultants note that the projected
growth rate::-may be too rapid for the vailable supply, of qualified
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studenertat Wind6or. For the other universities, the projected growth:
.1

rates shown in Table 2, page A50, seem reasonable in the'view,of both

the consultants and ACAP.
4

The consultants recommend that Ottawa should work with Carleton in%
planning a larger programme for the future than is presenty 'projected.
Theynote that the proximity of the, two universities makes cooperation

relatively easy and feel that the result should be a better prograMme
for the.students. Carleton does not offer an MBA_programme but AVAP
notes the strong. interest in developing a programmedkOministraive
studies.Atthepresenttimethereis no need for kOo master's, :V
programmes in management in the city of Ottawa and. ACAP urges CArleton .4

and Ottawa to work together in this area. '

Recommendation Cl

It is recommended that the enrolment proje6;tions
for existing MBA programmes be accepted as reason -
able except that the'tniversity of Ottawa should
plan to attain a larger enrolment than it has
indicaeed and that the University of Winlisor. is '

advised-to anticipate a smaller enrolment than it
has indicated.

,Wilfrid rztrieT University is proposing to'initiate a part-time MBA,

with an initial enrolment of 30 studentsNand rising to 60 in the next

few years. To make ,a programme of this size viable, a unique approach
involvihg considerable individual research and reading, is proposed. A
relatively loosely structured programme Is contemplated in contrast to.
the highly structured nature of the conventional MBA. Courses would be

offered in the evening to attract executives from small businesses.
Uhe consultants have serious,reservatione about the programme and the

need for it. They are concerned that for .some students there will be

too little substantive content to justify the awarding of a degree.

Some students'would be required-to take very few of the core 'courses

in the first phase of the programme because of previouseducational.
background or work experienCe. The second phase incIfides'a research

project. This project IS a basic and much emphasited part of the
progriamme and would usually consist of a problem-solving endeavour

4in,the stud Cisfirm. The consultants point out very serions difficul-

ties with suc 1N Ojects which become even more severe-when they are
a Major component of the programme (pp. A67-A69).

Although the proposed programme has received favourable appraisal, the

consultants advisethat it is not the type of programme that would make

a contribution to graddate work in the, province. On page A69, they note

that "The proposed program should be thoroughly reassessed.I Also

on page A69: "If an MBA program becomes necessaryiin this area, it
should be started in cooperation with an existing nearby MBA program

so that the design of the program is not constraine&by the small

number of students, or available faculty. It is logical for Wilfrid

Laurier to spearhead the development of such a program but they

24
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should work with the other schoolS in-the area' on a cooperative basis.
There should be only one MBArogram in tht Waterloo area. It

shouldnot be the exclusive domain of one school. Both Guelph and
Waterloo could provide vp.luable contributions in the planning and ,P
operation of such a program but their roles should be ascertained

; . before the program is approved." We realize WilfgFid Laurier University
has surveyed the enrolment prospects for a programmein the surrounding area
and ACAP believes that if the University is convinced of the' need of I
programme, it should proceed to develop an appropriate one:

Recommendation C2
-

It is recommended.that Wilfrid La urier University not
initiate its proposed MBA programme but e*plore with
the universities of Guelph and Waterloo the possibili-, ,

ties of cooperation and reorganize the academic structure
o the programme in order to offerra'pare-time MBA (

programme with standard academic content. It is also
recommended that:the University report on the development
of the, programme to OCGS.

In maI1ng the above recommendation \t is expected that OCGS,would refer
the report to the Appraisals Commits e and to ACAP for advice on whether
or not any-further study would be-required before approving the proposal.

We use the term 'part-time programme' to indicate that it is designed
fbr the part-time student; there is no implication that would rule
out.the Occasional student studying on a full-time basis.

More generally the consultants discuss the need for additional MBA
programmes. _They suggest on page,A29 that "when the need for an MBA

prbgram is demonstrated at, for example, Laurentian, the need should
be met initially by a satellite operation managed by one of the existing
schools in cooperation with the local university and preferably with the
active suppqA of local industry. The original plan should proVide for
the gradual growth of local staff and resources as the need arises
leading finally to anew MBA program independent of t'h'e original

sponsors." If Lakehead University or Laurentian University feel
there is .a case for another MBA programme, they should consider the
possibility of starting one as'a satellite operation to an existing
programme -along the lines suggested by the consultants. We note that..'

the.present'five-year plans do not include MBA programmes.

On page A25 the consultants suggest that "Consideration should be given

to'a systerof coordinationamong the schools to reduce the number of
duplicate applications in 'ABA programs perhaps by utilizing a common
appli ation form."' ACAP notes that some of the universities and the
Disc pline Group have expressed reservations about the necessity of
coo dinating admissions.

Recommendation C3
4

It is recommended that'the Discipline Group study
the advantages and disadVaniages of a CO rdifiated

'admission system. iCC25



II Other Master'

:

Theiconsu tantsdiscuss a variety of
NopLbusinesamanagement programmes h
areas. In liNme'Cases, specialized a
health adminiatration and fine arts administration, have deVeloped as
OptiOnal streams within basic MBA programmes. f.

rogrammes under this heading.
e developed ip a number of

eas, such as public administration,

They note orb .page A31 that public administration programmes' often 4

.emerge from political science faculties, either as a spe 0I area within
col. There seems Iv

be, a tendency in the existing rograns originating in t t* way to 'de-
., q..

0 -
emphasize management and to c tentrate-on the formula *n of public

' .0

. policy." th summary they bel eve that "the optimal de V 'opment of
O , ,o v

master's prograns in the pro ince will involve broadr. 'rge general.,
4P,,

management programs Iwith specialization developed tn gh cooperation '
with other professiOnal progpans in the university Irion nearby
c4puses." The Political Science Discipline.Grodp,pes not agxed with-

, this conclusion and holds that political science dePartments can
operate effective programMes inloublit administratip. (The universi-

ties involVed might consider the consultants'_ suggestion of mutualiV^

benefitfrom increased contact with Management achopaa

the existing program or as a special semi-independent s

so long-these lines,ithe'consultantauggestth4t Westert!S propP0,_
programme! in public administration aimed at municipal adMiniatritPrs'.
',should be developed in such a way as to involve the,SchAlWof
Administration. This programme would fill a unique.ifeed.

Recommendation ,C4

Nta

It is recommended that the Universit of Western
Ontario initiate its proposed programme in:*iic s.
administration, subject to favourable: appraisal.' '-

The consultants emphasize that,master's programmes,for mid-Eireer
training of public servants should be encouraged ACAP notes -That
sucha,.programmeohas been initiated jointry-by Carleton and Ottawa'
universities in response4to _the needs of federal public service. Such

`training has also been taking place in the public administration programmes
at Queen's and York universities. t

4

RecoMmendation C5
, 4

It,is recommended that the tastier's: programme for
mid- career training of'pOhlig:Servants.be fUrther
cle.I.3eloped with the cooperation of Carleton'Universityand
tlitAiniversity,of Ottatal. Existing prograMmet serving.

amid - career public sere is at Queen's- -and York universities'

should also be sustained and given further encouragement;
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Anather rea i this section- concerns h lth administration. Health cat
haS, for some ime, constituted one of he largest and fastest growling,

' activities in Canada's economy. Privet -andpublie spending in this
area rose from $114 per capita in 1960* o 006 per capita in1971.
(Economic Council of Canada, Eleventh Annual Review, p. 99.) ,Moreover,
thefinancing'of,health care has been shifting from the private to the
public domain. This is-focusing increased public attention, on rising
health care expenditures.'

Concert about the economic aspects of health care 'has. been rising in
ICanada:and is reflected in fhe'establishment in 196,8 of the Federal
.13rovindial Co 'ttee on the Cost of Healt Services and in the.retent

;r6ort of the ntarioCommitteeon'the He ling Arts. The Economic
of Can da state in its-Eleventh ual Review (1974), "in

spite of the a vances 4. the health_ eld.and the increases in expendi-
tures', there remain considerable problems concerning the treatment
and prevention Of disease andthe-Otganization and distribution of
health and mediCal care" (p. $8). There seems to" be no'doubt of the
,urgency to make cure that the Capital,and highly skilled human resources-
in the health c re system are Used effidiently.

its Seve th.
ges that qo

be' necessary to
a' pr fesion
recd ening
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nual Review (070) the Economic equncil of Canada
pl ment propoSals for better adininistratioh, it would
in a A hire a larger number of skilled managers with
eres in efficiency and give, them greater scope for
al and economic efficiency" (p. 52),

onsUltants a o emp asize the current need for training in health,
'stration t under ine the importance of the wsAd 'health' rather
imited to ho pital administration. In their view, graduate
mines in he 1,11-admtpistration should be a joint venture between
mailag4nt aculties. The proposed McMaster programme in
services adhinistration'is well thought out and follows this
h. Until re:ently, the master's'in Health administration at
as ark etair2 y independent programme. Now the programme is
ntegratediwith Ottawa's programme in management science.

gr e in hoalpital administration at Toronto was- developed in
ool of Hygiene. It is currently being redesigned with the
°operation o the Faculty of Management Studies. '

ecommendation. C6

t is recommended that McMaster University.ihitiate
s proposed master's programme in health administra-
on subject to favourable appraisal and' that the-
iversitiep.of Ottawa and Toronto continue\their
gramMes giving-serious attention to the need to
esign the academic iontent making use ofmembers
lnanagpment facultie



More generally, the consultants favour interdisciplinary joint master's

programned.' For example, York University offers a joint MBA/LLB

programme. Such programmes could be developed with other professional
-schools off gxlag master's programmes. This could be an effective .

approach here there is a need for both a professional degree in the
technical area and for a background in management.

The programme in man gement soience at.the University of Waterloo is
based in the Facul of Engineering and requiies students to have
substantial mathematical training. It does not offer the full range
of courses found in conventional MBA, programmes but emphasizes operations
research, applied economics and organizational behavio9r. The consul-

tants, are very positive itiout.this specialized maser's programme. -1

The Untliversity.of Guelph has two small unique programnes related to

management. The School of AgriculturalEconomica and Extension
Education offers the MSc with 'specialization in agricultural policy,
if arm management, agribusiness, international economics, agricultural
marketing, production nomi s and resource economics. The master's

progranIme in consume Atudie is a specialised programme concerned wit
the study of consumption be aviour and markets rather than thlb mann, ial

aspects of marketing. The consuLtadts recommend that,these small
specialized programmes c tinue.

The University of TOto to is proposing to offer a professional master's

ogramme in induatri 1 relations. This4programme was exhmined by two
of the consultants , "Professor J.T. Wheeler and Dr. O.M. Solandt, in a

Separate study. This examination resulted in a recommendation, already
transmitted, that the proposed programme be approved for funding. Of

course, a favourable appraisal is also necessary:
400

28
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III Doctoral Programmes

At the present time, Toronto, Waterloo, Western and York offer doctoral

work in management.
its

has'a specialized PhD in management along
the same lines as its mastPr's programme. The programme at Xork is
not funded.since it was initiated after the'emhargowas placbd on this

discipline.

The specialized PhD progratne at Waterloo concentrates on those areas
of management which requite quantitative skills -7 operations research,'
applied econdmics and organizational behaviour. The consultants note
that "it seems to,work well in this.environmentsbecauSe of the association
with the MASc students' who, unlike MBAs, are also working'towaid research

degrees" and regard it as "An innovative and sensible program" (p. A67).
ACAP'recommends that Waterloo continue this programme.

Besides the Waterloo activity, current university plans for the near
future would involve doctoral work,Associated with management faculties
at McMaster, Queen's, Toronto, Western and York universities. In

discussing these proposals,. the consultants distinguish between two species
of doctoral programmes. One they thel, PhD; the other, DBA. ACAP
has becoie convinced that the ide tification of the two types of doctoral
progrhmMes is not only valid bu of considerable importance-. On the

other hand, ACAP is not inc Iie to be greatly concerned about the
labelling of the degrees p Illarly since we believe practice in

American universities is of iform. We shall therefore use the, word

"doctoral" in thiS secti n o the report. We shall refer not only to

) the consultants' initi re ort but also to a supplementary statement
of May, 1975, include as nex 1 to Appendix A.

//

Both types of doctoral degrees require significant research, In the"
first type the research is "characterized by a high level of specill.za-

,
tion grounded in a basic. discipline. In an appliedfield like management
this means that a candidat -most develop a strong-tesearch base*in,a
discipline such as economicekOr psychology." To achieve this result a
managOent doctoral programme ofTthis type "must rely upon strong doctoral
programs irilthese fields [basic disciplines] for adequate bqildin of they
research"foundation.'

In contrast, a doctoral
degree which requires br

gramme of the second type is "a professional

h Of.knOwlddge of management both in theory
and practice. Research is not necessarily qn.the frontiers of knowledge
but may pertain to the study of existing knowledge as it is applied,
to,managementproblems. The emplUhid is on relevance rather than
originality This degtee builds on. the base,provided by the RIBA" whereas
the other tytoe-Tof doctoral programme "is-better based upon a degree in

A a baSic discipline."

The professional type of'doctorate is considered to'be the "better

preparation for t.ching undergradua .s and MBAs in the majority of

schools." The hol4er of a degree of'th type has "the breadth of

knowledge of management which enables him integrate the materials::

.
29 Fl

V4.
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in his coirses with dose ofhIs colleagues. The demand for people who
can do an exCellent job of teaching at the undergraduate and MBA levels

.
is undoubtedly greater than the demand for research-oriented specialists."

-4 . The principal employment.oppdrtunity-for holders df the professional

(T. demand to deve op in Canada utside the,academic market, first pehaps
type of doctor is but the consultants also expect a

.

. J

.
r

in consulting and government.
, '0.

) °
'Of course, there are academic eMpioymeilt opportunitieS for both types
of doctorate, bdt, as the consultants suggest, the "professional" degree
mav-he cheADreferred preparation POrjthe majorlity of teaching positions.

The consultants discuss theneed for bath types of doctoral programmes
at various pOints in theirlepOrt,i partidularly on pages A33 and A34.

i .

.
.

They emphasize that.there is an urgent need to increase the output of
Well qualified doctoratea_in management,from Ontario universities.
There isa strong demand for graduates for teaching in all of the
existing\master's programMes..in Canada. .At present this,demand has/to
be met'in'iarge measure by.graddates of American univers ties many of

whom are not CanadiatiS. Furthermore, Many .Catadians Se king doctoral
work- attend universities in the United States and-only some return to-

. Canada. For these reasons,, it would be desirable to ave. some centres

of outstanding ;quality promising st.oe s to s ay in Canada,
bOth'to do research in Canadian problems and to Pt pare fo ,teaching

careers. Canadian gradate will probably fall well belO demand until

stronger progammes have been established.
4

TThey. cOnclude that':Ontario
I should provide lat-leaat one 'chool which

believehas developtdan exCellent professional doc rate". They believe --
equally strongly (p., A36)* that there is a nee to develop also: out sta d-

ing doctoral of the first type. The proceed to recommend

hoa these two goal Should be mety and AC P,'after careful considera-

\tio recommends that\their

'

suggestions.be, proved.

'4' 4

They recommend that the University of Western Ontari be. asked to

,-assumethe responsibility for. the outstanding professi nal doctorte ,

programme which Ontario needs. They believe (Annex 1 to Appendix A)

that the PhD now offered at Western is close to this second kind of

doctorate. Their initialreport did not make this clear and was .

,interpreted by Western as a suggestion for a marked shift in emphasis
As a result, ACAP:representatives met with representatives of the

University of Western Ontario and a gOod.deal:of clarifying material

was Made available, both from Westein and in the statement from the

consultants (Annex 1)4 .

.. . ,_.__

..

. ..

The materiallrom Western indicated that their doctoral candidates

must have basic.undetstanding and competence in. the principal field-S.",

of business administration and a 'satisfactory working knowledge of

eoncepts'and literature in economics, behavioural sciences and manage-

thent.soience. seems-c6InCident with the breadth indicated by

the oteSUltants ln describing the second (profesSional). type of doctoral

programMe. In addition the student must have advanced knowledge of

one of the following Special fields: finance,'management science,
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marketing, operations management, organizational beha
-information and control systems, and policy. These r
the typical course programme lie almost entirely in

.ness Administration. A professor from another facul
the supervisory committee of each student. The repr
Western stressed that almost all their graduates ar
established in teaching careers.

.

It does seem to' ACAP that, whatever the tacit or
may have been, the Western programMe has been a s
programme very near in character to the type it
to a higher level of excellence. 'We therefore r
urkepestern to acce t the proposed role e plici
to agree with the co sultants that if this prog
province; is given s mewhat greater emphasis,
and deservedly high regard which the School en
to meet an importart.demand.

Recommendation C7

It is recommended that the Universi
OntarAo continue and strengthen it
programme of professional characte
above in the text of this report).

sour,, planning

quirements and
e School 'of Busi-

y is foundi on
sentatives from
now successfully

i plicit peritions
ccessful doctoral
now urged to bring
ommend that COU'

We are inclined
amme, unique to the%
will, enhance the wide

oys, well as continuing

y of
doct
(as

estern
al

egcribed

Let us now turn to the requirement for do tore; programmes of the
first (more specialized) type. These pro rammes shouldSprimarily
"emphasize researchialthough preparation or teachitygshould not be
neglected" (p. A39). This type of progr me also.reqlkirest close
contact with departmen s in the basic,di ciplines. The consultants
find (p. A36) "that no single university in Ontario can be regarded
as now havi all the qu lifications nec ssary to operate a really
filst-class, trong a d effective doctoral program" (of the first

\ type). "It wil not e easy for any one school or for the schools
collectively, to att in quickly the stature required by a first -class
,graduate school:. However, the importance of developing 111th-class
doctoral programs in Ontario is so great that special means should
be accepted for a few years in order to get the graduate programs
up to stredgth within a reasonable time." They conclude that an
insistence on effective cooperation is the only feasible course to
recommend.

"None of these four schools [McMaster, Queen's, .Toronto and York] at
present, or in the near future, will hay.e adequateli.esources to of
a'complete PhD prograi in management. Each of them, hmever,. has
unique strengths which could be Used.to advhntage. We recommend,
therefore, that each of th m be permitted to proceed with their doctoral
plans, but that aria e is be made to bring aboutserious.and.effetive
'cooperation between the (p. A39) r

. EVen when the travel distances are short,:.as with McMaster* Toronto and
Yokk, the consultants- do not feel that a unified degree programme
operated jointly bY"the.t ee universities. would be the most effective

O
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mean-6 for cooperation in doctoral management studies. Th6, feel "that

each university giving a doctoral 'degree should have its own program

but that each program mustbe strengthened by assistance from* facility

in nearby school:a'. In the early years, individual schools may choose :

' to operate doctoral programs Cof,the first type], in specially selected,
narrow fields. However, the ponaultants feel that the final goat should
be:verTbroad dottoral programs and that narrow specialization should'
be regarded only as an interim measure. . - a school. giving a doctoral

degree should have a brciad program which assures that the candidate has
a good understanding of the broad area of management although he will

write his dissertation in a specialized area.", (p. A37)

Although the management faculties of McMaster, Toronto and York
Will derive much strength from each other, it should beclearly understood

that close relationships are essential with doctoral departments in the
appropriate basic disciplines. The consultants are somewhat concerned.,

that Tork is tending to offer aprofessional,type of doctorate. This

is not what is recommended for York, or for Toronto or. McMaster. It

.
is felt that Western isitiuch -better. equipped to provide that type of

doctoral education. The perceived public need that' the other universir.
ties are urged to fill is for the research oriented doctoral programme.
It is realiztkstliatthe humber of candidates is unlikely to be extremely

large.

Nevertheless, the consultants feel strongly that only through cooperation

can these three universities offer a programme:Of quality sufficient to Ig

justify its development. We quote several passages froM.theirepOrt
(pp. A39-A40):

. .

"The short distances between McMaster, Toronto and York should make a
high degree af cooperation possible so that PhDs can be offered which..

*mild equal the best programs now inexistence. We recaniMend. that each

school control its own admissions and granting of degrees, but that

programs be'integrated through seminars, joint examination and theiis

committees. Seminars should be scheduled and publicized so that
candidates at each institution may attend, and they should be expected

to attend the seminars relevant to their programs,"

.

.

"There is a special problem with doctoral programs in management that

make larger .programs more desirable than inthe traditional.aqademio

disciplines. In.stich traditional'disEiplines these are substantial:
numbers'of master's candidate's; - interested in theoretical and research

.'oriented inars. It is thus possible-to offer a selectIon of these

ars for all-graduate students. MBA candidates, in a professional

. program, are . . not Sp interested in theoreticWand research.

oriented seminars,. DOctoral candidates.eiiming out of undergraduate-

or-professional graduate programs need such seminars. At least a one

ear, seminar is needed in each field in which the doctorate is offered.

A minimumsize for an effective semihar is perhaps six students.

This means that a doctoral program must attain a certain. critical

size before it can be effective. Thus, for the present, the need to

group studenta,from'adjacent universities in order to create lively

.seminars becomes one of the principal benefits of cooperation.".
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"Examination committees, should include onerfaculty meMbefrom eachcof.
the three institutions, plus faculty from the candidate's Own institution
The thesis committees should also include one faculty'memker froM an institu-
tion other than the university in which the candidate is registered."'

R
t 7

"These procedural recommendations will not by themselveS assure oPtimal
cooperatikon. We trust that the goo will of faculty meMbeee,'and the
self-interest of. the candidates, will bring about.the desired cooperation:"

We would emphasize the consultants' point (p. A37that cooperation cannot
be legislated but must flow from "grass-roo s" conviction that this,is
the odly way to obtain a first-rate centre o anagement studies and that
"makin: cooperation wo k f. ult level i in effect the rich of
getting support for thedoctoralpragratils."'

In addition to interuniversity cooperationit is cl rly necessary that
doctoral. programmes with the desired research emphasis nvolve professors
ih the .appropriate basic discipline's.

After receiving the university respotNe froM Toronto(Appendix C) which,
seemed to suggest recommending a more \imited number of PhDAOgrammes,
ACAP inquired of-Toronto to what extent e University would be able. to,
support Strengthening pf its doctoral Progr in management studies.
The reply was impressive in light of the current, ancial.diffiCulties.
In 1975 -76, the Budget Committee has approved a net addition of three
FTE faculty members. We referred this, letter (Appendix,C) to the consul-
tants who indicated that despite the remarkable addition to resources,
this would still not break through the barrier from a good to a really
outstanding doctoral programme. Thus Toronto has the strength to proceed
on its own but it would not be an outstanding programme.'

York does not have the basis-for'a PhD programme without cooperation at
this time. The consultants recommend agdinst any effort by Yor% to add
two areas of ,concentration beyond the three already proposed--at least
on a unilateral basis. "In the initial°stages particularly there are
not likely to be an adequate number of students to populate the needed'
doctoral-seminars. Furthermore, the cost in faculty time of manning

. five sets of seminars for a handful of students is too great even for
a School as large as York." (pp. A63-64) It is again emphasizedthat
it is pnly the first type of doctoral programme which is recommended.

m
I

McMaster has a smaller faculty than Torontoor'York and plans only a
Small PhD. programme. In the consultants' view, such a programme would

- not be viable without cooperation.

Itis also important to note that many of the 'particular strengths of
the three individual management faculties are in areas that Complement

.one another.

In view of the great importance attachedto the development of this
outstanding centne for management,.it would, clearly be inappropriate
.to recommend funding for arrangements (such as the PhD.programme At
York or new fields at Toronto) which might, be' inconsistent with the
final proposal.

33
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Recommendation ''C8

c0

It is recommended that McMaster, Toronto and York
universities engage in conversations in order to
study the possibility of developing an outstanding
centre for PhD'work in management. The universities

should make a report to COU on the results of these
discussions in October, 1976. At that time, ACAP should
determine that the proposals involve research grounded in a

basic discipline/ Any subsequent appraisal should include
examination of this point. It is recommended.that there
be no change in funding arrangements or in authorization
of programmes.or new fields in these universities at
this time.

. .

',,.In the case of Queen's geographic factors make close Collaboration
difficUlt with the other management schools', although it should be
involved as Closely as possible with 4he,doctoral programmes. f the
other three. However, possibilities- of internal cooperation exist

at Queen's. "Fortunately, Queen's hasan outstanding economics
department with Otrong dOctoral program. The School of Bosiness .
has exceptionally close relations with -this department. We

recommendthat,'in the initial development of their doctoral program,
...Queenls should emOhasize fields where theresturces of the economics
department can be utiliied effectively." (p.-.A40)

Recommendation C9

It is recommended that Queen's. University initiate
'a doctoral programme in managemedt involving co-
operation of the Department of Economics.-

A final important point is the desirability of increasing the amount
of researth in management schools in Ontario. The consultants note

.tress

research in Ontario's 'management schools has been limited and

.'gtress that "The ultimate success of doctoral programs in management '

in Ontario rests upon the development of effective research in which

the doctoral candidates can become active participantg." (p. A45).

They describe their recommendation for increasing the amount of research

on,page A45. "Most of the research being carried on by the management
faculty appears to be individual in nature.' There is a lack of substan-

tial research programs or institutes focusing on an important areA of -

reaearch. Such institutes can provide facilities, assistants and a
'milieu within which scholars can interact, and mutually benefit from

related research activities. No single schqol of management is likely
to'have the concentration of scholars in a particular area to staff

an institute, but by collaboration among universities and cooperation
with related distiplines, one or more institutes could be vi.able.

Such institutes might also play an important role in providing,faculty

access to dOttoral candidates and giving such candidates a broadex

exposure to scholars in their area of interest. In the long run, these

institutes might become the centres for most management research and

an important part of the doctoral programs in the province.' The short

distances between many of the universities make possible forms of
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/
cooperation that would not be possible in most p aces. These instiitutes,

,might also help to solve the problem of allocat on of funds among the i
univers ties for research. Small mounts of mo ey to a number of schools
for an rea of research are likel to have les impact than a substantial

amount given to a single institu. e." If such h institute emerged, ..,

faculty from institutions could e involved i order to further research

in universities without aoctoral programmes. '_r'
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UNIVERSITY RECOMMENDATIONS

ommendatn on C10

It/ is rec ended that Car eton Universit continue .

its Master of Public Admin stration programme,
initiate t e programme fo mid-career training of
civil se ants in cooperation with the University
of Ottawa and the federal government according to
Its plans and cooperate with the University of Ottawa
in its master's programs in ni agement sciences.

Rather than begin a programme in busine s administration, Carleton
40hould play a role in this field in the master's programme in management
r'Sciences at the University of Ottawa.

Recommendation C11

It is recommended that the,University of Guelph
continue the MSc in agribusiness and the MSc
in consumer studies and offer the field of'agri-
business in the doctoral programme in agricultural
economics according to its plans and subject to
favourable appraisal.

°Guelph currently offers a PhD in agricultural economics and is prOposing--
'the addition of the field. of Agribusiness. Such a field is needed but
to be,of, high quality supporting strength in management and economics
is required., This is a consideration for the Appraisals:Committee.and-

,one ofthe appraisers should be a person withtraining in management.

Recommendation C12

.'It is recommended that McMaster University codtinue.
it MBA programne according.to'its plans and proceed
with 'its plan to, initiate master's programmes in
health ad-6i stratiOn subject to favoUrable appraisal. ,
It is recommends t McMaster engage in conversations
with Toronto and York in-order to study the possibility.
of developing an outstanding centre for PhD, work in

1976. -'

tOtcou on the results of these discussions in October?
"management, The universities (should .make a report -,'

....
. ,

a
* -''ullw.4

,,,,,,i , ,
.-

e consultants that library. resourcii47_ment shoula%be---b___

Increased before a PhD is implemented. . ,---
0

. . -.,c -.
-..---------

.

Recommendation C13

It is recommended That the-4U `of. Ottawa

.-..COntinueitSMaSterls.progrante In health
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administration and initiate the programme for.mid-.
career training of civil erVants in cooperation
with Carleton. University an the\feddral,govern-

/Mthat according to its plan and co tinue its
master's piogramme.in-tana ement sciences in
'conperation.with.Cargleton UniVersity.

f"

In thil recommendation We have used management .siences" because that
is the term used by the University. However, wea?cept the consultants',
view that it is a programme in business administration and itNould be
more appropriately so called. Indeed a case could be made thatif the
University of Ottawa wanted to offer work of a kind typified by the
programme in managementsciences at the University of Waterloo,.there
might be.justification for an ,appraisal.

Recommendation C14

It is recommended that Queen's University
continue the MBA and MPA programmes-atcording
to its plans and initiate a doctoral programme
in management involvingsadperation of the
DepartMent of Economics c-

The consultants'auggest that library resources
A
in management should be

strengthened. ACAp notes that tfie proposed PhD progranmie has received

favourable appraisal.

"

Recommendation C15

It is recommended that the University of
Toronto continue its MBA programme according
to its plans and continue its current PhD.
iirogramme for the present. It is recommended
that Toronto engage in conversations with
McMaster and York in order to study the possi-
bility of developing an outstanding centre
for PhD work in management. The universities
should make a report to COU on the results of
these discusSions in October, 1976.

Recommendation C16

P

It is recommended that the University of
Waterloo, continue its specialized master's and
doctoral programmes in management science
according to its plans.
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Itnis reco ended that the Universi
Ontario co tinue its- MBA programme accordi -/

its,,plans, initiatenitiate its proposed WA in mu icipal--
administration subject to favourable appra sal,
and continue and strengthen its doctoral rogramme
of professional character in business nistratiot.

Recommendation C18

It is recommgged that Wilfird Lauriii--University
not initiate its ptoposed MBA programme but explore
with the Universities of Guelph and Waterloo the
possibilities of cooperation and re-orgarilze the
academic structure ok the programme in order to
offer a part-time MBA programme.with standard
iacademic content. It is also recommended that
the University report on the development of the
programme to OCGS.

Recommendation C19

iatecommendetthat the University of Windsor
continue its MBA programMe-but plaor.a-sm4ller

1 enrolment growth than indicated.

Ah

Recommendation C20

It is recommended`-that York University continue
its MBA and MPA.programmes according to its plans and
also recommended that York engage in conversa-
tions with McMaster nd Toronto lit order Ito

'

study the possibility of developing an outstand
ing centre for PhD work in managemen.t. The
universities should make a report to COU on the
results of these discussions in October, 1976.

0
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RECOMMENDATION FOR COU ACTION

Recommendation C21

It is recommended that COU adopt'the recbmmendations
of t is report, and, in the expectation that its
mem ers will act in accordance with them, COU
in orm OCUA that it has adopted these) recommenda-
t ons.and request that the embargo on administration,
business and management science be now removed
except for doctoral programmes at McMaster Tniversity,
the University of Toronto and York University, in
accord4nce with the original announcement of. the
Ministat that new graduate programmes would be
embargoed until, for eachsdiscipline, a planning
assessment has been conducted; apd further that
COU andicate that it intends to make a further
recommendation to'complete the lifting of this
embargo after it has a report frbm
McMaster,, Toronto and ork which is expected not

.later than .October, 1976.

O
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TERMS OF .REFERENCE

We were asked to serve as,Eonsultants to the Mvisory Committee ,

on Academic.Planning (ACAP) of the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies.

Our terms of reference are set forth in the Procedure for Planning

Assessmentin Administration, Business and Management Science, datqd

Febrnary k5, 1-03. We subtit herewith our joint report.
_

ACAP defined the area of our inquiry as "AdminiAratjoe, Bdsiness

and Management Sciehce".\*This did nolwprovide us with a precisely

defined area for investigation. Business and management science were
relatively' asy to identify, but programs in administration included
health administration and pbblic administration and might have
included many othe s, such as educational administration, library

administration, d engineering administration: Thelact is that

administration s a pervaslve element in all professional programs,
although this has only recently become a significant issue.

,i
Although we will discuss the broader educational issues in our

.report, our investigation of existing or proposed programs was limited

to those that the scbOols identified as falling within our purview.

In order to avoid- the,conatant repetition of the tripartite description,
for the area of our investigation, we adopted the Convention of

including everything under the term "management"; Management will then

be the general term'we use to designate any program within the scope
of this report, with Subareas of management science, business .

management, and managemet of other types. of. organizations. A second,

classification within the broadly:defined area Of management was
designateddnthe "Proced re for Planning Assessment", and it has been

utilized as well, although to a.leaserlextent, as it was applicable

primarily to usinessmonag ment progrtms. This classification set

forth the fol owing divisio s: accounting, finance, marketing,

management- economics, quanti ative methods, organization behaviour,

policy and environment.
\

,

A limitation in the depth of this study should be emphasized. at

th outset. Our appointments\ure based upon an estimate of twenty

wor ing days for the study. In this 'time, eleven universities had to

be isited, after analyzing the\Aate submitted by them, ,and "then the

rep rt, written. In many schools therg were multiple programs. to
cork id4r, and the size of some programs precluded analysis in depth.
In, he remainder of this report, we shall set forth certain findings,

con lusions, and recommendations bdsed upon our observations, but we

rec gnize,that other conclusions might well have resulted from a more

dnt aspe study. .

The .lititati n of ACAP jurisdiction to .graduate, programs, and the

resulting:limitat n in Pur inveifigation,.was unfortunate, in that the

'articulation between undergraduate management education and master's

and doctoral programs is ±nportant. In fact we felt this, and some

related iSsueS,.important enough to include a section in this report on

undergraddate programs; akaibugh it must be recognized that we were not

able to consider them in anything but themost general terms.

-43
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Fin the "Terms of Reference for Consultants", it was stated:. "They
shall meet-as ofvenas necessary with the consultants for the Political.
Science Planning Assessment concerning teaching and resear0 in public
administration, which is included in the ambit of both dikiplibe

groups". The political science consultants complete their report while
we were still involved in-campus visits. We had no dpportunity4to meet
with them, but wereable to read their report and utilize their
observations concerning public administration and individualprograms.

,
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II PROCEDURE AND CAMPUS VISITS'.
...

.

The study got undgrimy with a meeting between the consultants and

the Discipline Group on November 26, 1973. This provided an'opportunity

to exchange ideas,-to'determine the need for additional data submissions

ftpM the schools,-and .toplan.for the visits to the individual camOuies.

The consultants prepared for. the visits by analysis of the materials

subMitted ,to them through ACAP by each of the schools. The visits-took

place between March'15 and May 3, 1974, to o-Western Ontario, Wilfrid

Laurier, Toronto, McMaster, York, Waterloo, Guelph, Ottawa, Carleton,

Queen's and Windsor in that order - being all the universities in
Ontario whiCh had degree programs:in management- at the staduate_level

or had submitted proposals for such programs to: ACAP. All three consul-_

tants were present on nine of these yisits;.the.remaining two visits

being by two consultants. -

. .

In each institution we tried to talk to a representative of the
top administration, the dean of graduate studies,:administrators,
'faculty, and students in' the program§ undei review, faculty'of related
'departments, representatives of the library, and other people whom we
felt, or were tolC could provide us with relevant information concerning
the progiams in management. These visits were indispensable in getting

a feeling for the nature ceeach institution and for the appioathes they

were using to education for management. it should. be'emphasized again, .

however; that the depth of our understanding of the programs at each
institution was influenced by the short time we could spend. onit e

campus. Moreoyer, the availability of faculty and studentsmus also

have influenced our views of each institution,;and differences in the

completeltess'and organization of the materials provided-to us led to

diffetences in the degree of preParedness of the consultants for campus

Visits. Schools that, had a well prepared -plan fpll the future were
probably evaluated More effectively, as the consultantscOUld focus.

on important variables. : : , ), '.

Data used in this section were mainly t. hose provided by the schools'
q. prior to the camPus visits though a few changes were Made to attain

greater' comparability. Lateriehrolment fig4respartioularly for Fall,
1974, had changed the. situation reported herein rmodified the projec.,

tions of some schools. "These Changes could nOt'be reflected in this

'report as they would
\

have necessitated a re-examination of each school.
0 y
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III THE ISSUES.

The overriding issue:in the field of management education.'is the
question of how it should be organized. This prOblet does not face the
traditional disciplines, but management education is in a periOdOf
transition, and it is of great Importance -to the future of all
universities that a viable struCture.bedeveloped early in the hope of
avoiding serious problemS in the future. *

Additional issues, that are familiar in. other disciplines, include
the.number.of programs, their.Size, structure, and quality. Six
Ontario schools have MBA programs,7and one offers a Master of Management
Science degree that is very similar to an.MBA. Is this enough or should
,additional such be authorized? Although there is no possibility.

.,. within the scope bfsthis study to provide an accurate measure'of the
demand far graduates. from MBA programs,2evidently a strong demand exists,
currently, and the indications are that it will-increase. Other '

master's programs in-management are in:the verrearly-stages of
deVelopmenti.and there seems no immediate likelihood of'over.expansion.
The size.of MBA'programs in future is an important question. These
programs are expanding rapidly, and consequently there is a danger of
Over expansion., Other master's programs are still so small,that:6e
'current isaue'is one of critical mass rather than of over expansion.

Quality is always a first consideration in any academic program,.
and this raises questions of student competence, of faculty qualificat-
ions, of the nature of the programs, of equipment and facilities and of
'the extent 'and quality of support from other elements in the university:

In the prOfessional master's programs that are under review here,,
the most important factors are the student input and faculty coMpetence.
These being assdred, other features can be more readily coped with.
Programs may be largely Copied from good existing models, and facilities
used for undergraduate teaching are likely to be adequate for a

fi professional master's program. Frequently however, the introduction of
a master's program will lead to deterioration in all Nisting undergraduate
program, as faculty energies and facilities are diverted to the new and
more prestigous program. This is an important consideration, but no
serious attention can be given to it in this study, ecause of the lack
of detailed analysis of the undergraduate programs. An additional
feature of a professional master's program, not found'in academic
disciplines, is the integration-in the program-structure, which gives the
student the opportunity to see the interrelationships between the
diverse, and sometimes conflicting, viewpoihts that he gets from the 'aide
.range of subjects in the program.

f

Professional master's programs are frequently considered , by those
in traditional disciplines, to be the same as conventional master's
programs but, in fact, they requireldifferent criteria for admissions,
different criteria for judging quality, and different structures for
administration. The institutional arrangements in a university have a
major impact upon the success of a professional master's program, and

,
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the peculiarities of such programs need to be considered carefully.

The'issues related to doctoral'Programsare.easier to identify, but
they ma:ye be the .more difficult to solve. At the present time, there are:,
toO,PeW doctorates in management being awarded in Canada, A number of
sehools haVe"plans for doctoral programs, however, and the possibility
Of an oversupply oin A few years must be kept in mind. At the present
time, the constraint is not lack of capacity in existing programs, but
an insufficient number of qualified applicants for the programs. This
is also the situation in the United States. This not only raises
questions concerning the advisability of new dottoral prograMs being
started, but also the spectre of a prospective shortage of trained
facUlty for expansion and replace ent.

'A related issue- is the-critical mass needed for a high- quality
doctoral program. New measures of inter-university cooperation will be
needed to bring about effective programs at-he dOctoral level. Doctoral
programs also raise internal problems: in the schools, as the academic
demands for'such programs 4requently conflict with the. professional
needs of the master's programs.

The mion of a school.and the consistency between the mission and
its programs are important issues. Many schools develop programs on
demand, without giving Careful consideration to whether they fit, into
the Overall mission Of the school. This is likely to lead to internal
conflicts and.to programs that do not satisfy their purported objectives.
Few schools have, articulated a clear statment of goals and the programs
that are needed to achieve those goals.

Problems of funding management programs lead to lively'disCussion
on most campuses. University administrations tend to regard management
programs as low-budget'operations, that provide'money for other academic
prograMs which cannot generate sufficient deMand for their courses. ,

Faculty and administration in the management schools have been guilty of
fostering this attitude, by emphaaiiing increasing: student enrolments
which they handle in large classes by conventional teaching methods;
.thus neglecting the development,of individual students and the
employment of newer techniques of teaching, some of which'require-more

' intensive student-faculty interaction. Increased Use of computers,
small groUp sessions, research assignments, etc. will make management
educationmore expensive, and university adtinistration will have to
be educated to dee that management programs receive a fair share of the
basic income units they generate.,

V

The short Canadian school year poses a peculiar problem in
management programs since most of these programs have followed,patteins
developed in the United States, where the academic year is longer. This

'should mean that either some content must be omitted, students must work
harder, or the programs must be extended: there is little evidence this

problem has been generally'recognized explicitly in designing Canadian
programs. It does, however, merit consideration. It is obvious that an annual

A
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academic calendar.designed to meet. the needs of an earlier agricultural'

community is ript suitabfe.for-management programs.

yr

An immediate issee has been raised by e big increase in, enrolment

in undergraduate tusinegs.progralp. Irew of the schools restrict

enrolment at the undergraduate level. The result is that the increase

this pAR year has led to shortages of faculty and facilities, which

must tine had an inevitable deteriorating effect upon all programs in

the schools. In addition, there may be longer-run, indeterminate,

effects upon,MBA programs. For example, graduates are likely to flood

the job market, which may affect employment of MBAs. On the other hand,

'a substa tial proportion_of the graduates are likely to decide to-go on,

li
to MBA so there may be a sudden increase in demand for

admiss

Another issue in management education is a lower level of business.

participation in the management programs in Ontario than in the leading

schools in the United States. This participation.should inclAde

providing students and faculty with opPortunitieS Ior research and case

development in business settings; greater participatiOn in the

educational process, particularly in continuing education for management .

employees;'and financial support for activities that cannot otherkse

be supported by the universities. Relatively sMallsums of /money can

frequently make the difference'betweena high - quality ,program and one

that is only mediocre. A doctoral fellowship can attract an outstanding

student to plan a career in management;, teaching and'research A

summer faculty research felloiship can lead to important new developments

as well as improve teaching zerformance in the future. These and many

similar forms_ of support can make the differende between universities

with vigorous management programs attuned to the needs.of business and

other organizaVons, and universities where the best mends are attracted

to other, areas and management is regarded as.a repoSitOry-for second-
%

rate students and faculy. , -

The faculty and administration of the schools of management also

have, an obligation to maintain quality through establishing bases for

close liaison with operating managers The current rising demand for
undergraduatemanagement education must not be permitted to lower

quality. .The schools should insist'on adequate facilities and staff.

befOre they admit larger numbers of students. ACcommodation of students

ion a temporary basis, with the hope of improved support in the future,

can only lead to poor education and a long-run detrimental. effect on

the standing of:management education. The students in management

it'programs in Ontario are almost all,Canadian,\and look to careers in

Canada. The country cannot afford to give these future leaders anything

but the, best education that can be provided.
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IV RECOMMENDATI NS

-1...

A-7.

We consider that the plans given to ,us by the universities are.
generally easonable and recommend that the universities be
encouraged to proceed with' them' subject to qualifications !led
comments hat appear throughoUt thi'vreport. These,qualifications
and come is are summardzed and cross- referenced in this section..
Recommen ations'that merely extend this general approval to
specific' situations 'are included in the' text but have bt been,
picked in this summary..

,
.

, Profes ional management,iprogrAms should be alik.the graduate level.
(page 22).

A

3. All u iversities carefully assess the probable effects f the
burg oning demand from candidates forclundergraduate programs in
management to assure themselves that an influx qf candidates at
the undergraduate level does not divert the efforts of staff
ne ed to maintain high quality teaching.at the graduate level.
.6 ge A22).

_.

0 ., .
.

4. S me system for coordinating admission's procedures for candidates
eking to enter an MBA program at any Ontario university sho lete

stabliShed.: (page A25).0

5. Ln allotting student aid, priority should be given to qualified
mature students. (page A27)!

6. -The University of Ottawa should try to-accelerate the growth of

its MMSc in cooperation with Carl rZW si,ty. (page A28).

The MBA should not be awarded for completion programa of a
type that differs substantially froin the conve tional pattern.
(page A28) .

We believe that'a'need, for furthei MBA programs will arise in the
future, however, new MBA programs in other locations in Ontario
should be started as satellite\operations to existing programs
until they can be operated,on a Ifigh level by the local university.
(page A29).

9. .Schools of management Should accept responsibility for teaching
management in non-business Contexts. (page A29).

10. The proposed joint programs -at McMaster, offered by.the'Faculty of.
Business and Factilty of Healeh Sciences should be approved.

_._

(page A30).

Programs in public administration should not be developed in:
isolation from Schools of management. (page A30)..

11.
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.

- 12..,The Waterloo. of Applied Science in Management Science'should
.

lobe contintiedlas h unique programAifferentiated from.other.proms..
lbnthe province.- (page A31).0 : -

. ,,. ,

'
.

.

1;

1 ..
1

14, ::Tha amarl specialized programs atrOuelph should...be continued.

, 4. , g browder management progr4deould not be conted lated at this
fr'ame.7 ;(page A32),
.

. .

.

.

.14, The Output of doctoral graduates in management frOm Ontario
universities should be increasedpage A33).

. . .

.

15.. Adequate funding must be forthcoming frOm public and private '

',Sector sources for generous aid4for doctoral candidates.
(page ;A35) and for recruiting good staff , (page A36).,

0 . .

16., In recruiting doctOral candidates serious.effort should be made'
to get as.many as possible with substantial practical experience.
(page A36).

17. Effective co- operation between Ontario universities will be
absolutely crucial to the suLce'ss of their plans-'. Measures
recommended to achieve this objective .include theJortation_of
a central 'co-ordinating committee for doctoral programs. (page A36),
grouping, of students. from adjacent universities 10 seminars
-(page A3S), joint 'examination and thesis committees .(page A39)-,

provision-of fundh to pay the extra, ,posts Of co- operation. (page A40).

18. Doctorates ,should be in management and mot in special areas.
(page A37) .,-.

19. TheUniversity of Western Ontario should seriouhlrcOnsiaer
converting its PhD program to a professional doctorate. (pages A39'. .

and g7ID.

20. Continuing education programs should be rootea firmly in the
' management school, and should not be considered extra-curricular
activitie's (pake A41)

21. In the continuing education field, universities should -stick
strictly to university level.work(page A41) .

22. The reward structure should provide incentives\gpr both
professional activities and research4page A43).

23. Salaries should be compptitilie with-off-Campus rates.(page A44) .

24. The poshible establishment of an inter-university research
institute should be explOred(page.A45).

25. The federal government should rely. on the two 16cal unive
for all university level courses given:to public servants
Ottawa.(pageA53).

-;

ict
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/V
26. .,Introduction of a PhD program %t Queen' 'is reco ended.

(page A59)
.

, ,.
i ---

,.'..
.

' . .

._, .
.,

.

..27: At Vhe UniVersity of 4Oronto the teaching of management should'

:
be opncentrated 'in th Fatuity of Management Studies, (page A61).
'

.i

.

. /
28.' The doctoral programat Toront shoUld be continued and should

provide the.dOre eor coopetati e.efiorts among the .three
schools in the area. (page: A63) .

'.

.

.

29. The proposed dottoralProgram at McMaster' should b:ipfMulated
in doge cooperation with IttrOnto arid York. (page A63),

30.* At York Uni14rsity the nature of the doctoral program and the
decision to Start in five areas should be re-examined.(page A63).

)31.
The doctoral program at Waterloo should be continued as a
small specialized research oriented degree in management science. '

. (page.A67).

32. The proposed MBA program at. Wilfrid Laurier University should
not be approved in itspresent form.(pages A68-A69).

The MBA program at Western Ontario should be continued as a full-
- time program at the size proposed by the School. (page A70).

34. At the University of Western Ontario, the School of Busiless
Administration should become involved in the proposed Master of
Public Administration program.(page A72).

35. At the University pf Windsor the projected rate of growth in the
MBA pro$ram should be slowed to ensure a continuing imprOvement
in qua4ty. (page A7L).
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RECENT TRENDS IN MANAdEME EDUCATION )

The conk t of management'p ograms everywhere has been changing

rapidly: Furt rmore, this chan e in content, coupled with the
changing profi e of faculty, has brought about stresses within the
faculties and more recently, it has led to problems in defining
relationships with other campus units. Mogt undergraduate:programs illii

in management emerged as offshoots of economics in faculties of ..
lw

commerce. These programs could be characterized as business rather
than ma agement oriented They emphasized.economics, accounting, and
the in titutional and functional elements of business firms. In the
early ixties, there was an increase in the emphasis given to
quantitative analysis, behavioural studies, and management es the
focus of the programs, particUlarly the MBA.. Although it would haVe,

been possible to utilize courses in other parts of the campus, the lack
of reldvance of such courses to management, the lack of fleribility of

(

4 er faculties, and \the poor preparation of the typical HBA student
le most schools to t e development of their owricourses in mathematics,

rx. statistics and behavioural §cience, as well as economics. 'The addition
of courses in 1nglish and social and political environment has led
management schools to bgcome miniature universities, with some II ssing

analements such as languages andg,the physical and biological sg/ien es
This, in turn, has fostered.an isolation 'from the rest of the campus.

There'is doubt as to'the desirability of thia-developrient, but
its popularity wi h a; 'substantial' number of students has been evident.
This popularity lids come from a feeling on the part of the students
that the courses in the management.prbgrams are more relevant,' better
taught and provide a-broader education than is_ possible in many
liber4_arts programs, where excessive specializetiOn is stressed.
Alt gh theses comments may be more applicable to undergraduate programs,
t y hel to explain the pOpularity(of MBA programs as well: They also .

s rve to provide a basis for the analysis of therchanging comPOsition
of faculties in man gement studies. C

,
\

*

The change from a business focus to a management emphasis has had
another effect. A teacher in organizational behavioui finds that -the
concepts he wishes to emphasize are applicable in a wide range of
organizations. Many of the examples and cases that are available come
from non-business organizations. It is enri ping to the class
discussion, thefbfore, to have some students n theclass whose
interests lip in management. of non-businesp or izations. 4k similar
situation isifound to eXist in courses in quant tative analysis,.
management economics, and managerial a counting. Even in courses.that
have been viewed as synonomouS with bus ness, such' as marketing,
professors have found the concepts applicable toa vider range of
organizations. i

!

At.the:same timp.there has beeri-en increasing tendency for
managers' in private business: to move' into the.public'sectotyand vice

_

versa. This has further emphaSized the univeesality.of'-management, and
encouraged the deVelOpment'of,courses that do not emphasielthe
iri'stitutlonal settings in which.the Management principles re applied,



,..

Moreover other professions have started to'recognize that many of

the people trained in theirprofession would sooner or later assume
managerial positions, and that one of their` limitations for p rsonal,
growth would be lack of understanding of good management pr n iples.
This has'led to the development of programs in public admin s ration,
hospital administration, library administration, etc. It a p ars'.,

obvious that the development of separate faculties of management in
each professional school would be wasteful and would neglect the
synergistic aspects of combining-students, aiculty, and research into

a single management faculty. In universi ies where the separate
%tebprograms have been in operation for someti it is difficult to

overcome the vested' interests that have devel ped and to
-

cdmbine'them
,

.

into a single operation.: In schools where this is
,

not a problem there

is an opportunity for designing a new academic Structure that will be
both more economical and more effeCtive. Each professional school can

Lthen condentrate on the institutional and analytical aspect of

t
. 10,

primary importance to the profession and the management programs can
emphasize the genet/al conceptsrof management. The :scenario' for ,

professional education would then become a basic undergraduate education,
followed by joint programs,'in a professional school, including a progrhm
in management for students planning.a managerial future rather than one
in research Or in .a lechqcal role.

In vistiplizing the impact of such .a development on current programs
in management, it should be pointed out,that most of these,are currently
husines/s management programs, where managerial and business.elements

are intermixed. The separaeton of these two aspects would necessitate
the redesign of present programs'and the alteration of a number of
'basic courses, such as financial accounting,, finance, and marketing.
The alternative to such changei.is the maintenance of a program that is
exclusively business management, with a resulting loss'of opportunity,
for'the enrichment of the program and with a consequent proliferation
of management.courses throughout the campus. The achievement of this
new educational structure will require a breakdown of traditional
barriers between faculties anda degree of cooperStion that is seldom
found on university campuses toda3I I may be that the, newer campuses

with lesS tradition to overcome wi\l be able to make the necessary

changes more easily and, as a consequenc , develop more eff7tive
programs in management.

/ 1

One source of tension within faculties, that has developed .

already;\ and which will be a continuing source of difficulty, is the

difference in okientation of faculty who look at their role as business\
educators and those who consider themselves management educators.
The e is a distinct trend in most schools for new faculty appointments
to b more oriented in the latter direction, and a number of'older

facul y are moving in this direction as research opportunities and
class oom materials.becdme available.

Re ated to this ource of tension, but somewhat different, is a.

\problem that has arise as a result of greater emphasis on research and

1
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fundamental oncepts,,'rather than on direct applications. As pointed
out above, management programs firstev lved as a response to students
.and faculty 'who were primarilyjnterest d ih'the application of a

economics. The management programs tha evolved tended to emphasize
empiricism; with teachers who had Consierable personal eXperience as
managers And. who devoted their attention to teaching and-contacts with
the professionals in their fields. The students found the resulting
programs relevant and the teaching, for the most part, effective.. Such
programs were often not viewed' as intellectually respectable by other
aglimpics, And the'faculty memberp were, for the most part, treated as
se.141-class citizens.. To remedy this situation, increasing-emphasis
has been r;iven to recruiting faculty with doctorates and a Strang

:.interest in research: The price paid, was a dedrease in the experience
in actual management of the average faculty member, and a criticism by
many students that. Courses were too theoretical.'

It, would,be necessary to have a very large "and diverse faculty to
mount both a sudcessfu4 high-quality,MBA program add-an-equally renowned
academic doctoral- program. In every school with which we are familiar,.
compromises in one'or both of these programi'mnSt be made when they are

t
attempted in the seme-fftstitoion. A successful marriage of o such
diverse programs requires a recognition on the part of all coicerned
thatall faculty`members ere,not equally attuned to both programs; and
that different talenti are needed' and should be equally rewarded.. This
requires a statesmanship that is rare among humans and perhaps even
more rare among faculties. The likely result iso.that the more academic
prlogram will prevail, because it.will achieve greater-support from the
rest of the campus.' The external deMand from employers, and'thili from

410 students, will.be for"an e6pirlcally oriented program, but the
intellectual andoresearch interests of the faculty area ikely*eO lead
to Programs becoming increasingly academic. The ultimate outcome will
be-determined By the strength of the pressures applied by the diffe'rent
actors in this drama.

--- ,

In the instructions' to t onsOltants, seven divisions were
designated for.specffic co sideration: account g, finance, marketing,

*management'

economics, quantitative methods, organ zation behaviour I
.(including industrial relations), policy and environment. These.,
divisions developed hi torically in programs in business administration
arld are not commonly as ociated with other management programs. 'With
minor modifications°, ho ver, and some change in content, they could
serve as a structure for roader develOpment of management programs,.

A ACCOUNTING:, Accounting has 'been referred to as the language Of
business, hutfit is-also essential in any: type of organization.
Financial accounting, with itis emphasis on the income statement and
income determination, is.not)of great relevance .to governMent: , ..-

-. organiiations, but the growth of managerial accohnting, which is equally

\\

.applicabIe.to management in thel,uhlic and private sectors, provides a

b.
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link
.

in this field. Accounting is the one area of managemerit that
involves a fundeMental discipline rather than the applidation of a
discipline such'-as economics, psychology,. or mathematics. Even' .

accounting traces its ancestry to mathematics, havin emerged in the
fifteenth century as a chapterin a text on algebra, but this remote
ancestry can be ignored for present purposes., There s another element
connected with accountings that makes it a unique fiel within management.
The public accounting profession is well recognized, and there isAa
strong matket for people trained in accounting, and accounting programs
in the universities are readil supported by the profession. This
develOpment-has not gone as fa as in the United States, where separate
schools of accounting have emerged in a few.institutions.Canada
originally followed the English apprent eship system in training
accountantsr,and it is only in recent,yearathat the profession has
Ncused attention'upon the universities and their accounting programs.
The demand for students with a thorough training in accounting i$ one,
of-the major factors, in the continual struggle between programs that
involve 1 high degree of specialization and those that are designed to
train general managers. Accounting must be an 1Mportant part of any
management program, but in some-sehools it will be just one of the
fields that is essential in training general managers,. The emphasis
.will generally be on the uses of accounting:in managelent, although in
some schools accounting will emerge as a separate 4ofessional program

J.

fOr training people primarily for public accounting. This is one way
in which diversity among schools may emerge.

The emergence of the computer as a vital tool of management has
given a new, dimension to accounting. Computers,tended to have their
first and most extensive application in accounting functions, although
they have now come to he used much more widely; This broader use has
led to a new area of study c0.1ed management information syStemsjwhich
in some schools is closely- elated to accounting btft in other schools.
is more computer oriented and taught by.the quantitativemethods
faculty.' In,either case,\the developmentt in this area add an iMportant
new dimension to management education and necessitate new alignments of
courses and faculty.

B FINANCE: The field of finance has undergone a significant change
and today is a leader in new developments, research, and student interest.
This field has always had close links with accounting and economics, and
the three fields currently have significant areas of overlap, particularly
in theAarea of capital budgeting. At one time, finance was primarily a
study of financial institutions and ;although this is still imlaortant in
some schoOls, the analytic aspects are in the ascendancy at this time.
The finance area has made more ute pf the mathematicand statistical
developmentsithan other areas in most schools; and this has led to a
shift in emphasis in quantitative methods, from operationsLtype
applications to decision-making Under uncertainty.- Is ;he pist,.the
emphasis on institutions led to spdialiced programs in banking and
4msurance, but these have giverwway to finanCial management in general,
_which fit in very well with the general-manageme t emphasis in mostNBA
15rograms. The technical developments in recent y Ars have introduced

41
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new conflict betwee the technical training of financial analysts and
the more general tra ning of'finap4 1 management. The former is of -

special interest:to I.ny of the young recent, PhDs on the faculty and to '
a substantial,number .f mathogaticallyoriented students, but it does
not. fit in well with a broad management program. Finance, as it has
been taught, has been plmarily.Oriented toward.the prpate sector of
the economy, with heavy emphasis'on the stock Market, investment

-

an ysis, and related is ues. Many concepts are equally applicable to
the ublic sector, partic larly, in relation to capital budgeting, but'
the eaching of finance w.11 have to change substantially if it is to
fit into broad management programs. More attention will have to be
giv n to public finance, bu the major change Will have to be in

,

rel ting financial-manageme t concepts to the management problems in
the blic sector. This sho ld pose no real barrier to the development
of.such programs, where they: re desired, but it, may be a factor in
leading some schoOls to conc.e trate ptimary attention.on the private
sector and leavp the public,se tor to others. There will be a need
for some schools to retain a s. ong business orientation, and this may
not be pOssible if a broad `program of management for a wide spectrum
of, organizations is developed. -

C. MARKETING:, Marketing is a field that most people consider only of
interest in the private-sector, but developments in recent years have
shown the applicability of many of the concepts to the public sector.
Every organization must deal ith its clientele. A library, symphony,
fire department, or a welf agency must ppratse the demand for its
:services, the most effective programs in eeting the needs of its public,
and Ways of stimulating-interest in he o ganization. These are
traditional marketing concerns. Conseque tly, it is possible that
marketing could have as important a role n a general management -program
as it has had in business programs. In the past there' have been certain
programs in marketing that. have concentrated on indtttutional concepts
associated with advertising, retailing, and wholesaling, but these are
not evident to any degree in,the programs in'Ontario. Marketing there
has focused, upon marketing management, which fits in'wellwith the '

management approach. Increasing use of quantitative techniques and
behavioural science in research have rased the research contributions
og faculty in this field, but it has nut yet adversely affected the
relevance at the teaching in the field, although tiis may be a distinct,
danger in the\ future.0.

Although marketing has not/had as close ties with other fields as
might have been desirable, it is firmly established in business
admtnistrat3on programs and its future in broad management programs of
the future seems assured. As in' the case of finance, however, marketing-
in s e schools might retain a business orientatio and be a legitimate
facto in leading, some schools to concentrate atte tion on business,
management.
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D MANAGEMENT ECONOMICS: management economics is a different type of

field tha the three discuss d above. In some schools, all\of the
economics is taught by the e onomics department but, particularly in
the large management programs, a small-scale econom cs group h so

usually de eloped internally.. This hagresulted fro a feeling hat

the economics taught by the economics department was oo theoreti al,

and lacked relevance for students of, management. Managerial econ mics,

in its most usual form, is applied microeconomics, vhich emphasize the

use of economic reasoning in managerial, problemsolving. AlthOugh the
problems dealt with have typically been business problems, there is,no

reason why the applications cannot be in then types of organization .

In fact,, much of ttiexecent development in this field has been in the

public sector. This change has led to a reconvergence.of managerial \

economics with the courses taught by economics departments, and
cooperation needs to be developed to prevent needless duplication of
courses. I

In many schools, courses in macroeconomics are includ4.in
managementNecofiomids. These courses are of two types: (1) economic

forecasting, Which is .a managerial problem that logically falls within
a management program;, and (2) broader macroeconomics courses that help

a potential manager understand the environment within which his

organization functions. These latter courses are more lOgically taught
by the economics department, but they have sometimes beenAnwilling to
provide beginning level courseb at the graduate level for students fn
MBA programs, Thus macroeconomi courses have been developed within
some schools of business. If oader management programs are to be
developed that make use of t resources of the entire campus,, it would

.be, logical for the economics department to develop the appropriate
macroecono cs courses in cooperation with the management program.: The

danger is at such courses will suffer the,fate of most service
courses and be assigned to teachers whose primary interest is elsewhere,

and where these courses are regarded as punishment or achore that has
,to,be done. Unless the administration of the universities finds a way

' to reward faculty for teachiqg service courses, they will continue to
be regarded as ugly stepchildien to be avoided if possible, because
greategt rewards are believed to come in teaching advanced students'in

bone's own discipline... The growth of managerial economics is one of the
evidences of the increasing isolation of management programs from 'the
traditional disciplines, but it is also a symptom of the problems of
university management in stimulating excellent teaching bitcourses for
general. education rather than for specialization.'

E QUANTITATIVE METHODS: Quantitative methods is another field that
has developed in management' schools in response to the failure of
traditional disciplines to provide for the needs of'students in management,'
Although...son% quantitative analysis has been a part of management programs
since the beginning,,it is only in more recent y that the concepts
of operations' research.in particular, but also o her quantitative

' concepts, became of vital imporpance to manageme t. These 'concepts

5'7.
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apply in a 1 types of organizations, so little if any change in such
courses is\necessary to adapt them to a program of general management.
The major iSsue raised by the quantitative-methods field concerns the
degree of mathematical sophistication to'be required of all management

\ students. The typical teacher' in the field would like the students
coming into his courses'to\have a strong background in mathematics.
However, management prograM4 have, for the most p.4t, not required any

substantial minority
ea where they have had

mathematical background for entrance; although
in most programs come from engineering and scien
number of courses in mathematics. This mixed atkground of
nagement students has been general problem, but it has been

p rticularly, vexing to teacher in quantitatiVe methods. Three
so utions to this problem have keen attempted. The most usual is to
.pro ide some quantitative courses that are taken by those without
ade ate mathematical and statistical background; after which all
stud nts are put in the.same courses: A secondrespon'se is to provide
alter ative programs for those with strong mathematics' background. N.
The third is to require- some minimum mathematicalhaCkground for
admission to the management program., The latter is-likely to develop
in the futurev particularly if the demand for admission to management
programs is strong. Today, however, schools hesitate to impose such
entrance requirements as they are fearful that they will diacourage
otherwise good candidates. This is particularly likely to be a problem
if,only one school contemplates such a move. l'it'is possible, however,

that by differentiating its,programs in this way, a school could attract
a strong group of candidates who sought a mathematically oriented
management program. In any'case, there is likely to remaindonsiderable
internal tension in the management programs between those who want to
increase the mathematical content of courses, and the sophistication of
entering students, and thpse who feel that the mathematical content is
great enough, or even tod extensive, at the present tine. An important
element in this discussion will be the attitudes of people in other
fields.; The quantitative- methods people arelikonv to find.strong allies
inthe'finance and managerial economics areas anoVin some schools also
in accounting and marketing. The ultimate test will come in the job

"market,,and.tothis point it appears that employers are willing to pay
a premium for people with a stronger quantitative training.

One further issue associated with the quantitative-methods area
needs to be discussed. It is significant that there was noemention of
production management in the instructions to the consultants; although
this used to be an important functional area of business administration.
It was into this area that quantitative methods were first introduced
in most "schools. The exclusive attention to production gave'way tb a.
broader area called operations management, which still persists at some
schools. This area normally involves the application of certain
quantitative methods to the management of physical resources. The felt
need for such an area is a reflection of the loss of the old production-
management field and the failure of faculties in quantitative methods to
emphasize sufficiently the application of.the methods to real managerial
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proVleMs. This is an ironic development in view of the importance of
production management in the development of quantitative methods in
management, 'but it has been an almost universal trend.

Production management has become more; the` domain of engineering
faCulties insofar as the technical aspectsof production are concerned,
jeaving.the broader management functions to the 'management programs.
In some cases, however, engineering fac ties have expanded into the
management area, which leads to duplication of effort, on some campuses,
It would be more rational to have a singl management Oogram in
coordination with professional schools th ughout the campus, including,
of course engineering.

Y ORGAN ATION BEHAVIOUR: Organization behaviour has emerged as a
recogniied. area of study in response to the increaaed,eephasis placed
upon the man gement of human resources. Personnel management was a
subject of st dy in management programs almost from the beginning, but
it tended to be technique-oriented. It was gradually absorbed into a

' much broader area of study called industriat-relations, which placed'
greater empha is on the role of labour organizations and collective
bargaining. ev loping research into concepts of human relations has
led to greater emphasis on Organizational behaviour in management
programs.; and an attempt to integrate all these aspects int(S'a single
area.of.study that concentrates on the managements of human resources,.
This area has-a strong intellectual tie with the.fields of psycholdgy
and sociology, and many of the faculty in this.area have degrees,ione
of these two fields. This has'been a healthy development,' in general,
as it has brought a new dimension to research in management and a
broader perspective to the role of management. There has been a
resultant problem, however, in that a basic conflict:has tended to
evolve between the organization-behaviour people and the quantitatively
oriented people. The resultingargliments usually center on!debates
concerning the nature of the core courses in the curriculum, but they
can affec,t miny other policy matters in the schools. -Debates of this
nature can be beneficial and result in an improvement of curricula and
the schools, but at times they can be overdone and lead either to deep
splitsin the faculty .or compromises that benefit no one.

The organization-behaviour faculty have been leaders in moving
schools away from exclusive attention to business administration and
toward management as a general area of study, applicable to all types
of organizations. This was a natural direction for them, as their
research concerns people.in organizations, the nature of the organization
not being a major consideration. In addition, many of these people are
not as comfortable Rhilbsophically when identified with the study of
busines'Sat are eceountants, marketing experts, etc. It IA relatively
,easy for a teacher of organization behaviour to teach a class of students
with diverse interests, as the problems of management of people are of
general applicability. Courses in organization behavioui.'", therefore,

1.
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'are a natural starting point for the develbPment of a broad management '

program. :These'coursesaxeldom have any prerequisites, so the problens
of students coning from diverse backgrounds do not cause thedifficufties'
encountered in other areas.

O

Although industrial relations has been absorbed into organization
behaviour in most 'schools, it is regarded as separate'area of study
in some, with proposals for separate degrees./ This desire for separate
identity,arises from the union side of the study. As long as industrial
relations is regarded as a management study, there_is no reason for
separation, but strong industrial relations programs have usually tried
to give equal attention to both the management and the union side. It

is difficult to make this believable-to union people if it isimbedded,
in a school` of "management". Many of the problems of union leadership
are managerial in nature, and do not differ significantly from other,
managerial. situations, but there are obviously some unique aspects to -
union operations. Whether these warrant the development of separate
degree prpgrams must be investigated carefully. Such an'investigation
Pies. beyond this study.

POLICY 'AND ENVIRONMENT:., Policy and environment is not an area of
study but a catchall for some courses that do not fall in any of the
o thersrealtdoes:represent more than this, howeiier, in the philisOphY.
of management.edudation, and it is in thislight that: it will be discussed
h ere. It will be discussed as two distinct areas however.

The environment area is the newest area within management,
although it has someolder antecedents in economics and business laW.
The argument for the development of this area is that the study of
management cannot be carried on without attention being given tp the
environment within which management must operate. The legal, economic,
political social, and technological elements in theenvironment are
presumably all of importanceto the manager. They have, however, been
largely neglected; except for the economic elements which halm tended
to be assumed covered in managerial economics.. These omissions are

4.

unfortunate in terms of developing cothprehensive coverage of the
environmental factors affecting management. However, many,people feel
that the environmental factors should be covered in appropriate courses
in other disciplines such as economics, pOlitical science, sociology and
engineering, ratherlthan establishing such courses'in the management
program's. There is a danger of duplication, but it is difficult to get
the faculty in traditional disciplines to kovide appropriate courses,
suitable for MBA programs.

If such courses are to be taught within the inanagement programs,
' there is.a necessity for recruiting appropriate facility. Hiking new
faculty with degrees in the social sciences will broaden the character
of the management faculty, but it may also generate conflic s between
the new group and ._he faculty in traditional areas and in q ntitatiVe
fields. These new faculty members, however, can be /portant
contributors in broadening the management offerings for students ,

interested in non-business careers.



The Word environ'ent is popularly Used in a mu h wider sense to
include not only the's cial but also the natural env ronment.
ConsiderAtion-of the e vironment in this broader sen e is already
leading to new -fields o study such as resource manag ment, wildlife
and park management etc: that will profit from an association with ."

existing schools of management.

* Policy is primarily symptomatic of an attempt to give some,unity
to the diverse courses making up the typitali management tlirrituium.'

-Everyone recognl.zes that it;would be desirable to .integrate the '
approaches used in the various courses, but the accomplishment of thig
integration has been an elusive goal. The typical solution has been I.
a so-called policy course where, through the use of a number of large
,complex cases, the studentg are expected to 'apply what they have
learned in other courses, and to arrive at decisions with respect to
the policy issues posed. The success of these courses hasrested
heavily upon the skill and breadth of background of the instructors,
but at best they are limited by the scope of availa1Le casts. No
instructor has a broad enough background to unde;raiand.themetbodology (

used in each of the areas of/business, and no cd\se,it comprehensive
enough to provide tte studenkleith the opportunity to utilize'all that
he.has learned.,

n.

The result is that most policy courses tend 0 emphasize certain
'things that can be brought out in s case, while other concepts are
neglected. Most policy cases, for example, do not provide a rich

.endugh set of data to permit the use of Sophisticated quantitative
analysis. Attempts to circumvent theSe limitations of the typical
policy course have included the use. of management simulation exercises,
team teaching, !.,!liVing Cases", and a number of innovative. experiments.
Some of these have been successful in.a particular prOgramwhen taught
by particularlY'skilled instructors,. but no overall solution-has been
found to the problem,of integration of themethoddlogy from the.various
subject areas; This problem has been difficult enough with respectto'
business policy, but with.the development Ofbroader management programs
it becomes more difficult still.

"Policy" carries with it -an aura of decision-making at thetop with
which all aspiring managers hope to be associated. This has been
reflected in the policy orientation of some of the developing public
administration programs., Policy courses tend to be problem-oriented
and, as a result, it appears that this is one place where it will be
logical to separate students by:types of organizations in which they
plan theircareers. This could give the students'afeeling of:the:.
relevance of various methodologies as applied td organizations: in which ,

they were interested, and certain institutional material could be
introduced through:,the medium of an, appropriatelyselect set of cases
and readings.. The challenge to the schools will be to ind instructors
withthe requisite knowledge ofiboth management and t institutional
settings within which the management is to be Applie . These people

t.7



are more likely to be people with considerable managerial experience,.
and they may lack the usual academic qualifications.-.It will be
important that schools of management find ways of accommodating such
persons so that the bread .of academic methodology can be leavened,
with the yeast of experience;

o 011

This is one df, a number of ways in which pestatus of schools of
management as professional schools distinguishes them from traditional
academic disciplines. It.is anfortunfte that the universities have
failed to recognize this distinction clearly and, as a result, certain
anomalies exist in university structures, financing, and general
approacheg to management studies. Management programs iuch as the MBA
are not, graduate programs in the same sensetas an MA 'in economics,

"where the entering student is presumed-to have the equivalent_of'ad
undergraduate .major in the field. Students entering,tile,typical MBA
program ard\not required to have taken any management courses and, in
fact, many programs discriminate against those who have These
stude)nts,Come Ito the program with specific, career-objectives, and
`their success will be dependent upon many factors other than their
academic abilities. .Consequently, the admission standards for students
entering a profesi9nal ,program must differ from those used forbacadem'ic.
areas: Theprogramg_ themselves must differ from traditional graduate '

programs,( and the criteria by which successful completion is judged 0 A

should also differ.

All of thip'argues for the handling of admissions,
r
programa and

graduation criteria outside the usual graduatecstudies structure. ,

This is the way certai universities operate, but in the iajority.of
cases, admissions and o her aspects of MBA and MRA progrims are handled
just like regular graduate programs, With respect to. PhD programs in
management treatment as regular graduate programs is.obviously
desirable.' Ontario univ rsities have not.developed professional (as -
di t from academic) octoral, programs such as are offered in some
universitie e United States. Such professionally oriented
programs.are a like elopment in the future, but it will not come
as easily, or in a desirab , until a clearer distinction is miade
between professional programs an. ademic programs. An acadelic program
is discipline oriented. It emphasizes e exploration'through research'
of anjmpOrtant problem that lies at the sontier o nowledge of the
discipline. It rests on a strong background i e discipline acqUired
in previous academic work. A professional prog is oriented toward
problems encountered in the profe9sion. It is,broader in nature
stressing integration of a number of diasciplines to find solutions to
percelyed problems. Research related to a Professional program is more
applied in its objectives.
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.VI MANAGEMENT EDUCATIONIN ONTARIO
I

Management education at the undergraduate level started in the
province shortly after World War'', Although some graduate courses in
related subjects were taught 'earlier, the firs MBA program in
management did not appkar until after World War II. There were only
two MBA programs in existence in the province ins1959-60. -The decade.
of the sixties saw the rapid growth of MBA programs,'which, together
With expansiOn at the undergraduate level, necessitated a rapid increase
in faculty. In all of Canada, the number Of business faculty increased
from 100.in 195,6-57 to 469 in 1967-68.1 The first Canadian PhD In
,management was not given until'1964, and only a small fraction of the
faculty recruited. during this period held a doctorate.° Emphasis was
placed upon teaching capabilitY and professional experience, and
relatively little attention was given. to research. This situation has.
been undergoing a change in recent years, with most new additions to
the permanent faculty being younger people with a doctorate-but with
little experience in management. Most of thesq recent recruits are.
Canadian citizens with Canadian undergraduate,degrees and doctorates
from United States universities. The natural result -is that these
recent faculty additions are interested in developing doctoral.programs
and research activities. It can be seen from this very br'ief summary
that although management programs in Ontario are large and numerous
today, they are still in,a period of development.

°

Ontario universities now offer a wide variety of educational:
programs in management, inClUding undergraduate, masteris,,doctoral
and non - degree programs. Central to all of these is the professional

MBA program This has achieved recognition throughout the world as a
professional degree fot aspiring managers, regardless of their:
undergradifate majors or the type of organization in which they -plan to
utilize their management training. the undergrad to prolrams in
business and commerce are older and they enroll more tudents in the

province, but they-have not achieved the status of the A. Other
master's7level.prograns are few -in-:number and small in size, bht they

are growing in importance. Doctoral programs are new ot,planned and

small in size. They are all .academic in purpose and no professional
doctorates have been proposed. A professional field such as,management
must give careful attention to continuing education after the initial
degree program, and this is an important part of the educational programs
in the schools under study here. In the discuSsion that follows, each
type of program is analyzed, with attention being given particularly

management areheyond our terms of reference, they

to the'number of such prOgrams, their size, the quality of students,
attracted to them, the qua ity of the program, and the issue of full-time-time

). or part7time.prograiL .

..
.

A UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS: Although undergraduate programs in
could not be tot4ly

1 Business Education and_Faculty at Canadian Universities by Max von

Zur-Muehlen, EcOntmic Council of Canada,'January, 1971.
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ignored., In most cases the same faCulty-teach at both levels. Other

resources have to be shared, and the growth at the undergraduate level

,affectathe resources available for graduate programs, and vice versa.

Many authorities are convinced that management should not be taught at

the undergraduate level. This conviction rests on the belief that

teaching of management can be more effective if taught to students who

are more mature and who have had some practiCal experience. Nevertheless,

undergraduate programs have been, Successful in attracting large and-

inCreasing numbers of students and, on at least one campus, account for

25 percent of-the total undergradate student body.

.In deciding whether undergraduate programs in management should

be encouraged, two very important practical matters must be kept in

mind. Firstln the'rapid development of MBA programs in Canada duriug

recent years,.has,been greatly facilitated by the fact that there were

undergraduate programs to-build upon. ,Secondly, such undergraduate'

programs Are extremely pOpuldr,.and, soloing as well designed and well

run, they cater to 'a legitimate' educational need., The real objection

may often-be to Courses which are not well designed or well run.

If a new "ideal" university were to be started now it is virtually

certain that no' professional courses, ouch as management, medicine or

law would be offered at the undergraduatelevel. ,Hpumver, in the real

world of the Ontario universities Undergraduatecourses in-business or

commerce do exist, are successful, and will undoubtedly continue but

the consultants recommend that newmanagement prograMs should be-at

the graduate level.

The various universities have ad-opted different attitudes toward

expansion of the undergraduate management programs. queen's and York

in particular, have sharply'restricted enrolment growth; and they

have 'enforced higher entrance standards, whereas some of the,other

uniV ra ties believe that students who are admissible to the university

s e ree to choose their majors. Ab. consequence, they have

trie to accommodate the growth in demand for management at the

undergraduate level by expanding faculty and physical resources.

We are not'in a position to assess the quality of the undergraduate

programs, butve do believe that unrestricted growth at the undergraduate

level may lead to a deterioration in the graduate level programs. We

recommend that each school carefully aisess its resources and -the.-

quality of the undergraduate students it admits and should establish

adiission quotas that. assure. that the undergraduate program will be of'.

high quality and-that adequate resources will be kept available for

maintaining 'a high-performance level in all management prOgrams

undertaken.

There is a dangerithatlarge undergraduate programs will lead to

'a deterioration of programs such as. the MBA. This,can happen in .a

number of ways. Faculty whose major teaching assignments are in the

undergraduate program may carry over into their MBA courses the same

level.of expectations, teaching methods, and attitudes toward the
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students, thus minimizing the value of the.maturity and experience of
dents in the MBA Program. At the present time,pemplovers are paving

a premium:of up to $4,000 a year for aniMBA.over an applicant with a,

bachelor's degree. If the faCultyand Administration of a school

maintain., however, that the two prograts are almost identical, and the

majority of students in the MBA have no experience, employers will soon

come to the conclusion that an 'MBA is little, f any, better than,the..

Wilder of' a bachelor's degree.

Unless the schools:maintain a clear distinction between the purpose

and content of the two degrees, there will be a tendency for the higher

degree to be drijkout: One of the 'reasons for the present high

prestige of the is that it was first granted by universities such'

as Harvard, where no undergraduate management degrees are given, thus

becoming .a unique and highly valued educational program; This high

value can only be maintained in the longfrtm if the degree remains

truly digtinctive. Each 'school should carefully study its undergraduate

program, both in, terms oflits inherent qualities and in relation .to its

impact upon the.profesgiOnal programs. We do not recommend solving the

'problem. by placing the undergraduate programJlnder a, different faculty,

as is the:case at Toronto. In.our view, undergraduate programs should,

be pre-professional rather than professional, and in this role they

could serve an important function, not only for otudents of management,

but also for a wider group of students wha need a broad .program. that : :`!

will help them both in finding immediate employment and perhaps-later

pursuing further processional education.

B MBA PROGRAMS: The Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities

in Unilersity 'Report fox February, 1974 reported on increased graduate

enrolment in the province and stated: "Especially noteworthy is a rise

;of 30% in new entrants into the master's business administration
programs....Master's level enrolment in business administration hag

grown 19 percent over last year, accounting for almost one-third of the

growth in master's enrolment". This rapid groWth raises significant

0. questions with respect to the number, size, and quality of the MBA

programs in the province.

At the present, time, six schools-McMaster, Queen's, Toronto, York,

Western, and Windsor-have MBA programs, and Wilfrid Laurier has proposed

. starting one. The University of Ottawa has a program leading to the

degree of Master of Management Science, which is like an MBA program,.

and it will therefore be included in the discussion in this sects

The program at Waterloo leads to the degree, Master of Applied S ience

in Management Science, but it is a different type of program, wi h

greater research and technical emphasis, and it will be discussed in

the succeeding section. Other schools are contemplating MBA programs,

although they have not yet made formal proposals.

Full -time enrolment in MBA programs has grown 50 percent in, the

past five years, and the present plans of the schools project a more

than 50 percent growth in the next five years. This continued growth

raises questions'Ioncerning the demand for graduates from MBA programs,

the supply of qualified students, and,the.quality of the-programs with

increasing size..
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The assessment of the demand for graduates from MBA programs is

very difficult, if not impossible. MBAs go into a wide variety of

positions upon graduation in both the p lic and private sectors of

the econoMy. There are, cherePore,-no finable boundaries to the

market for such'graduates. As a 'testi], it is impossible to measure,

with any degree of accuracy, the size of the market. Present demand

can be shown%to be high by the placement of current recipients of the

MBA in good positions. Most graduates receive)buTriple offers and.
placement officers report-that many employers do not get as many

graduates as they would like. Another indication of the market lies.

in a.comparison of the education of managers in Canada and in the United

States. The lower level of educatiofi of Canadian managers and the lower

percentage of MBAs graduated by Canadian universities indicate that

furner expansion of MBA programs is justifircin'terms of demand. The

extent of the lag in enrolment in corharison to enrolMent in the United

States may be appreciated from this comment-from the ECONOMIC COUNCIL

OF CANADA -

"At the first degree level, United' States universities have
recently been graduating foul times thenumber of business

administration and commerce students produced in Canada per,

thousand of population. For all distiplines, the number of

first degrees being prOdUced is proportionately about one and

a half times that in Canada. It'has been estimated that at the

graduate level for the Master` of Business Administration degree,

the ratio has been seve,144O one over recent years. Moreover

there ha e been only two doctorates granted from a Ca adian

uiiversitiy in business administration up to the fall f 1964,

compared' with a flow in the United States of more tha 350

doctoral degrees per year over recent years". claft Annual

Review, 1968, page 43).1

We believe that, subject. to quality considerations of programs and

applicants, the size-of full-time MBA programs can best be determined

by the deMand for such programs by students and by the deMand for the

graduates. This q11 mean that over expansion. could occur, but it Should

adjust itself within a couple.of years. 'rempbrary fluctuations

demand arebound to occur through changes, in the economic climate, and.

should not be the occasion for rapid adjustments in capacity either

_upward or downward.

The major limitation on the size and growth of the MBA programs bag

been and. will continue'in the near future to be the number of qualified

applicantsfor the programs. No program-has reached its planned maximum
size, although Western only proposes to grow about 10 percent:. Queen's-

and York may als soon reach the point where they-will have to be more

selective. Pp to this time, however, each school has applied the minimum .,

scholarship stan ards set down by the university for all graduate programs,

Modified by1the cores on the. Admission- Test for .Graduate Studies in

Business, and re ognizing significant management experience. Persorts;

qualities, which are Important factors in a successful management
career, have not been assessed in any systematic way as is for example,

the practice in Medical schools.

fit
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We found signific nt differences in thestudents at the schools we
'visited, but we could not determine whether this resulted from the -

small sample to whoth we spoketor to diffetenc in the natureof the

student body. It is likely that differen programs will attract

different types of students, and this is of Bourse desirable. The

important factor is that the students Should have the. intellectual.
ca ability toliur,Ue a rigorous-program in management.. New programs

ha e a tendency to 4Hmit marginal students in order to get started,

an we can assume that some of the management programs have-been

gu ley of this.' At the present time, however; the overall quality
of the students is as'higkas for other graduate programs, and it

appears to be improving at mostschools.
,

. .

.

The projected rate of growth as shoWn in Table. II page'A50 is unlikely

to outstrip the Sui4kluf satisfactory. applicants, except' perhaps Windsor,;

Where the projected growth ratejilay be too thpid for the available supply

of highly qualified students.
.

.

-e

The background of student entering the MBA programs is very

diverse. On the average, in the seven programs, 28 percent come from

bUsiness administration ocommerce, 40 percent from engineering and

science; 18 percent frOm social science, 9 percent from humanities, and
5 percent from other ungergraduate programs. There is not a wide
difference among the schools, but York has the highest percentage from

business and commerce, Queen's the largest percentage from engineering

and science (more than 50%), Western the largest percentage from the

,social sciences, and. Ottawa the largest percentage from the humanities.

.'As. entrance into some MBA programs becomes!more restricted, potential

students will find it difficult to know what to do about applying for

admission. Consideration should be given to a system of coordination among

the schools toilipce the number of dhplionte applications in MBA programs,

perhaps by uti ng a common applidation form. The students could designate

their order of preference for different programs, and,eatb.schoolyould
be free to accept or reject individual candidates. ''Sucli'a syStem would

also serve as'an indication, of the number of qualified candidates:who are
not admitted, and permit thechannelling of-qualified candidates to programs

where openings are available. We were told that because many students.
make multiple applieations most.,schools have an ample supply of well

qualified applicants but often'end up with vacant places. :The collection

of a non - returnable depOsit on acceptance might help to reduce last '
minute switches.

The basic structure of the curriculdmoin each of the programs is

similar. No specific prerequisite course requirements are imposed on

students for entrance. The first year of the program consists almost
entirely of required courses in basic disciplines of accounting, economics,

quantitative analysis, and behavioural science and functional courses
in finance, marketing, and-ilperations management. Minor deviations

occur in individual programs but they are,)en general remarkably similar.
Students *ho have had sufficient work in any of these areas in their

earlier education may be excused from these courses, so it is sometimes,

possible for a student to cbmplete the MBA in one,year. This pattern is

similar to the mality of schools in the United States, but it differs

4fP.04.r,
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from such schools, as Harvard Business School and Stanford', where all,
.

students are reqdired to spenda full two years in the program.' Western

is close to the. Harvard pattern with over 95% of the students-doing the

fui1 two years. The second year of the programs is primarily elective,

with a policy. course. and perhaps one other course required. There is

little.restriction on the programs of individual students, so they may
specialize or take a general program as suits their objectives.
Although all of the programs are oriented toward business management,

Ottawa and York offer OptiOns in public administration, and York has

an option in arts management and administration. In each of the

scho4s, a student with other interests could use outside courses to .,

develop a program for management in relati" to non-business organizations.

The only major distinction in the structure of theprograms is at
Ottawa where most courses are given in both French anti -English. This.

baingual characteristic makes it unique among the MBA programs in the

province. Other-differences among the schools stem from differences in
faculty, facilities, and teaching methodology. Although'the basic

structures of the programs' are the same, the edcation that.a student
*receivesitan be quite different.- These differences cap be almost as
great withins, school as between schools, particularly with respect to
emphaaison theory versus empirical work, and on techniques versus

emphagts on a ay of 'thinking about management activities.
. ,

.

We were im ressed with the extent to which students had made rational

classes, close faculty-student re ations, excellence of faculty in ei

choices amOng,s hools, choosing a particular school because-of size of

particular area method of instruction, etc. If each school develops
its distinctiveolcharacteristics and makes these knOwn to prospective
student's, a-good matching of student -needs and school programs should

be possible. The major limitation to this development is, the strong
regional orientation of most students. Where studenti have a criterion
of selecting the clq-sest MBA program the schools are put under pressure
to `satisfy all type4of needs rathernth n develop their own distinctive

characteristics; This seemed to be less
and Western, which draw students from a wid
other schRols.

The geog aphic.rOcatiomof schools is also an portant factor

art -time MBA programs. The.\ otal n bet of students.
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afternObns or eveniggs, smd Many of the MBA programs have started in

this way. Such programs must beoffered close to the working locations.
of.he Managers, so continuing pressures tan be expected to provide such
programs ihroughout the province. It is such pressure that has led

---7 --------W-ilf-r-id.4,anrier.to propose offeringan!MBA program, and it is likely that
similar preissureS\will be felt -in, other parts of the province.,,

The structure of the part-tima;prograMs' is'the same as that of the

full-time programs, and admission.requirementa are the samer'butthere.
are important differences and the reaulting educational ezperience4is;

not the same. The courses in the part-time programs usually meet at
night for three hours once a wee.' This is not the same as two meetings

of one, and a half hours, which is,rypical in the courses offered during

the day. Night school students have less access to library and computer'
,..facilities and less injormal interaction with faculty and other students.
On the other hand,,manyfaculty members say they prefer to teach at

night because the students, have more. experience. Day students we
talked tosaid they liked to attend.night Classes because the disCusSions

-,were more interesting. This mixing of.full-time and part -time students

in the same classes can be benefit al to b th groups, although it

raisesinteresting problems. One group or 'full-time students said they

were at a,disadvantage betause of er students had secretaries toYpe
their papers, collect data, etc. and they also had better'access to

problemsproblels on whichto
*
do a paper: Overall, it appears that the

part-time-programs-ire of comparable qUality to the full-tiMe programs,
and they are beneficial in exposing faculty to students with *ire-,
managerial experience. Such programs may divert faculty attention from
research, particularly-when taUght'as a&overload .for extra compensation.
We believe that the part-time programs should be consideredapart of
the refgular program of the school, and teaching assignments should be

.omade r all programs. in the same. manner.
/

.
. de

It would he'highly desirable to have some mature Students 15th
management experience in the full-time programs. As the part-time
programs develop, they are likely to attract the experienced people who
want. an MBA, This is unfortUnate, in its effect on the full-tithe'programs,
that are-likely.to lose somethingthereby. However, overall it isgood,

.'- as It leads to greater flexibility in programs;_ giving harrassed seekers
after the-light more scope in planning postgraduate Studies-.

As mature students with practical experience are the best typelor
MBA programs, and they normally are required to M e the. greatest '

financial sacrifices to obtain degrees, in allOti;1 g-student aid,-we '

recommend such students be given priority ovr newly minted bachelor
level graGIuates. .

.

. .

An MBA is a broadprogram which cuts across many disciplines,- and
therefore to be successful, it requires 'a substantial faculty and avide
range of courses. We believe-ther.the. minimum size of a program is about'
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160 students, Smaller. programs must be more specialized, or rest upon

undergraduate cpursesi which an defeat.the.urpose of the MBA.

.
Growing programs can overcome the problem.by oembining full -time and

part-time students in advanced classes to increase the overall size

of the student bd y. This is currently being'done,at some of the

schools to the be efit'of all concerned. ' Each, of the schools, with

the exception of 0 tawa, project full-time grof4th to at least-200
students, so their ependgnCe on the part-time program will disappear.:

We feel. that Otte should work with Carleton in planning a larger

program for the fuu e than is presently projected. The proximity ofq- °

these two. schools. m Ices cooperation relatively easy, and the result

should be a Vetter p ogram for the students..

In addition to the seven schools discussed above, Wilfrid Laurier

has proposed the introduction of an MBA program on a part-time basis,
limited to thirty students at the start, and rising to sixty in total

in the next-few years. To make a program of this size viable, they

propose a unique approach that involves considerable individual

research and reading, beIng in this way more like a conventional master's.

program. It has been indicated above that t e existing MBA programs

'are of similar structure and the degree has c me to suggest_a

conventional course pattern. We believe that ityould be, undesirable

s for any school to grant an MBA degreeor completion of a program

with a substantially difftrent structure.

On the subject of desirable standardization, we would further

recommend that,, as the master's program in Ottawa is in the conventional.

MBA Pattern, consideration should be given to granting the MBA at that

university instead of the MSc.'

As indicated above; we. have doubts about the rate of expansion

proposed by Windsor, but otherwise we find the quality of the ekisting

programs .good and proposed rates of 'growth sensible.

The range of knowledge and skills that the ideal nager should

possess is vast. It is so great that it bannot poss bly be encompassed
in a normal education gen'when supplemented by a o-year MBA program

or by a longer DBA course, Cansequently all management programs
'.represent Merely'the current fashion in selecting from the store-house

of available and probably useful knowledge. Obviously the selection of

material should be based partly on the results of reports from graduates °

on what has proven most useful to them and on the gaps that they found

in their knowledge, and partly onserious efforts to foresee-future

needs, which will certainly change as management evolves.

It is perhaps surprising.that the curricula in Management coursea-'

-are so similar and that they nowall consist of a varying mix of the

seven areas listed in the gonsultants' terms. of reference. We feel

that greater dlersity, carefully selected Would be beneficial. In
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fact some once fashionable areas of knowledge that have almost
disappeared from curricula might well be.considered for re-inclusion.
Examples are-

Production Management - This includes a Wide range of techniques
for increasing productivity including time
and motion study, work methods, shop and

.office layout etc.

Logistics - including transportation.
i

Management of risk - including insurance. .

Western is an exception. It has an area group in operations
management which includes subjects of this kind..

Specialists are available in each of these fields, bdt the manager
must know that help is available and when to call for it.

Other universities in Ontario will undoubtedly be urged troffer
graduate programs in management - particularly the MBA. For example,
both Laurentian and Lakehead Urliversities already offer diploma courses
in business administration. We are informed that Laurentian University
is already under pre sure, to offer an MBA. The existing fivt-year
plari for Laurentian does not include an MBA program. We were

OrM d that a n five-year plan including the MBA might be admitted
n the relatively near future. Because an MBA program is multi-
disciplinary in nature and therefore requires an exceptional) varied
staff, it is difficult to start a quality MBA program on a s I scale.

We recommend that, when the need for an MBA program is de onstrated
at, for example, Laurentian, the need should be met initially b 'a

satellite operation managed by one of the existing schools in c operation
with the local university and preferably with the active support of local
industry. The original plan should provide for the gradual grow 'h of

. local staff and resources as the need arises leading finally to a new
MBA progrhm independent of the original sponsors.-

C OTHER MASTER'S PROGRAMS: The MBA is an accepted degree for
business administration; and programs have a uniformity.andAuality
which is recognized in and outside the academic :community.- Managemen
programs in non - business fields are more diverse, smaller in size, and

'have not been as widely recognized.. .The result iathat any discussion
of these programs must treat each one:individually. Three separate
kinds of programs have emerged; however, so the discussion can be
focussed to some extent by looking at.these threedifferent approaches.

The first to be.discussed is one which seems to be growing in
Popularity, .and is, based on the idea that management, aa.a general Area.
of study, can be applied to, any type of organization.HUnderthis
approaciva school has a basic MBA program With'an opportunity to

7 lv
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specialize in other areas such as public administration, arts
admfnistration'or health administration.Appropriate courses in other
faculties are recommended for studentsin these special areas. This

is the approach that is usually followedin programs that emerge from:

the,faculty of management. In effect, it amounts to developing optional 'q

streams within the MBA. Examples include publi administration and
arts administration at York, public admiiistration at Ottawa, and the

proposed health administration program at McMaster, Each of these
programs'is relatively new and small*but this approach makes it
possible to launch such,programs with a minimum of new resources, with
the realization that they can grow as demand manifests itself We
find this approach most appealing from the etandpoint of the development
of a rational program for management education and we believe that the
programS existing and proposed should be encouraged. Other schools Might

be encouraged to-,move An this direction although they should not do so
until their management programs are well eetablidhed. ,In some of the
universities structural organizational problems make it difficult, if
not impossible, to inauguratesuch.programs at this time More will be

said aboUt this later.

.

The second.approachtO non-business management.programs is to
formulate joint programs Sometimes- resulting in joint degrees. -TAe
only example of this, which was brought to our attention in, the schools
we visited,v wasthe jointMBA/LLB degree progtam at York.. A program of

thistypedould be develOpedin conjunction with library faculties,
schoolsOf social work, and other-professional schools offering master
degree programs. Administrative problems associated with such programa
,will probably restrict the number and size, but they .should be an
effedtive approach.where there is a need fora both a professional degree

in the hnical hr and for a badkgroUnd'in management.- ',For example,

a deg' library-sd ce is arequisite for,' a,succesdfui career in

libr but, increasingly the job of a librarian involves

menet a high level. In the past the education of Most librarians

negle raining in, management, but this is clearly not desirable for

the future; On theOther hand the.smali size oflibtary-school
faculties preclude development of,sufficient management expertise

.

internally.

At McMaster, the Faculty of Health Sciences and the Faculty df

Business propose two joint:prOgrams;one of which.Will lead, to an MBA
(Health Servicee)andthe other to a Master of Health Services
Administration (MHSA). These programs are well. thought out, and there

is a need for such g. The numbers proposed: are: not large. We

recommend tpey be aPprOveT

The third groupof ruin- us ness:managementprograms are those that.
`"have appeared on dome campuse by a sort of-laisaez..fhire approadh.

Degrees areintroduced.-Azah hoc manner; an approach t4hich must

lead to duplidation of Courses and a:Waste of resources on each campus.
This usually, happens whens.Aedision is made tb include some management

courses in, an exiSting program! This may retain,highly restricted in'
,scape.or ay-gradually, eXpand intoa full management program.' In

some Universi ,there are also programs which..eeemta fall in this

ory but which are in fact-spedialized programs of a non managerial

na e.- The area of public adminietration.is a good example.
-

7,2,
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These programs often emerge from political5,1science faculties,
eiiher as a special area within the-existing program or as a special
semi-independent school. doTttere deems to be a tendency in the existing
programs originating in this way to de-emphasize management and to
concentrate on' the formulation of public policy. They then.become
specialized°-programs which fall outside the scope of management as. it
is envisaged in this repo* This is ourdevaluation of the program of
the School of Public Administration at Queen's._ Carleton profelses to
have a program that is a balance between policy and administration but
so far they have leaned more toward a policy orientation'. The program
at Toronto appears to be an academic program with little management
content. The proposed program in public administration at Western,
aimed at.municipal administrators fills a gap in present offeri
although we feel it is' unfortunate that this .Prog9m has been
without close cooperation with the School of ,lusiness Adminis
which, we believe, could make a signi nt contribution_to

The diploma program in Hospital Administration at the University of,
Toronto grew up within the School of Hygiene with little contact
other management programs in the UniVeFsity. Ott ly-there-h66 b'een\
active cooperation with the Faculty of I. eMent Studies and it seems
likely that this will evolve into an fective joint program - possibly

leading ,to a master's degree.

In addition to the programs-mentioned above, there are a few which
are unique and have developed in relation to the particular circumstances
at individual universities. An example of such a program is the. Master
of Applied Stience in Management Science at Waterloo.' This- program is
based in the Facul of Engineering and enrolls only students with .

substantial mathema cal training. It'is not a general management prograp,
but rather a special zed graduate-education in management science.
Graduates 'of this p gram are most likely to go into staff positions, if
they do-not go on for a PhD. At Ottawa, studentg takingbhe Master in
Management Science with an operations research option, take a somewhat
similar program, and all the MBA programs provide for similar options in
operations research, quantitative methods, or a similar area. However,

none of these programt requite the depth of mathematical background, for
all students, thatis requiied at, Waterloo, and they require a correspond-
ingly broader training in management outside these areas of specialization.
The Waterloo program is a small speciali4ed high quality offering, and we
see neither reason to recommend changing it, nor a need for additiorial
programs of this type in the province.

Guelph with its strong. tradition id agriculture has two small unique
programs related to management. The School of Agricultural Economics
and Extension Educatidn offers areas of- emphasis for the Master of Science
in management and related fields - such as farm management, agricultural

finanCe, agricultural marketing. and agriCulturpl huninpcm. The lAttor
could evolve into a management program, but at present there is little,
indication this will happen, and few courses are offered. Thej4aSter of

Science is now a specialized degree, although each student is felatively
free to develop his own program. There are widely divergent views as to
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what constitutes agricultural business or "agribusiness". To many
people such terms would include farm implements, chemicals,. steel,
food,:etc.'making them almost synonomous with buslness'as a whole.
From this point of yip there is likely to be pressure to expand
this program into a. general NOnagement program.0 Similarpressures'
may come from other pkograms on the campus such as in consumer
studies and hotel andNood administratian. We feel that these
pressures should be resisted atIthis time, and that resources'ahould
be concentrated on the Small unique programs now offered. Plans
fora broader management program. should be 'made on-a 'campuswide
basis, and should not be,approVed by the province until nearby
programs are approaChing an enrolment of 200 students each. In the
meantime cooperation with these other universities shodld be
encouraged.

):The graduate program in consumer studies at. Guelph was brought
wlfhin our terms of reference., but it Is a specialiZed program
devoted a:the study of consumption ,and markets rather than the
managerial aspects of tarketing. There are similarities in that the
study of marketing and particularly of marketing research, are found
in both types of programs, but the point of view and the breadth of '

the programs is quite different. The program in consumer studies is
a small specialized offering well suited to the traditions of Guelph,
and we recommend that it be maintained; but we see no need for
additional programs of this type in the province.

In summary we believe that the optimal development-of master's
programs in the province will involve broad, large general management
programs with specialiption developed through cooperation with other
professional programs in the university. or on nearby campuses. There
will still be room forsmalI specialized programs which are uniquely
suited to, particular campuses. These programs will not focus on
management, but on speialized subject matter such as the prograts
mentioned above in management science and consumer studies.. In general
we do not recommend specialized programs concentrating, on management
for a-special type of business. Many programs in thejJnited State6
went in this direction, and they tended to become descr,ptive and
narrow with a lack of intellectual content. Most.of the programs'nave
disappeared in recent years. The emphasis today is:on tra ing managers
'so that they can /plan a career which might,take them into a:variety of-
organizations in either'-the private or the public sector. An attempt
tt.develop narro4Ty trained managers for. special industries would be
a step in the wrong direction. This does not imply. that broad
management training cannot be combined with professional expertise in
a specific technology. Indeed this may be the ideal traininglor the
'majority/of potential managers. The profesSional expertise may be in
a technology such as chemistry, a professional area such as/Mediolne
or librarianship; a buginess related area such as banking ,r accounting,
or a public sedtor area.

D DOCTORAL PROGRAMS: The task of the Consultants would have been
very simple if the basic question put to them had been - "Is it
desirable to establish doctoral programs in management at Ontario
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universities?" Of course it.is desirable. Management education is.of
vital importance today in ,Canada; and haVAng,good doctoral programs
would help to attract the best teachers and thesbest students. At

several schools, as we have seen, respectable master's programs are
rapidly developing, and it is logical td expect the people devoted to
building up such programs, to appire to teaching at thg highest degree

level.

'
Unfortunately we do not face sucha.simple question. In higher

education today we are inevitably up against-the fundamental necessity
of allocating scarce resources as intelligently as possible, in view
of the insatiable demands.for teaching in all disciplines and at all
levels; not to mention all the'=other demands a modern welfare state
faces for social services of all sorts. The'real question facing us
is the more difficult one of-whether, at this time, the importance of
doctoral programs in management justifies the great expenditure of
time and energy that will be required to establish good programs.
(Presumably no one is interested in establishing anything, but good ones).

It is not possible to answer this kind of question as categorically
or definitively as the simple question.of whether thege programs are
desirable;but we, based on theexamination we have been able to make,
conclude that it is important to press ahead now with doctot'al programs in
managetent at some of the Ontario universities.. We believe.that what
has been accomplished on some campuses, in deVeloping management
education in recent years supports the idea that.-they should be -

Aucoutaged to move to the doctoral. level, with a view to rounding out
and completing coverage of all aspects. of such educalipn.

In makingthisObasic recommendation, we would.like to.emphasize.,
that the doctoral programs Joust be undertaken* soberly and advisedly.
The exciting prospect of, teaching the best students; at the 'highest
level, must not blind anyone to the magnitude and difficulties of tht
undertaking, for to the serious danget that teachingresour6es ma'y be
diverted fiom presently solid master's programs, where 'the maintenance
of aca&Olpic xcelleuce,is-equally important.

With these premonitory warnings fully in mind the consultants agree
that there is an urgent need to increase the Output of well qualified

doctors in butineas administration and managementqrom Ontatio
universities. There is a strong demand for.graduates for teaching in
all'Of the existing MBA and other graduate programs, not only in.Ontario
but inx)ther Canadian universities; At present this demand is being
filled mainly by Canadien graduatO who, go to United States universities.

for doctoraltraining. The United'States universities have been extremely
generous in supplying their high quality. graduate education tothest
Canadian candidates. The candidates have pa,Ld nothing like the cost
of their education, and in Many cases ha'e been assisted by fhllowships

4
or other forms of student aid. It is .o iousfthat this situation should

not bellowed to continue and that Onta o universities should begin to
turn out a fait share of doctoral graduate in management'. .

The consUltants wish. to emphasize that.t y do not advocate cutting
Off, graduate training for Canadians in other countries and especially
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in the United States: 'Nor do they advocate a policy of hirin

Canadians. What should be aimed at is a situation in which 0

universities produce their fair share'of doctoral graduates.

these will find employment in Canadian universities; opthers i

government and industry and still others will no doubt gcab

particularly'to the United States. It is to be hoped that .t

'will be matched by an immigration of well qualified scholars

countries.

'nnly
tario
Many of
Canadian .

ad, °
44

is emigration
from ,other

It is difficult to estimate the demand fOr doctoral graduates in

these fields. The conaultantswere given many estimates 9f the future

demand. from'universities in Canada. These-ranged from 35 t. 100 a year

for'the next five years.' In addition, we were frequently ld that

there was an increasing demand for graduates-with:these qu lifications .

in governments both federal and provincial, and in large companies.

The schools included in this study alone Plan to add about 35'new faculty

members per year in the next-five years. If all of the proposed doctoral

programs are appro and they all grow aethe rate-that is.presently,

projected,.(it would be 9-80 before the annual output of doctorates

reached 35. It is evident that in any ca$e these schools will'have to

continue to rely heavily upon doctorates from non-Canadian schools;

primarily in the United States: .There is a possible long-tdrm problem

that should be mentioned, although too many uncertainties are involved

,to make it an important issue at this time. :just abouCthe time

the proposed doctoral programs reach their steady state, and a

substantial flow of doctorates is produced annually, the growth in

management faculties is expected to level off and the deMand for

doctorates in university teaching posts is likely to decline substantially.

However, if the schools are sensitive to the changing needs of the

community and adapt the doctoral programs ,to'meet the demands of *industry-

and government it is unlikely that there will be an over supply of

graduates.

In a situation of this kind there are three principal elements;'

the demand for graduates:the availability of well qualified candidates

and the graduate schools capable of teaching such candidates satisfact-

orily. As:discussedabove, the consultants have concluded-that the

demand for doctoral graduates will be substantial for some years and,

asy indicated below, the'output will probably fall well below the

demand for a good many years because of a lack of both qualified-

candidates and of.established high-class graduate programa.

AMP
The consultants were not presented with any solid information on

the avapability of well qualified doctoral candidates. The major . .

schools\anticipate no difficulty in filling their planned' enrolments

by recruiting from their own MBA programs. However, all agreed that

this was not .a good long term solution to the problem and that tkey

would far prefer to get .people who had taken theif-13Comm or MBA' at

some other university.
0
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The. availability of good candidates for Canadian universities is

adversely influenced by two factors. First,' the limited financial
support that is ayailable. for doctoral students in Ontario universities

and, second, the existence of vacancies with relatively goodfinancial

support at first class United States business schools.. As far as the

supply of doctoral candidates goes the Ontario'universities are in a

familiar vicious circle. They cannot become well known and popular
until they have first-class students; and they cannot expect first-

class students until they are.su'fficiently well known and popular to
compete effectively with the many well established and first-class

United States schools,

It is imperative that means be found to attract top quality
candidates to the doctoral programs if they are to justify their

existence.; There must first be adequate financial support for these

candidates." Whether supplied by the government, private industry Or

a combination of sources the amounts should be large enough so the

candidates, can pursue their educational objectives without spending

a major part of their energies in supporting themselves and their

families. Western was the only'university that said they were

achieving this level of support. On the other hand, the schools should

not spend money extravagantly .competing amongst themselves for, top

quality candidates. Ideally fellowships should be awarded to the bes

candidates'who should be'free to choose the doctoral program which bes

meets their educational objectives.

Additional sums must also be made available to the schools to

.finance strong 'Decigrams'. Experience in teaching and research, which go

With a doctoral program, are an important element in the student's

development, but they should be designed and undertaken as a part of

his education, and not primarily as a means of financial support.` In

many doctoral Programs candidates are in effect a-sourceof cheap:labour

'for-large research projects and fo.r manning large undergraduate'

. enrolments. This; is wrong as itdelays completion.of degree
requirements, almost inevitablyAO the candidate's detriment.

Fellowships are not the only means,of attracting candidAtes to

doctoral programs. Ways need to be found to make the opportunities

for academic careers mire visible to possible doctoral candidates. The

consultants were impressed with a program at Queen's. People with

management training and experience are offered short teaching contracts

of two or three years. If they are successful as teachers and enjoy
the academic atmosphere, they are encouraged to enter a doctoral program

with some assurance that they will be offered a"position on faculty

if they qualify successfully.

*Serious efforts should be made to recruit dome students with

signtficant management experience in bUsiness,.industry or govetnment,

Such students usuallS7.do well and also make an important contribution

to, the education of ehe;faculty and other students.-
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The consultants concluded that no single university in Ontario

can be regarded as now having all the qualifiCations necessary to

operate a really firSt-class, straog and :effectlye doctoral program,

in management. The .details of'the state of prep redness of each

school are set4orth in the'brief appraidal of each school given below,

For the reasons that have been outlined, it will not be easy for any

one school or for the schools collectively; to attain quickly the

stature required by a firat-class graduate school. However, the

importance of develop -ing high-Class doctor 1 programs in Ontario is so

great that special means should be'accepte for a fewyears in order

to get the graduate programs up to strengt taithin a reasonable time.

The measures that should be consider d include

(1). favourable budget allocations within each university to permit

the hiring clida sufficient number of veil qualified teachers,,

(2) a special peltram of student aid aimed at:making Canadian
opportunities attractive to a proportion of the best available

Canadian students:and
.(3) the formation of a.central coordinating committee through `which

the emerging/ dpctOral programs in the schools of,management could

be coordinated for mutual suRportduring this formative-period.

There are enormous benefits to be derived from cooperation between

universities/in all aspects of their doctoral programs. This is

particularly so in the atmosphere of rapid development that is so

evident in management education in Canada today. With so many

programs being proposedlesimulianeously, proper planning requires. either

(a) a drastic cut-back of courses to a few selected -universities, or

(b) an insistence on genuine cooperation to assure that the resources

of the universities, interested in this field, will be mobilized as

fully as,posaible.

The first of these alternatives - an arbitrary restriction of

programs involving such decisions as, say, that University X may set

up a doctoral programme, but University may not - is probably wh011y

-;_impractical however attractive it may be financially. On the basis of..

an examination of the depth we were able to make, we could find no

convincing grounds for arbitrary recommendations of this sort.

- ,

We conclude that an insistence on effective °operation is the

only feasible course to rpcomdend. Everyone will cheerfully concede

that this is a very sensible suggestion. If it .i to work effectively,

and we believe that it can, the idea must be taken up with positive'

enthusiasm rather than passive aquiescence.

At one university, it was suggested to us that such cooperative

____--arrangements were up to the presidents, deans and such senior officers

to work out, rather than for individual faculty members to worry about,
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But this is all wrong. The drafting of plans for cooperation, and the
issuing of high-minded joint proclamations of intentions to cooperate,
are by far the easiest part of the task. Financial and administrative

details do require some working out; but these have often been solved
in, a relativelysimple and satisfactory manner.

The real problem is at the grass-roots,.to promote the full use

of the facilities of other universities. This can only be accomplished°

with the enthusiastic support of faculty members. And this must be .

forthcoming in spite of the many obvious attractions to running and .

controlling courses, seminars, etc. yourself - as against encouraging

your students to take them elsewhere. It should be understood, however,

that making cooperation work at the faculty level is in effect, the-

price of getting support for the doctoral programs which a number of

universities are so keen to develop.

programsThe consultants do not advocate cooperative degree programs
operated jointly by several universities. They feel that each university

giving a doctoral degree should have its own program but that each

program must be' strengthened by assistanc rom faculty in nearby schools.

rfIn thegearly years, individual schools ma choose to operate doctoral

programs only in specially 'selected, narrow fields. However., the

consultants feel that the final goal should be very broad doctoral

programs and that narrow specialization should be regarded only as an

interim measdre. .

The consultants believe that a school giving a doctoral degree

should have'a broad program Yhich astures that the candidate has a

good understanaing of the broad area of management, although he will

write his dissertation in a specialized area. We recommend, therefore,

that the doctorates be in management and not in a special area such as

accounting, finance, ttc. Candidates should be encouraged to explore

new areas and the interrelationships between fields and this is less

likely to occur if the degree is in .a functional area. We do not

recommend that a school be'approved to give a doctorate in one field

such as finance but not in they fields because the interrelationships

are too close to permit sue arbitrary distinctions. If a school has

an approved doctarate in ma agement, it can establish requirements

which will assure that a can idate's program'can be adequately supervised

within the faculty. Of cahree,"with cooperation among the schools the
limitati&ns of individual faaulties are no longer a major constraint

on a candidate's program.

In the chart on the follOwing table the fields of the existing and

proposed doctoral programs are set forth. Different names are urged

and, of course, the proposed programs differ but for purposes of an

overall view the classification along'the lines of the areas designated

for this study is useful. If separate approval is to be given for

each specialized doctorate, itvan be seen that they are fairly well

distributed except for the overemcentration in organization behaviour

and qqantitative methods. These also happen to be the tyo areas in

which the shortage of doctorates is the least acute.
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DOCTORAL PROGRAMS IN MANAGEMENT

School Account- Fin- Market- _Manag- Quanti- Organiz- Policy

ing ance ing erial tative ation and

Econo- Methods Behaviour Envir.-

mics onment,

McMaster(1). X (X) X

Ottawa (2)

Queen's (I) X (5) X X

Towto X (1) 'X

Waterloo
Western X (10) X

York (1) X (12)'. X

X (3) X (4)
X
X X (6)

X (7) X (7) X (6)

X (8) X (9) X
X (3) X'

X (13)

(1) Proposed program
(2) PhD in EconoMics with a concentration in Operations Research

and Mathematical Economics
(3) Management Science -"

Labour Relations and Human Resource Administration

(5) Business Information Systems
(6) Organization Behaviour and Industrial Relations

(7) Business Economics and Management Sdience

.(8) Applied Economics
(9) Operations Research
(10) Planning Information and. Control Systems

(11) Policy
(12) Management Information Systems
(13) Behavioural Science
(14) International Business
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I
There is a special problem with doctoral programs in management

that make larger programs desirable than in the traditional academic

disciplines. In such traditional disciplines there are substantial
numbers of master's candidates, interested.in theoretical and research
oriented seminars. It is.thus possible to offer a selection of these
seminars for all graduatestudenta. .MBA candidates, in a professional

program, are primarily interested in professionally oriented courses,

and not so interested in theoretiCal and research Oriented seminara:

Doctoral candidates coming out of undergraduate or professional
graduate programs need such seminars. At least a one yeanaeminaiTs
needed in each field in which theNdoctarate is offered. A minimum

size for an effective seminar is perhaps six students:, This means'

that a doctoral program must attain a certain critical size before it

can be effective. Thus, for the presept, the need to group students
from adjacent universities in order to create livelpseminars becomes
one of the principal benefits of cooperation.

Another issue facing schools planning doctoral programs concerns
the nature of the program. A PhD is supposed to be a research degree,
although the major occupation of mokV graduates is teaching. We

believe that the integrity of the degree shoulcLbe maintained and any

PhD programs in management should emphasize research although
.preparation for teaching should not be negletted.

We believe that in addition to the PhD there is a teed'for..an

outstanding professional doctoral program in management in Ontario.,
In our opinion Western has the faculty orientation and other resources
which, make it best able to mount such a venture. The strong professiona
orientation, excellent liaison with. the management community, and long

history of management education place Western in an ideal positiOn to
develop an excellent professional doctoral program, which would be the

only one of its kind in Canada. No school should devote resources to
two types.of doctoral programs, and we consequently recommend that

Western Concentrate its attention on a professional doctorate and let

other schools offer the more traditional PhD.

The obvious consequence of this.recoMMendation:is_that four
schools - McMaster, Queen's, Toronto, andlork would be left with
existing or proposed PhD programs in management. None of-'thesefour
schools at present, or in the'near future,-will have adequate resources
to offer a complete PhD program in management.. Each. of them, however,

has unique strengths which could be Used to advantage. We recommend,

therefore elt_each of them be permitted to proceed with their doctoral

plans, but t at arraugments be made to bring about..serious and effective

cooperation between them.

The short distances between McMaster, Toronto and York,should make

a high degree of coOpeiation possible so that PhDs an be offered which

would equal tJhe9 best programs now in existence. We recommend:that each
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school control its own admissions and granting-Of degrees, but that

programs be integrated through seminars, joint examine ion and thesis.

committees, SeMinars should be scheduled and' publicized o:that

candidates, at each institution may attend, nd-theY shoul be. expected

tO attend the seminars relevant tajheir programs. Examination

committees 'should, include one faculty member from each of the three

institutions, plus faculty from phe candidate's own inst4utiod..-

.The thesis committees should also include one faculty member from

'an institution other than the university in which the candidate is

registered; 'These procedural recommendations will not,by themselves

assure optimal cooperation.., We trust that the good will of facUlty

members, and the Self-interast.of the candidates, will bring about the

desired cooperation. At-the outset, Toronto should take the lead ins,

establishing the cooperative arrangements since it is, the most

experienced in operating a PhD program in management,

In tae tase.of.Queen's, the'xooperation must take a different form

because of geographic considerations% ',We feel that cooperation. with

the three schools disc abcive should be as extensive as pOssible,

but regular attendance at joint seminars may not be feasible..

Fortunately, Queen's has an outstanding:economics department with a

strong doctoral program. The School of Business has exceptionally

close relations with this department.: We recommend that, in 'the

initial development of ther doctoral program; Queents should emphasize

fields Where the resources \9f the economics department can. be utilized

effectively.',

If it is determ ed t

doctoral program at his t

PhD pro'gram, but tha acti
with the schools disc ssed
aaill make suct cooperation

I

a
hat t is premature to start a professional

ine, e recommend that Western continue its

ve ste s be taken for it too to cooperate

even though we recognize that distance

icult.
co

above,
more di

We strongly urge that the school colledtively seek a special fund

from which to pay the relatively small extra expenditures that will be

incurred by this cooperation. We feel ertain that cooperation will

be much more active if travel and other sts do not have'to come out

of normal budgets.

Such a fund might well be subscribed by oval businesses: However,

it would also be a sensible.use of public funds,, because it will add so

much to fatUlty productivity.

We'conclude thatthe plans for doctoral programs, presented by

the:five schools, are reasonable.andshould be accepted with the

important proviso that cooperation is close and effective during the

formative years.

For at least several years the most serious-problem will be to

recruit enough good students. Good doctoral education requires a
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critical mass of students for seminars and other interactions, just as
much as it needs good faculty. Inter-university cooperation must
therefore involve the pooling of students as well as faculty.

E, CONTINUING EDUCATWN : In every profession there is a need for
continuing education throughout one's professional career. ManageMent

is no exception to this rule. Each school that undertakes a professional
degree program Jas an obligation to provide oppOrtunities for special
courses to re W and update earlier profeasional,training.' Such

programs can e of great value to the schools, by providing feedback
0
from the pro ession on the relevance of the materials used by the
school, by g Vingofaculty a closer relatiOnship to ongoing problems.,
and by proviing a loyal group of managers interested in the, educational
programs of he school.

71 \

We n knci YOrk have the most active programs of cooperation,
owing.to jstoi and location, as well as a result of serious effbrt in
establishing goèd contacts.

The high value of these programs shou d, *Swever, not be pemitted
to obscure some*dangers involved in them./ Most such programs develop

outside revenue for the schools and, this May lead to an excess
investment of scarce resources in special programs to the detriment of

degree :Programs and research. The best solution is tb place all

programs within the' structure of the school, add make assignments to

the various programs based upon comparative advantage without selective

compensation to individuals'. This means that litre income eceived

by the school for continuing education wilI\be divided amoreall the
staff which May result in additions to income of 25% or more. Differew-

\,
tials in,salares within-the management faculty must be based upon the.

ototal contribution to.thet schbol including regular teaching, continuing

'educatioAcarld research. This point will be discussed in greater detail
,

in the next section of this report.

Continuing education should-in general ,be financed by the managers.
who benefit ftom it, Or their organizations. One exception to:thiS
principle applies to small businesses, where.it. may be desirable for'
the province to provide support to the schools for special9programa. 0

There are programs of: this!_type in operation now, but we have had no

opportunity to assess their adequaoy or the need for.more such programs.

. .

'It is importai for th,e integrity of the professional`degree
rorams in the universities' that a clear separation be made between

them-apd special programsqlor special interdts.. The latter should not
become degree programs.although thereasafrequently.a desire on the part

Iof 'the participants.to obtainen MBA degree through attendance at a/
series of special seminars in management. 11

4
With the proliferation of continuing education programs, an the

.number of different types of institutions trying to compete in catering

0

8 3
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to the demand., it is worth emphasizing the impottance of concentrating,
at our universities, 100% on'genuine'nniversity level work; leaving
the basket weaving and bookkeepingcirto others,'who can do it as well
and ,much more economically. .

F FACULTY: The growth of the 'faculty in programs immanagement has
been rapid in recent years and this growth is expected to continue -;

although at a decreasing rate. There were 337,facuity members :s of
December 3141972-An the eleven schools included in this studir.with
290 of thes4inbusiness programs. This compares Noe figUre of 154
faculty in 44. business prograMs in ttie:province in1.967-6,81. This
rapid growth has brought about a substantial change in the natdre.Of
these faculties. Over one-halfof the present faculty hixe/beetvhire&
since 1969. These new_faculty members have lesS managem4nt experience'
on the average than'those appointedprior to 1969, ,but.a much Idrger,
proportion haVe doctOrates Only about A third Of the faculty.
appointments since 1969 had more than three years:nonLaCadeMic

.
(experience. Aboutthe same:proportion hadover three years of academic

experience at other institutions, There; are substantial differences
among the schools but in everY scbool thejmore,recently appointed
faculty have less non- cadeipic ex erience than those hired prior to
1969. Queen'S:4nd Tor pto have enphasiz.ed academic experience in,
recent years with over fifty pereent of their recent.appointments
having over three Years of acad\emic experience at other institutions.
Ottawa, Weqern, Wilfrid Laurier andldindsor have placed greater
emphasis on non - academic experience, with over 407, of their recent'
appointments tialring Over three\years such experiende., The differences,

..
. in the e4ucation and prior experience of the new faculty members ds,-

certain to affect the direction of development of the acadeMic ptograms.
This is already niiticedble at some of these universities. :.

.4, 0,.

The Large nuMber of recent appOintments has led to a young faculty.
in the field. The median age is abput 375 with less. than 15% 'over 50.
70% of the faculty have doctorates.wfiich compares with a figure of 33% -

for 196768 for Ontario reported by von Zur-Meuhlen. Although over
.60t of the faculty with-.doctorates received their undergraduate degrees
from Canadian universities,,over 75 %.received their doototates from
universities in the United States. The Patterw'for.a.majlitrity of the

1.

business faculty,4partiCularly those hired-i ,recent years,,haa thus
3peento\receive their undergraduate degrees rpm a Canadian' universitj,
and then to go to the United States for A docterate before returning
to teach,in'Canada. Although they may have had a brief employment in .

a ncT,academic position., and taught part'-time while working fprtheir
doctoi 4es the majority have had on arrival, no significant non - academic
employment not teaching experience. The result of this charg in. ;

faculty composition has been an increased emphasis upon reseatclii anli:
a desire for new and expanded 40iAprqil prograMsi This trend is likqY
to continue, alehough othenfactersAay modify its maghitudt. .

.

% .

It wabopointed out in a prevlious sectiov'thataltSough doctoral
programs will increase in size and umber, this expansion will be

1. Von Zur-Muehlen Op.Cit. pA4
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modast, and the aspirations of a number of schools in this direction
may not be fulfilled. Alternative means of supporting thelegitimatb
interest of faculty in research and theoretical academic Programs,
will need to be developed if the potential of the,new more highly
trained faculty is to be fully realized. The support of research is
discussed in the next section. .If the Canadian academic year remains
unchanged, the long summer period should become'a major factor in
developing research programs, and faculty who carranddo produce
significant research.should be-encouraged to use the summers for this
purpose.

/

The increased attention to research in management is to be
commended and encouraged but this should not obscure the fact
ma

i
ment programs are fundamentally professional in nature, an the

Ilfac y must maintain a close liaison with.managers and their problems.
The typical. student inMBA or other profesaional management programs,
is more interested in current managerial activities than he is in
th nteticar developments. The academic programs must not lose'sight, of
th it ulti e objective,through'satisfying the research interests of
the faCulty. This poses'a critical problem for each faculty member,
and also f the administration of the schools and universities.

.

There is a tendency to give greater attention and rewards tbY' thet,
academic. achievements of faculty than to their professional'activitieS)
This is natural on the campus as a whole, beCause it is primarily
academic in orientation,. ang the.majority of administrators come from
traditional academic disciplines. Indeed some acadethics doubt that
professional programs belong in a university. However, clearly, if a
university is committed to running such courses, it is iMportant that
the criteria used in judging the professional programs .and theifaculty
therein, be consistent with the Objectitts of such programs. The '

resulting sttesses between schools of,managem nt and the rest If the
campus, and indeed within the sChools themst/ es-, must be.resolVed,if
the programs are,to,survive and grow in Iual ty and productivity.

The answer is'not,to.expect each f y, member to carry out all
of the traditional academic activities o teaching and research nd in
addition carry on a full professional pr gram. Few if anyindi iduals
have the talene and energy to se diverse and deMandi g
tasks effectively. Each sc lop withinit a diverse
faculty. which in total can titudeof responsibilities
placed upon the school,. Reco st be given for each type of
assignmentand the faculty rewarded for their total contributions to
the school's programs. Mutual" respect for different, talents is
difficult to achieve,.and the tendency'is Tor each group to feelthat
their particular contribution is the most important. 'This can lead to
controversy and,,in,the last analysis, each school must strike a
balance or trade-of, in how 4 divides its effortsgbetween academic
and professiondractivitieS. Duringour visits we found little
evidence that-interrial Controversy was causing serious problems within
the schoolowe visited, but there-4s always a danger. that this could

,
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develop unless great tolerance for diversity is insisted upon.

Another issue that requires atteltion is.t.he administration and
staffing of special prograMs.,..When,such programs firStstart,...they
are often taken on by a few TacUlty-at a'spptial assignMent, and they
usually receive extra compensation at a result.,.Atthey grow,' In size
and importance this approach tends to be continued with:undesirable
consequences, They may become the private preserve of A small group .

'of the faculty, whose effectiVe-salariet then' get out of line With
these of the rest of the staff. Pressure to help in such programs may
also:divert the attention of faculty from other activities for which
they may be, better suited;, or.. which may be/more important in the ;long,:
run development of the'school and facility, All programs of the
schOol need to be plannedtogether and ;the faculty assigned:On the
basis Of. their interests and abilities. Compensation should cover
the total performance of'a faculty member.

The average compensation, in professional program, needs, to be.
tubstantially higher than in tra tional academic areas because of;
the greater time commitment inv lved. Moreover well experiel3Ad, high
quality recruitt,are needed, an0 to attracip'them sa]aries offered 'dust
be comparable to those'pald off-campus,' although it may' not he

. nebessaryito match these dollar-for-dollar, as teaching hO other-
attractiona for some good people.,,, Consideration should also be given
to Ohe professional expenses that are assoAated with4Maintaining close

A

relations with managers. These expenses are net likely to be cohered,
by government support and yet maintaining such contacts isoimportant:
both to the schools and to the organizations who expect to employ their
graduates. We doubt Whether support of the management programs, from
the managerial community, is as great as it should Abe., The,futdre
direction of the schools may, in a large measure, be shaped by he
existence and extent of the outside support which they receive from, the
management community,i)oth private and public, that they serve.. S.

.G RESEARCH: Research in. the school of management in OntariO has
been limited although as stressed abo r it has been increasing in
recent years. ,There'has been telative little support for research
in management'either from the golliernmen or private sources. In addition,
heavy teaching loadsand large classes w ile all universities were
trying to cope with rapidly increasing registration, have restricted
the time faculty 'could spend on research. Perhaps, the single most
important factor, however, has been the lack of research orientation
on the part of thp faculty. These fdctors are all interrelated,
however, and each of them will have\to be changed if research in
management is to develop as it, should, It has been pointed out above
that-the newer faculty in management are more research oriented. They
will lose their incentive in a short period, however, if suport for
research is not improved.

-t%
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Several government departments both federal and provincial and to
a smaller extent business and industry make use of management faculty
members as consultants, on staff assignments and on researck-projects.
In. some cases the.retearch topics are selected and supervised by the
cuptomer'bnt, espeFially with more senior,staff.theY are able to pursue
their own Tesearch interests. AlItthin appropriate limits of time and
income such work should be encOuraged, especially where there is scope
for, pioneering research.

nA

SuppOrt for research in manageMent by the granting agencies has
been small and uncoordinated. The impending reorganization Of the.
,federal granting mechanisms should afford an opportunity for the
.management-schoolstoo assert their right to a Continuing share in these
grants. Support from the granting agencies should.betdought especially,
for projects! that are too theoretikal to' appeal to operating departme
or to business and also for the work of young faculty members while
they'are establishing their reputationa. p. let

Most of the research befhg carried on °by the management faculty
appeats to be individual in nature,'Thereis a laCkilaf substantial
°research progIams or-institutes focusing,on'.-at.importarit area of
.research. Such institutes can provide.facilites, assistants and a
milieu within which scholars can interact,.and mutually benefit from
related research activit1es. No Single school of . management is likely
to have she concentration of scholars in a patticular area to staff
an institute; but by collaboration among universities and cooperation

'with related discipline's, one or more'institutee could be viable.
Such institutes might also play an important -role in providing faculty
access to doctoral Candl4ates and givingsuchcandidatea a brqader.
exposure to4scholais in 7thetr-area of interest. In the long run these,
institutes might become the centres for most management research andoan
important part oCthadOctoralprograms in the proiiince. The shorter'
distances between4many of the universities make possible forms-of -
,cooperation that would not be possible inmost places, ,These institutes
might lso help .to solve the problem of allocation of funds among the
universities for research. Si amounts of money to a number of
schools for an area of research are likely to have less impact tilat a
substantial amount pvenkto a single institute. For example, an
institute for research'in accounting could be supported by th
accounting profession and scholars froth any university could articipate
in,the work of the institute but-the profession would then not be faced
with tfie invidious; problem of deciding hdw much to give to each
university.

%

.The ultimate success of'doctoral,programs infmanagement tm,Ontario
rests upon the deq'elIkMent ofeffective research in which the doctoral
candidates. can become active -participants. .resent programssdonq
have the resources to competeriith the beat programs-in the United
States.

O
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-H. FACILITIES: °Ur terms of reference included an assessment Of the
physical facilities needed to carry out the plans of the schools
including buildings and equipment, Computers.aln& libraries. An

: exhaustive analysis of these items was impassable within the time4
limits of Our. campus visits but we did develop some general impressions.

(i) jhysical Facilities: For the most-partthebuildings
Utilized by the management programs are'relatively new and designed
for this use. Some schdol projecting rapid growth will require
additional facilities but most cases this is:associated with the
expanding qndergraduate en olments. . The major problem With existing
buildings is that conventi nal classrooms found in mOstschoolg are not
suited to teaching styles preferred today and only a few of the
schools have adequate amp itheare and seminar rooms available.

. 'eine phYsical facilitie6 do not appear to be a major constra'ininv
factor fOyuture development at any'of the 6chools with the exception
of the University of Toronto. It is surprising to find.the Faculty of s
Management StudieS there in such poor. facilities after seeing the
extensive new construction that has been carried out at other Ontario .

universities In the last decade.

(ii) Computers: All the schools tha; were ylsited ncluded at.
least an introdUction to the use of a computer,for all students and
more, advanced courses are available in all of them, either in the
school or in the university computer department. All the schools
reported that they owned or had access to computer facilities adequate,
for their teaching and research needs. A few students complained of
delays in gettingaccss to a computer terminal but%not of the
capabilities of the computer;

There was some evidence that the relatioAship between the
managerdent school and the university computer department was not
always as close as it should be. The importance of the computer and of

' management information systems will continue to increase. No school
mould attempt to be self sufficient in this area; all should depend
upon close., cooperation with their university' computer department or.
centre to keep them abreast of deVelopments in both hardware and

t_ 0
software.

(iii) ManagementoLibrariesand Library Holdings: Library resources
are not as critical. a factor in evaluating management prograuis as in
the traditiona4. disciplines. It is'a relatively new field:with rap*
changes which u\alke historical' material, of relatively. less Value.
Current- periodiCals, and institutional Information are of relatively;
great importance for reseaxchrbut even'these materials are not used
extensively an mOst'orthe master's programs. All of the schools have
adequate library resources for the programs which they w offer. 'The
critical questions concern the adequacy of these rces for faculty
research and-for the proposed doctoral. programs. '
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No one in itution can halite to build a library collection which
is so complete t at an intellectuaAy active facultyiwill neveicfind
significant gaps in it. The short distances between schools in Ontario
and the excellent interlibrary loan operation which,makes the total
library resources.of all schools available, to each faculty member make
the 'problem 'much less serious. Indeed the problem-becomes one of
library cooperatiOn to avoid needless duplication of retrospective and
exotic acquisitions. We found no indication of faculty research being
constrained by inadequate library resources at any of the schools we
visited. Probaems did exist where new areas of intiry were being
undertaken but these will alwayaexist to some extent.

The two schools with existing doctoral programs,in management,
Toronto and Western, appear to have adequate.library resources for
doctoral research. York has built up an extensive collection and this
should not be a-constraint in their development.. Queen's and McMaster
may not have adequatelibrary,-resources at thiS time to fully support
doctoral programs. This seems to be particularly.;true at McMaster but
Such students should not find'it .tob difficult to use the librarv,at
Toronto. Nevertheless, the initiation of.doctoral programs at these
two-schools ahem d be accompanied by an augmentation of the library
resources in man sement. e collection at Waterloo seems adequate

for their doctoral program i1 management science.-

0
Research in management ranges widely utidizing methodology from

the'behaViouraI sciences, mathematics,. phildso hy, history, etc.: .

The methbdology is frequently.applied to data nd institutional
settings of diverse nature. Consequently, it its ..the totaljibrary.

resources Of an institution whith are of interest to the evaluation of

management programs rather-than just the holdings ih manageMent. We

could not conduct a comprehensiVt analysis of the total library
resources at each institution but in general we were impressed with
whaiw we saw and we did not encounter significant dissatisfaction in

this respect on the part of either student§ or faculty. We have no

eViAdence,tO indicate" that library 'resources arelt constraining fact6r
for any of the existing programs or for propodprograms with the
exception of,, the two doctoral programs mentidfiseed above.

0 .
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_ VII THE SCHOOLS

v
In this section of the report we give a brief analysis of each

of tie schools we Vlsit'ect. and some impression we have concerning their
.progitumt, have 'tried to3.make our assessments in terms of the
stated mission of the school and their long term plans to achieve
their objectives. We do not feel that there is a single best program
in management-and we applaud and encourage diversity among the schools
as long as the resulting programs are of high quality. We expect that.
some of the schools will develpp an,international orientation and

_ reputation. These will be relatively few in number. Others will have
a national scope and the majority will probably concentrate on their,.
regionS1 role. The important result is. that each school develop a
reputation for a quality set of programs oonsistent with its resources
and objectives,. The traditional academic view theta school wiilloot
a, iloctoral program is not of high quality must be eliminated So-'
schools are free to'develop.,putatandingrofessional programs at the
Master's level without the feeling -that this makes them second class
citizel in ithe academic world.

''Comments on individual schools are given in geographical;
groupings. This As done to emphasize, once mope, thd recurrent theme
of inter-university cooperation.

4
We believe that cooperation among neighbouring schools is

.essential and that endouragement should be given to, facilitate such
Tautualassistance. We suggest that the government make special funds
availableto be used to support cooperative activities. This will be
for travel expenses.primarily but might include remuneration for

44

guest' lectures, workshops etc. which are organized on an inter-university
baSis.

,Our comments on the schools deal with six localities - Ottawal.
Kingston, Hamilton -Toronto, Guelph :Waterloo, London and Windsor.

The' following tables have been included before our detailed
° comments on the individual schools in order to give a quantitative

overview of the growth of managdment education in Ontario during the
past five years and of projectibns for the next five.

.Table 1 .1. Staff part-time and full-time
Table 2 7 MBA part-time and full-time
Table 3 - Other Master's part-time and full-time
Table 4 T. Doctoral part -time and,

In Table,l, staff projections for Western are for the
,

current two-
section Junior "setup (line 1) or for the three sections of Junior
(line 2).
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OTTAWA

Carleton Ottawa

As Ottawa is 'one of those national. capitals developed by selecting'
anedtral site, away from larger cities competing to become the capital,
it has naturally developed into a government centre, with relatively
little business activity. The main concern.of the management schools
there.is obviously to cater to the needs of the giant bureaucracy
which has been built up. The growth in size and complexity of this
'bureaucracy has created a virtually insatiable demand for well educated

O managers as recruits, and also for mid-careeruniversity level
retraining for public servants who are coping with the problems of
running complex operations in the midst o rapid technological change.

A good deal of mid-career training goes'on within the government
in a satisfactory manner. We believe, however, that such .in-house

training cannot be the most effective way of- dealing with.university.
level work. The government would do well to rely On the two local
universities for all university level courses given to public servants

in Ottawa.

In this regard, the government is fortunate in having at hand two

universities that are, in many respects, complementary in their'
-,,-..intetests, and who seem to be determined to work together towards

developing their special talents with as little duplication as possible.
To put it briefly, in its management school the University of Ottawa*
"Stresses quantitative methods and the management sciences, while
Carleton's approach has been more humanist and policy-oriented.

Perhaps most important of all, the University of Ottawa has meet
the most serious and determined effort to be fully bilingual in its

programs. Its mogt important degree, the MSc, can be taken entirely
in either. French, or English. This presents, the most formidable

challenges: Obviously a large part of the'teaching staff must be
fluently bilingual, and those familiar with the difficulty of locating
good unilingual staff, can but have-the highest admiration for those
who accept the challenge of finding good bilingual teachers. And yet

there are few more important problems facing the country today than
the necessity of building up a competent, bilingual public service.

In addition to supplying the students the government can participate
in many other ways such as, supplying highly experienced part-tide
teachers for full courses, seminars, panel discussions and speakers
and facilitating access to libraries, document collections and other
data.seurces.
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The'Teaching of Publi Administration

While both universiti have naturally been interietedAn public
administration, they have Ap °ached it in quite different ways.

.414

Carleton has had, as:itekincipal project in management education,
a School of public Administration which has, been Concerned mainly with

the "policy" or deci oh-vying aspects of the field On the other

liand.;,Otiawd has b It Irsprogramas one .ok three streams4n its

MMSQ, As this is an MBA type program, the'emphasis is 'inevitably on
administrative or management aspects, rather than on policy.

/

As bOth decisioiLmak g and administration are vital areas, this
-is Al to the good.- An e ficient public service, will require many
key managers who understa d both aspects and who can help in the basic
task of working out a balance between them - a subject which has
received far too little erious study.

. While the School of Public Administration at Carleton has operated
forsome 20 years, it was basically reorganized $ustthree years ago; At

that time it was decided to build up a relatively small, inter-.
dieCipIinary.staff.

.

At this early 'stage of reorganization, a number of fundamental
questions are still being debated. These will have to be decided
before a clear picture emerges of where the School:le-heading. Several

scattered elements in the Uni$ersity might be included in the plans:
for the-School; but whether they should be or not depends on fundamental
Objectives, which have yet to be workedsout and agreed upon.

"Ir
The most important activity of the. School, a% the graduate level;

is the MA _(Public Administration). This consis 'of a qualifying Ar
diploma year, in which students with an honours BA are admitted to
core courses, generally similar to those coveredin the first year of

the usua1016A programs, but with somewhat less quantitative emphasis.
Having obtained their diplomas, students can complete their master's

in a further year, in which they have various,administrative and policy

.options:

/
Owing to small.numbers; some courses

/
were given in the evening only,.

but in 1974-75 day and evening sections ffered
The School has taken advantage of the proximity of government, departments
to establish a system of internships.

There appears tO.be a reagonable demand for the diploma and master's
programs at their present scale, although there are questions (at

least in theminde of some student to whom we talked) regarding
acceptance of the'degree by government recruiters. It was suggested,.

that

this may be a matter Of poor communication; and there is talk of
a new public service classification-which will cover generalist '

n,

96
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baCkgrounds, and not require arconcentratian in one of the'traditianal'
disciplines.

The general orientation of diploma and master's is actually
somewhere between administration and policy. AltNugh they intend to
maintain a balance, between these two approaches, we.-doubt that this
is possible in-a small erogram and fear the result will be a program
which has no dtstinctive character of its own.

The public administration program_ atthe University of Ottawa
may be more briefly desCribed as one stream witp.n MMSc. Student

thus get 1.1e familiar core courses given in mo$t"MBA type programs
in first year, followed by a year. of courses related to specialization

in public administration.

The flavour of the program, as the title MMSc indicates, is more
strongly qyantitative than the Master of Public Administration programs.

--We believe public administration is
a.

a particularly good field in

which to explore and develop cooperative programs. It is therefore

good to heat that the two universities and the Public Service Commission
have been working on a new program for mid-career training at the

.' administrative trainee level. While.no final agreement has ya been

.
made!, we understand the government tight send 30 to 40 selecad public
servants each year for work at the two universities. At Carleton this

wouldbe expected to abopt double the size of their master's program
in public administration; notn unreasonable undertaking. The

contemplated program should, therefore, in our opihion, be puOhed

forward as a matter of high priority. 0,

. .,,

.
(iii) The MBA

----.
A. .

.Carleton has no-MBA program. Not ha' Ottawa, but we have

throughout this report, treatef the MMSc t the University of Otiawa

as such a program.

In the course of our discussions at arleton, there was some

suggestion that a study of its various of its in the field-of
administration (some of which are mentio ed 'elow) by a President's
Committee, might open up an opportunlity Oriestablishing an MBA program'

4
there. We do not feel attention shduld e diverted at this time from
sorting out and rationalizing some of th small programs now being

offered. Moreover the MMSc at they iversity of Ottawa would seem to
us to cover adequately the needs for thi$ type of program in the

OttawS4area. We recommend that whe the time comes to consider an

MBA at Carleton, it be designedto- avoid'' werlapping with the
University of Ottawa's MMSc; preferably Asia joint program.

97.
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The MMSc is the University of Ottawa's main graduate level effort

in the management field. At the undergraduate level it operates a very
large business administration program, both full and part-time.

In the MMSc there are now 60 full-time students and 200 part - time.
It is estimated that over the next live years, this may build up to

120. full-time and 300part-time.

There are now 39 full-time faculty; and it is an indication of how

quickly this new program has grown that there were only half that

number in 1969. The.faculty projects a staff of 57 in five years' time.

There are three streams within the MMSc:-.business administration,,

. public administration and operations reSearch.

We would like to reiterate that this program is offered in both

English and French, and the most serious httention iq given to ensuring

that it is taught equally well in each.

(iv) Master of Health Administration

At the University of Ottawa a Master of Health Administration is

offered. With 54 students, this is the largest of the four'MHA programs

offered in Canada. It is given only in English. :'There are plenty of
good applicants; the constraining factor being the difficulty of

obtaining good staff. The steps Which have.been and are being taken,

to integrate.the MHA program with the programs for the MMSc are to be

commended, and we-urge that further moves in this directiOn be

encouraged. We hope that this integration will result ifi the MHA.

program becoming bilingual.

(v) Related Activities

-

At CaLeton University there are various related activities which

need to be sorted out, and are now under study.

An Hohours BA program in public administration is offered in the

School of, Public Administration,,whilelebBachelorf Commerce program
is offered by the Department of Economics; as well as an Honours BA in

economics. There would be.obviots.advantages in-gathering together

all administration and commercetourses in one location..

It has further been suggested to us that the UnWersity's School

of Social Work belongs with this group. Although the School of Social

Work has been in existence for 22 years, it appears to have operated

(23

quite independently of other units in the University. It has not'even :.

perated on the same dates as th6 rest of the University, making
d-dbrdination of ,programs difficult if not.impossible;,although we were
told itacademic year would be made to conform with thit of the

University in!future. It is.not apparent to us.that thtre is an
,

overwhelming logic in merging the two Schools, but they might fit happily

together. A recommendation on this point would'not seem appropriate

withouta serious consideration of the whole university organization, so

that,alternative.sOlutions could be. explored.

4
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(vi? Doctoral Programs

At the University of Ottawa the management faculty participate in
the PhD program in economics. We understand there has been discussion
of a doctoral degree in management, but :no proposals so far as we know,

have been put forward. We 4erefor made no serious inquirieg in this

area. Even without such inquiries t would seem evident that any such,
1

;

plan would be premature.

At Carleton we understand a PhD is offered in the Department of
.Political Science, and that occasionally one has been granted in the

public administration area. This program was covered in the report
of.ehe consultants in politicaltscienc, and we did not consider it as

coming within our terms of reference.

,r (vii) Research

A good deal of the.research in public administration about which

we heard, Was naturELLly in the nature of problem - solving for various

government departments. This Isfine and should be encouraged. We

believe that, as some of the program and organization problems we have
been discussing get straightened but, theSchools should develop'

broader research programs.
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KINGSTON

queen's-

(i) The Kingston Environment

Although by no means in the WildernesS, Kingston Conveys to the
visitor a feeling of:detachment,from the.problems of urban spread and

metropolitan pressures. This has reduced the demand-for pare-time

studies and may also encourage-Somewhat different research patterns in

such areas as marketing,- where certain types of'aPplied projects may

be more difficult tocOnduct This in to might indicate th

research in the business'administration aieecould tend. to inVolve7more

emphasis'on basic theoretical research.'

(ii)-The School of Business.

The title 6SchOol of Business". is not p rtiCularly descriptive.:

This is .a full-fledgeenculti, and has no tention of concentrating .

its efforts on management in the business community. Ttsj3raduates are

meant to end u? in teaching, in the government.service and in other.

non-business sectore-ir as well as in business.
. _

TheSchool exhibit.s,a pomewhat.independent stance with regard to

the rest of the UniVersity.. For example,' cooperation between the school
A.

and the public administration program is limited.

Fortunately; hOweVer, relations are close and cordial with the

University's strong DepartMentof Economics (85 graduate students).

The_SAlool and the Department share guarters'in Dunning Hall, There

is a considerable cross-registration of students, and some members of

the School assist with thesis supervision:in the Department's doctoral"

.program4,which should prOve valuable experienke if.a doctoral program

is established in the Schoo1.74

The;University has recoghiied the MBA as.a professional degree and

permits the School to admit candidates.without review by the Facult

of Graduate1Studies.

;alb, The MBA

A curriculum revision committee is now at work., but the MBA

program can be expected to end up somewhere towards the middle of .the

management school spectruM; that is between professional.problem-

solving orientation. and theoretical emphasis on underlying disciplines.

There are 36 full-time members now on the School's faculty, 15

part -time and three visiting. Plans call for an increase tor45 full-time.

The master's degreeVas '.flrst awarded in'1962. Theraare1.65

.
:students-m:44\in the 'program. An,increase to 200, is contemplated,- but

without a speCific large metropolitan -area to service, there are no plans

)
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to build up.a larger progr Similarly in spite of-high current. demands
' for admission no growth (and, in fact, actually a slight reduction) is
planned'in.the Schoolundergraduate pragram, which now stands at 700.

We have no argument with-the School's plans and particularly commend
its decision to'lithit registration in the interest improving quality.

(iv) The MPA

A recently established degreeof Master of Public Administration' is
abfered in the University's School of Public Administration., A limit'
of. 30 is placed on enrolment. The-orientation is very much towards
policy analysis, rather than administrative practice. There are said
to be plenty of candidates, bUt a disappointing number of career
public servants apply. It had been hoped that a third to one-half the
studyts would be in mid-career, but only a handful have been attracted.

The School's Director is its only staff member. he emphasis is
strongly interdisciplinary, and courses and seminars are conducted by
members of a-fiariety of departments. t

An Executive Committee, chaired by the Director, is in charge of
the program; the members being the Dean of Law and the heads of the
Departments of Economics, Geography, History, Political Studies and
Sociology. The Dean of the School of Business lean the main board to
which the Executive Cotmitted reports. Facility members from the School
of Business dccasionally give seminars in the MPA program but students

. 4N-of the two SChools do not take any courses together

This strongly policy analysis oriented program hardly seems to
belong in the business administration - management- sciences category -
illustrating the trouble of imprecise titled.

(v) The Proposed Doctorate
/

Queen's has applied for Wrmission to inaugdfate a doctoral program.
Planning for this program has already affected recruiting of f culty
and_pan consequently be expected to influence other programs in the
School towards research. The goal of the program is-a 20 stude t steady-
state. We believe that with the support of the economics depar ment and
in cooperation with the other doctoral.programs in Ontario, the existing

-' staff can'successfully launch such a program.

The most serious problem will be to attract enough good candidates.
Those who have planned the'pr4ramseem to understand that, especially.
in the start -up phase, liberalgtaduate fellowships will be essential
to attract these candidates:

If the arrangethents for coopdatian and for financial supportare
made, we recommend approval of the:program. IL
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HAMILTON-TORONTO

.McMaster - Toronto - York

(i) Area of Opportunity

This'area undoubtedly is one in which the most vigorous development
in management education might have been expected. A great wealth of
supporting academic talent inotherdisciplines has been available; the
government of Canada's largest province is located there andmost
important of all, a great concentration of industrial and financialp
.activities provides a wonderful community-laboratory for management
research and support. Until relatively recently, however, the
universities bave'not taken advantage of these opportunities.to develop
outstanding management programs.

Toronto and .McMaster are old well-established universities, but in
management education moved to the graduate level but a short time agO
In recent years, they have been making up for lost time; and now are
developing lively and promising programs.

On the other hand, York. is an exciting example of what has been
achieved in-the developMent-,f new universities since the end of WOrld
War II. Its Faculty of Administrative Studies registered its first
student in 1966, and now has a full-time faculty apprdaching'60, offering
programs at the bachelor and the master's levels, and anxious to launch
a doctoral program. *eXtremely rapid development has led to some
stresses and tension, Vitt`' what has been achieved in so short a time

remains impressive.

We have then in thetarea three good schools of management,.at a
stage of.early'development,as far as graduate programs gO, but with
respectable MBA programs and a variety of other interesting master-level
ventures. .Each of them is at the stage where thoughts naturally turn
to offering doctoral degreeS, and Toronto has. actually started to do so.

(ii) The' MBA

All three uniVers1tiesthave thus far concentrated mainly on
establishing sound. MBA\programs. The programs are of conventional
design; a closely structured first year of "core" courses being followed
by a year with more optional, courses. Some opportunity to specialize
is available, but these.ae essentially programs to develop generalists
in management.

The TOrOtto prograM Oa a full -time enrolment of approximately
150 with, rather 6*.prisingly, a somewhat smaller part-time registration.

part-time students outnumber thecandidates) which, among to
should he pointed these figures do not include diploma

candidates)
Its plans.;conterliplate a 0Oubling of full-time students and a rapid
increase in patt-time ovethe next five years.



In our opinion, this program is developing along sound lines.

The faculp is weak in some areas, and we see the important objective

for the future to be the building up_of teaching and,research staff to

provide Coverage of all,basic areas in sufficient depth. There is

Still some important recruiting to do, and it would further strengthen

the school if some Of the additions have good managerial experience,

as the present staff is'perhaps light in this respect.

Toronto also has an undergraduate program in business and finance,

offering a bachelor degree. This'is located in the Department of

Political Economy, Faculty of Arts. In our opinion a move should

be made to concentrate teaching
ofsbusiness-management in one place.

Teaching an undergraduate commerce course in one faculty and graduate

courses in another is agai st common sense. This has been demonstrated"

by the experience in:other anadian universities, where merging

undergraduate and graduate rograms in management has been strikingly

successful; even when accomplished in the face of doUbts and

opposition.

This would benefit the master's and doctoral programs by moving

them towards their high priority objective of greater depth in staff.

It should Certainly benefit; the commerce program too... For one thing,

it would facilitate staff recruitment, as today's doctoral graduates

tend to be attracted to teaching at the graduate level; mid it may

be this faat which has led to an overly heavy reliance on parttime

teacherS in.the Commerce prograM, In the second place, it should be

possible to enrich the options in.the undergraduate program.

Of the three universities in this area, we believe Toronto is in

thebest position, amidst the highly developed graduate programs in

so many other dllisciplines, to emphasize research. In the interest of

,diversity, it is clearly 'desirable to have somewhat differtnemphases

in each university ---and Toronto-leaning towatA6 researc wi h.York

concentrating lore on the equally important professional-a pectsi

might be logical.

-
At York the MBA program has a full-time enrolment 1L00 in .

each of its two years. There 'are no Mathematical prerequisitAs to.

admission, but two streams are offered - one more highly quantitative.

than the other. The Fidulty foresees a full-time enrolment of about

165, in each year, by 197a,-

4- 3

This appears, to be a Sound cons rational type of MBA. More unusual

is the size of the evening courses le ng to' the MBA, in which dyer

AO part-time students are taught. It estimated that this will grow

to nearly 900 by 1978. 3 he popularity his program mAYMcontribute

to thg general trend to lOiger regi ratio of students with business.

experience in danime coik ses.. If here is indeed a trend towardS:

.
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mature students obtaining their MBA's through part-time study, this

program is perhaps the most,impOrtant,contribution the Faculty of

Administrative Studies can make. It should be strongly encouraged

to concentrate on this good work.
:

The MBA program at McMaster now has Approximately 150 full-time

A'.students, and double that number part-time. Tfte small growth forecast

or the next five }ream seems reasonable.

A
An important new development at McMaster is the lunching of a

dooperative'MBA program in which two groups of students alternate
between full-time study and work. Such programs have developecrin a
most promising way in other diSoiplines, but not in Ontario management

. schools. They are just the places, we believe, where such programs

should be.most appropriate. We recommend every encouragement and
assistance be given td-this pioneer effort.

.

III summary, we believe tim MBA programs hre developing soundly

at all three- schools.
,

(iii) Other Master'Is Level Programs

_ .

, While energies at the mastes level have been largely concentratedbeen
. .

on the conventional MBA, other interesting projects have been undertaken.

. ,

At York considerahle effort has.gone into new ventures - suchjad,

- for example, the concentration in arts management and administration

that is available in the MBA program. At variou stages-of discussion

are programs for small b siness, and for several reds of non-profit

management.. The MPA program has not proved iopu ar as a separate

undertaking but is being pontinued in addition o the public Administrati n

stream iii the MBA; !

At McMaster a,joint master's program is under discussion with the

Uraversity's vigor0A0*news edioal Faculty. This is expected to be a

AY)
small program'working-up_to.20 students b 1978. It goes beyond the

customary Hospital AdMiniatration progr s, being intended to embrace

the whole field of healtkaerVices..

The School of Hygieno0Jniversity of Toronto-offers a Diploma in ._.

Hospital Administration wiiAah might in the future evolve into amasterl°13

level program:

(10 Doctoral Programs

With the MBA programs at these schools reaching a stage of maturity,

all three of them are anxious to move to the doctoral level. :Toronto

has actually doneso. York has submitted a proposed:tgram which is:

.
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awaiting.approval; and has meantime enrolled three students on an ad

hoc non-funded basis; while' McMaster has plans fora program awaiting

approval by its'Senate. We recommend that all three universities be

encouraged to proceed with their plans.

We support this dispersion of effort while recognizing that small

programs have obvious disadvantages, as doctoral students.should get

important help through working with tha4r peers. We give this

support on the understanding this disadvantage will be off-set ehrough

the sort of cooperative efforts we have urged throughout our report.

ijorpnto with its more mature program could provide the focus of

cooperative efforts in the three schools.

We recommend that all three schools should initially aim at a

steady-state of 30 studehts. This is similar; to the five year plans

of each of the schools. This target will4obviously be reached much

earlier at Toronto than at the other two'schools..

Toronto's doctoral program is getting underway quite rapidly, the

degree being offered in four areas, 7 finance, marketing, busineas

economics., and organizational behaviour. There are now 22 full-time.

Ind four part-time doctoral students. The facility numbers 35' (28 FTE)

w'i'th 29 dOctorates.

At York, faculty has, been struggling to get doctoral programs

underway-in the finance, marketing and behavioural. areas and have juit

proposed additional programs in international.business and comparative

management and in management-information systems*. As noted, three

doctoral candidates have already-been admitted on a non-funded basis.

The faculty, would like toobuild Up.to 30 doctoral students by 1978.

'The School has a staff at present of 66 (64 full-time equivalent) of

whom 50 have PhDs.

)

At McMaster a plan ha been drafted for a PhD in the areas of

accounting, marketing, man gement sciences and labour relations, but',

this has not yet obtained fficial university approval. The plan

calls fox ten students in
_.....--,

the academic year 1976-77 and 20 in 1977-78.

At present there is a competent full-time faculty of 33 (20 PhDs)

with plans to build to "at least 45", over the next three to five,years.

There appears to be a commendable determination to work closely with other

strong departments in ,the University.

The doctoral plans of the three schools appear reasonable although

some questions are raised by the recent statement on the. PhD in

administrative studies at York University. The program proposed seems

to conform more closely to.a professional doctorate than to a research

degree. We feel that a clear decision should be made as to the

objectivestof the program rather than try'to utilize a PhD program for

multiple purposes. The addition of two areas of concentration beyond

the three initially proposed raises serious questions concerning the

size of the program. In the initial stages particularly there'are not
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likely to be anAdequat4 number of students to populate the n eded,

doctoral seminars. Furthermore, the cost in faculty time of maning

five sets of seminars for a handful IIIIf students is too great even or

a School as large as York.

-'(v) Research

Of all universities, McMaster, Toronto andYork hav abYv

the most to gain from the establishment of an inter- univ =rsit, search

institute, because proximity facilitates suoh cooperative wo , and

Toronto would seem a logical location for an institute.

recommended that explorations be undertaken to develop i
0 organization.
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Guel.h Waterloo Wilfrid Laurier

2 (i)- New Patterns of De elo ment

Management educa:ion has developed ,.in a very- differatepaVern'in

thisarea from that of :teighbouring HamiltOn-TorontO. NOne of the

tti ram universities lOcated here .have developed MBA programs. Instead

they h e respondedto:What they.perOeiye to be s ecial needs_ and

_,have ddli ed several progra s with .a character a avo f_their

own, ,
'1"

1.:

To understand the nature of these prognn46 And how ''they developed,,,

requires a look at the backgrounds of the universities. All three

Are different and somewha,Vout of the conventional pattern.

(ii) Guelph
7-

(-The University of QuelPh received its current ,charter in 1964,

and 'represented a merger:of:three colleges with well established

reputations inagriculture,' veterinary science and home economics.

The resulting organizational structure was quite uncOnventional-

Consisting of seven colleges offering,. inter- related programs.

. .
Accoding- to a recent report of the University's Committee On

Academic Priorities, it is intended to limit growth of the student b dy

to:the L9,000 to 11,000 range; thepresent:student body being 8,800.

It is Also intended to concentrate in teaching at the undergraduate

level. Graduate programs are to beconbned to areas in which the

University has-long traditions .of competence. There is apparen,ly. o,

inclination to establish a school of business.

*Sizeable undergraduate courses in business administration.are

however offered in thetCollege of Arts, a Bachelor of:Commerce de ee

1.s2awarded in,the School of Hotel and Food Administration,- andva ious

other manag.eFent subjects are taught in other colleges..

The only graduate prOgrams that are offered in the manag e t area

are an M$c in_ agribusiness and MSc in consumer studiesx Both se

programs are small,'there being currently two students in the rmer and

threinthe latter. -4 modest Increase i§ forseen.to seven s ents in

agribusines's and 9 in consumer studies by 1977'. The Universi c.

announcements stress that these are intended to be flexiblepf, grams,

more or less tailored to the needd of the individual student, and with

close' tstudent-staff interaction. It is also claimed that the consumer

studies program is uniquein Canada.
0
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:, It view'af.the special nature of these programs we.appeove of the

,relatively=kodest-developMentaproposed.

At the doctoral level, no degree is now offered in any of the

administrative and management areas surveyed.by.us.)HoWevet it is
ptipposedto admit one doctoral candidate in 1975, and an additional

ohe ineachsof 1976 and 1977.in the area described as "OribusineSS".

A doctoral program} is already being offered in agrieconomics with

some options in agribusiness. We see no need for:a new degree,
,prOgraM since agrieconomics can encompass topics in agribusiness.

In spite of the primary emphasis on undergraduate education, the

University appearg to be.anxiouS to encourage a high level, of research

work, and we feel this is reassuring with'regard to the level of

quality in its small graduate programs in the managementarea.

(iLii) -Waterloo

.
The manageMent sciences program at the University of Waterloo has

a distinctive character. It emerged and developed in the remarkable
Faculty of Engineering which was established in ihis post World War II

university. There are no plang to' develop the full range ofsubjects
that have become the conventional pattern for modern schools of business

administration:' There are. no'courses in such areas as accounting or

'marketing. The prOgrams emphasize the areas of industrial psychology,
applied - economics and operations research. The lack of some. of the
conventional business'offerings is compensated for to some extent, by. 4

the.Uppersity's agreement with Wilfrid Laurier, under which students
from one university may attend courses and use the library at the ather.

The two universities appear to have made considerable efforts to plan

complementary rather than competing courses. Agreements provide for

students at one university to take lectures and use library facilities
at the other; and this year nearly 1,000 Waterloo students are

registered for classes at talfrid Laurier although felt of these ate

from the management sciences program. There are also 5d0 Wilfrid

Laurier students registered at the University of Waterloo.

No. attempt' has the efore been made at Waterloo to covet the whole:

businels-management spe rum. Rather there his been concentrated
attention on the areas co genial to engineeri%., A high quality program

concentrating on depth rather'than breadth has rtsulted, littawimput

deep programs of this kind make a v y imOrtant COntributiOn to the
4

spectrum of academic offerings.
:)

A Department of Managemen ience svaa. founded id"1968. It'haa

built up a small..and apparently stable,,enrolment at the mas erls

level, full-time. A parallel part,!time program is graging mor rapidly,

probably thanks 'to a imaginatAve itinerant. program under Vbic
professors travel regularly to four-points in westert-Ontario,tp puts?,

on seminars and cotilsel students; thus enabling employed people togain

degrees by evening and of
A
f7day studies.

1 0 8
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Only graduate degrees are offered in management sciences, but the
Department's smalt4taff participates in a large number of service
courses, and assisti with an undergraduate program in industrial
engineering, is active in consulting woxg. and conducts an impressive
program of research.

he master's degree offer' dAS theMASc. 'It is a relatively .small
program, current registration b'iug 41 fUll-time and 122 part-time
candidate& who come almost entirely from engineering and the applied

,

sciences. There is naturally a high quantitative emphasis. This
appears to be a well established and useful' program.

N

I

a

There is at present a doctoral program with 11 full-time students,
.

and seven part-time. The latter are ,usually working at the final. thesis
stage. While this may appear to be too small a group for an effective
doctoral program, it seems to work well'in this environment because of
the/association with the MASc.students who; unlike MBAs, are also
working toward research degrees.

. I

TO date, only.five doctoral degrees have been'awarded in management
sciences, and the Department has not yet an established track record.
,In.our opinion, this is an innovative and sensible program; Which is
,'certainly attractive enough to justify the reeptively modest resources

i
being allocated .. 4

'

tacit.
. .r,

.'-:
.,

. 0 ,
,

.'The'full.tide -faculty now stands at 14 (1:2-PhDs). This ilmber
has ,beeft relatively stable since the

4 establishment-of the'Department.
,, .v. - .

Accoding to its latest sulimission; the Department estiMatqs the
. .

following:steady-state enrolment. in its graduate programs: 'PhD 25
.* 411;--time and 4 part -time - MASc 50 full-timeand 104:patttiMe. These

:,appear to be reasonable targets to us.y.' ,

(iv) Wilfrid: Laurier

t

,Wilfrid
,

Laurierliniversity is small 'and intends Wremain'do. A
-maximum enrolment target of 2,500 undergraduate. and 500 graduate
students has,been announced.

The School of Business, and Economics operatewaS,aseparate
faculty of the University; and runs strong undergraduate programs
offering the, BA degree with Honours Business Administration or Honours
Econemics. These programs are intended to have a, liberal- artsflavour.
Approximately 25% of the University's students are enrolled in them.
It is not planned to.letthese programs grow larger; the emphaSis is:
exp ctedto beinceasingly on quali.t3i. .The students were enthusiastic
ako t.th eprogram emphasizing -the close relations between studehtd and
fa silty This appears to be a troag undergraduate program. which

uld of be sacrificed for ót er new programd.
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Cooperation with the neighbouring Univetaity of Waterloo is
apparently close and cordial. The MASc program at that University is
clearly very different'in emphasis:from the offerings in business
administration at Wilfrid Laurier; and it seems the two universities
seriously intend to avoid unnecessary duplication. There are some

complaints from students that in a few cases the inflUx of students
from Waterloo has led to large classes which sacrificed the close
faculty-student relations at Wilfrid Laurier.

P t,
No graduate degrees are at present offered in the management

area. It is_planned, however, to introduce.a part-time MBA program
in September 1975 with a target of two "phases" that would,have a

steady-state enrolment of 30 each.

AA relatively 'loosely structured program is Contemplated, in
contrast to the highly structured tune of the conventional MBA.
The plan is to offer theocoui es in the evening in order to attract'

executilki from small business which is always the hardest kind.,

of business to deal with effectively, in management coneulttng or

education; and which is chronically inAedd of help. It is also

intended to recruit candidates locally, and presumably it will attract
executives from secondary industry, which flourishes in this area,

and in which the development of greater'effiCiency should be a matter

of high priority in national planning.

Theie is-a firm intention to accept only candidates with at least
three years', experience in management., This is an attractive feature

of the proposed program as it is one ofthe discouraging developments
in most MBA Orograms that an increasing percentage of candidates are

tending to apply immediately upon completing their undergraduate degree

- thus losing the benefit of study after building upon-job expeiience.

. We-believe the School has a'Strong undergiiduate program and a

competent faculty which Provide theconditions which make the cffering

of a program at the master's level feasible, but we have three serious

reservations about the proposed program.

First, th.eprOgram has little resemblance to an MBA programand,
therefore, if any. degree is givenpe believe it. should not be the MBA.

We know of noappropriate substitute andlas the program stands we believe

a diploma should bsgranted rather than a graduate degree..

Second, for some students there will betoo little substantive'.
content to justifythe.awarding\gf a4 degree. Although it is not called

a part-time program, it is expected that most students will have, and

keep, a full-time job.- A maximum period of five years is proposed for

each of the two "phases". The first phase is intended cover the core

subjects through regular evening courses. Some students would not. be

required to take anyof these courses except business research methodology

if previous educationalhackground Or work experience had covered the
/

0
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equivalent material. This means that/their lirogram would be limited

primarily to the second phase. The second phase consists of reading

courses, twelve units of applied business and economic policy, and a '

resedrch project. The research project is a basic and much emphasized
part of the program; being intended to occupy over one-third of the

students's efforts in the second phase. The result could be the

awarding of a degree to a person primarily.fOr the completion of a

.set of readings and the writing up of an experienCe in his business.

Therecould be in such a situation minimal faculty contribution to the

candidate's program which for.the most part conl .be a self-Study

program.

Third; the research project raises significant issues. It is

expected that in the usual case, the project will consist of a problem-

solving endeavour in the firm for whiCh the student is working. It is

easy to imagipe tfiat this might be appealing to the student executive

and to his employer. However, it seems to us to raise very serious

difficul6des in other quarters. From the University's point of view,

there would surely'be worries about maintaining quality control. It .

would be hard, in suchtituations, to distinguish clearly the contributions

the Student Oakes from those of Ids Colleagues, who might.be either

helpful or handicapping:. From the point of view of membei;Aof faculty,

proper superVislon will impose a very heavy workload, which would

effect be rather like unpaid management consulting. From the point of

.

view of the, government, it would seem that they would be being'invited

to subsidize bright and,a4itious managers in solving their company's

problems and improving their own management °skills. The problems pointed
'out above would not be serious where the research project was a minor
part of the program as it is in some MBA programs. But in the proposed

program it will frequentlybe the single most important requirement for

a candidate equivalent to g.thesis reqUirement in traditional master's

programp.s.,

We believe these reservations are serious enoughsto outweigh the

genuinely attractive features of the.proposed program.- The proposed

piogram should be thoroughly reassessed.

(v). Lines of Future Development

We beli;lie all three universities should continue to develop

o
programs appropriate to their'Orincipal interests. If an MBA program
beComes necessary in this area, it should be started in cooperation with
an existing nearby MBA program so that the design of the program is not

constrained by the small number of'students or alienable faculty, It is

logical for Wilfrid Laurier to.spearhead the deVelopment of such a program

but they Should work with the other schools in the area on a cooperative

basis. There should be only one MBA program:in the Waterloo area. It

should not be the exclusive domain of,one school. Both Guelph.and Waterloo:

could provide valuable contributions'inthe planning and operation of such

a program but theit roles should be ascertained before the program is

approved.
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LONDON

Western Ontario
4

The Universityof Western Ontario has-the largegt full,;time

graduate prpgram in business adMinistration.in the country. It was

Canada's first MBA course (established in 1948), and it hhs maintained

a position of leadership. It has adMixable physical a-Cilities and an

outstanding businesslibraty.

The flavour of this School of Busineis'Adiinistration is strongly

professional. Its announcements proclaim an interest in 06 solution
practical, management problems rather than'theoreticai issues. The prograM

is highly structured reqUiring a heayyin-,ciass work-load on students.

The case study method is heavily relitd.npon; and in thfs.and every

other way; WeSChool haa kept close to the Harvard traditions in which

its founders were trained. 'Literature from the School keeps referring

to its prime orientation to teaching, rather than to research, and also

to the importance of producing generalists in management rather than,

specialists or technicians.
. '0

The present full-timeMBA enrolment is 458, and the plans to 1978

do not contemplate more than a 10% increase in this figure. There is no

significant part-time enrolment; nor; is any apparently planned.

The decision to hold full-time enrolment to about 500 and to *refrain'

from entering the part -time field seems a sensible one to-ht.-
.

(ii) Executive Development'
P

The School haeheen a leader in execUtive.deVelopMent programs.

Its /Summer courses, cankerences and Seminars for execUtives have had a

long and suCcessful history. Executive development fits naturally into

the philosophy, of the school and deserves continuing emphasis.

(iii) The DoctoralProgram-'
°.

A doCtoral program was inaugurated in 1960 with the assistance of

a grant from the Ford Foundation. So far 19.6tudents\have received the

,PhD.and all of these are now teaching, _With the exception oflen&of
,ladt yea'r's graduate$,.who is, in the government service. The quality of

ihe program 1s good but it has not deVeloped the,reputation for excellence

ofthe MBA program. The'present.staff presumably have beep.largely

recruited for the highly structured professionally oriented program. A

faculty capable of mounting an outstanding research and discipline-.oriented

PhD program musts be very different. We feel that the-two prograMs are " 4

divisive rather than supportive and the further development of the PhD

a
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program will tend to affect adversely the MBA program without achieving

distinction at the doctoral level.

On the other hand we. see a need for one strong professional
doctoral prograM in Canada And Western is the logical school for, such an

.endeavour. A professional doctoral programNin management could build
on the excellenc'e of the present MBA and the two programs together

with the other professional programs could lead to a distinctive
reputation for ehe School inthe field of professional management
education.

-

SY

.
*Grad.uates Of a professional doctoral program would be able to

SerVe in both teaching and management positions, and indeed they ,might

move, between these positions. We hope and expect that moves of this

kind will be more common in the future. Many management programs have
"need for teachers who are management oriented but few such peopleare
;available tgday.

Although we feel that the present PhD program is dequateam4 the
future plan fot modest expansion to a steady state enrolment of 30
is within the capability of the School, we strongly urge Western to
give serious 'consideration to replacing the PhD program with a high

quality professional doctoral program in management.

(iv) The Attractions of Independence versus Integration .

The Jry Success of busfness teaching at West,. n his inevitably
.

,

meant that a strong independent School has been dev:loped, with' almost

a separatist attitude to other sections of the univ:isit It has

strong financing through its Fun& for Excellence, w ch giv s it

important resources for student aid, reseaFch assist nce an other.

requirements. While such inclependdnce can/ be a crucI-1 advantage in
developmental stages, ithas 4,t0 drawbacks, specially for strongly.
interdisciplinary programs - As independence-is a two way business.

I 4
ManageMent skills are in reasingly appreciated in

and faculties of the universi - and one of the real Op
(and responsibilities) of bus ness:schoOls.is to cooperat
the goOd management courses required in other parts of the

It is crucial, lhattempting to do this, not to look'on stu
_outside the business school as inferior. -.This might °suggest

4atiA, of the policy set out reeent report prepared for A

the title PLANS: 1973-1978, in the fdllowin&terms "The este
ProgremsBA, MBA and PhD - come first and, service course dev
will-be pursued only to the extent that it complements the'exis
programs". .5bis is of ConFse'exactly what the custome
likely to assume in such cases, and me believe the 201
not only an Opportunityfor-service, but an oppOrtuni
mutually beneficial cooperatiVe activities. In the s

most\schools
ortuAities

in developing
university.
ents taught
reconsider -

AP under
lished
lopment
irrg-

is oo

missy be missing

y to develop
me document, the
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School lists as one of its four main objects for, the future.as "increased

interaction with other professional schools ". This is of course

admirable, b t it will require.just as scrupulous attention to service

1
courses as t 'those in the School's own programs.

t

(v) Master cif Public .,Administration

A progr m for the degree of Master in Public Administration is
under conside ation Aaith 'a tentative starting date of. 1975. This would

be in the Depa tmentiof Polltical Science which is in. the acultyof

Afts. This program would apparentlybeaimed primarily a municipal

government.

In a planning memo submitted to.,4CAp in:December 1 73, there is
reference to the fact that the Department will "be able o draw upon
the substantial, radurces of other departments such as :eogtaphy and

Economics" - wh4.ch would seem to imply no great ekpect./ ions of drawing

upon the'resOurCes of,the School of Business Administr
H

In. the planning memo referred to .above, this is
"possible" lorottam. We did not discuss thia course,
planning memo, ip would seem this Would be an /IPA we
policy analysis end Of 'the public administration spe
.cannot help wondering whether this' is really what is

municipal level. 'In any event, if it is decided to
MPA degree prostamwe strongly recommend that the
Administration by involved.

114
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WINDSOR

University of Windsor

(i) The Border Location

The special flavour of the University of Windsor is derived from
its location, a few minutes by oar frpm Detroit. This shouldprovide-.
a aniqueopportunity for working with neighbouring universiti'es in that
city; and we believe some attempts are being made to take adYantage of
this. -

(ii) The Faculty pf Business Administration

This was one of the smaller universities we visited; student
enrolment being in:the neighbourhood of 5;500. Business administration
is an important section of the University accounting for almost 20% of
the student body. When a division of the Faculty of Arts and Science
into three new faculties, which is now in p ocess, is completed,
business administration will become the sedo d largest faculty on
campus.

(iii) The MBA

An MBA is offered. This Consists of a qualifying year and a
master's year, which includes a compulsory term paper. At present there
is a registration. of 55 in the final year and 33 in the qualifying year.
There is also a small part=time program which appears to be declining
in .numbers.

There is a large undergraduate program -.765 full-time and 400
part-time for the B Comm degree. There is also an interesting special
B Comm in which bachelors from other faculties may obtain a B Comm by
covering, in three semesters, the core of business courses required in
the regular. B Comm program.

(iv).. Teaching Staff

There are at present 22 full-time academic staff-(11 PhDs). They

have heavy teaching loads, and four new slots are to be filled. Thereeens
little doubt that the faculty is understaffed. One consequence of this

is that research has suffered. We found it impressive that, in these
circukstances, the,students to whom we spoke emphasized that they had
found the tdaching.staff.accessible, And this was one of the features of
their programs in which they took most satisfaction. .

(v) SaVelliteOperations

The Faculty does Some teaching.at Chath
small'at present, but indicate another directio
might: e extended.

Such operations are
in which services



Summary'

The one graduate program in business administration, run by the
111 versity (the MBA) appears to be under control at present but the
pr jected growth from 79 in 1973/74 to 200 by 1978 may be excessive
in view of available staff and likely difficulty in recruiting an
ad quate number of qualified students. The required lines Of future
development seem clear enough. The Faculty has a job qf consolidation
to do to strengthen itself by more depth in some areas,. and to develop
a sound program of seminars and refresher courses. for executives in mid-
career, to strengthen relations with the University's. community in
all sectors; and to develop research work.
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ANNEX I TO APPENDIX A
. 1

THE DBA AND,WESTERNONTARI9

In the discussion which follows we-shall first
of a DBA program and a PhD program in management as
characteristics of Western Ontariorelevant to this
be discussed. Finally, the rationale for 4 recommen
develop their program as.aDBA will be presented.

iscussthe,nature
e see it. Some
ssue will then
atidn that Wes'tern

\
The PhD. degree is a researchtdegree characteriz d h level

\ of specialization grounded in a basic discipline. I an.app ield

`like management this means hat a candidate.mnsOdev lop a strong
search base in a disciplin such as economics or Sychologly. To

grieve this result, a' PhD pro ram in management must 'rely. upon .strong

oc\oral programs in these fie ds foriadequete building of the researc
oun tion.

6

' In CI>trast A-DBA is a,professi nal degree which requires' breadth
Of knowledge of management both in theory and practice. 'Research is

not necessarily on the frontiers pf knowledge but may, pertain to the
study of existing knowledge as it is applied to'management problems..
The emphasis is on relevance rather than originality, This degree
builds on the base provided by thelMBA Whereas, theHPhD is better.,
baSed upon. a degree in a basic discipline.

2\T14e-DBA is a better preparation for teaching undergraduates and
MBAs \,n the. majority of schools where the emphasis is on teaching
rather than research. The DBA has the.bread of knowledge of manage-
ment whi h enables him.to integrate the metier a in his courses with

those of s calleagues. The demand for pedple,who can do an, excellent
job,of.teaCh ng at the undergraduate and'MBA levels is undoubtedly
grater than the demand for research Oriented specialists. Although
at the present time there does not appear to be a strongdemand for
DBAs in Canada outside of the academic, market, it is expected that
thi'n will develop first in consulting and government and later in
industry. OntarioLMust anticipate this demand by providing at least
one school which has developed an excellent professional'doctorate

in management.

The
school at Western Ontario has certain characteristics which

make,it the logical place for such a development. It has _a long history

as.a professionally toriented school with a strong faculty ylin munagement4

and excellent relations with racticing managers. It has an excellent

MBA program with a tradition f emphasis on good teaching. It is

somewhat isolated from the res the university and does not have a
tradition of close relationships with the basic disciplines. The

current doctoral program has placed great emphasis up n training
management teachers and gradigtes of the program fo the most part

have taken positions in institutions emphasizing t aching and some
have moved rather ickly into academic administ ation.117
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The development of an outstanding DBA program at' Western Ontario

is an opportunity which 'they should welcome. It will have a synergistic

effect with the MBA program which should lead to the improvement of

both pnograms rather than creating internal conflicts by trying to

simultaneotsly offer a professionally oriented NBA and an academic

doctorate. Al l faculty can take an active part in the DBA rather than

creating a split between the professionally oriented faculty Andthe

research. faculty. The professional doctorate and the related applied

research should provide Strengthened ties to themanagerial community.

The program can be larger than would be true of a JhD due to gteater

potential demand, lower resource commitment because it can build

on the MBA, and more likely outside financial support.

A DBA program as a professional program should come under much

less control by the gradUate division and other faculties than is

necessary for a PhD program. Different criteria are needed for

admission decisions, programs are besteaetermined by the management

faculty-, and dissertation research should not be judged by faculty

in other disciplines on the same basis as applied in their fietds.

Nothing in the recommendation for a DBA should be construed as

a degradation of 'that degree. It is not an inferior degree but rather

a superior way of achieving a different objeCtive. It is predicted

that in ten years the average DBA will have a higher salary., and

greater demand for his services than will the average PhD., -If the

program is well conceived and candidates are chosen carefully,fit

will become a model for Canada and enjoy'a unique position which no

PhD program can hope to achieve.

O.M. Solandt

May, 1975
J.T. Wheeler

118
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COMMENTS OF THE
ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS ANDM4NAGEMENT SCIENCE

DISCIPLINE GROUP

'1. In the main, the Discipline Group finds that it can live with the general
thrust' of the recommendatiOnt set out in the consultants report., Indeed,
some parts of the report were very welcome, particularly the emp sis
placed on the need fOrtatore graduate management education provid d
sufficient resourcesare forthcoming,

. While concurring with the thrust of the main recommendations, the members
of the Discipline Grdup have many different qualifications a dreservations
about particular recommendations growing out of their diver .e circumstances.

4.
3. The followinaocomments represent some of these crosscurre ts; caveats and

misgivings /in drder of listed.recommendations ( not :ignificance7:

3.1 professional management programs should no be exclusively at the
graduate. level in the Canadian context although
.emphasis has-much to be.said for it. (rec, 2)
inadequately financed unrestricted growth of u

teaching should not be allowed to. dilute grad

uch a tendency or
t the same time,

ergraduate
e instructib

3.2 there is serious doubt that a c:11ralized pproach to handling MBA
admissions is ei her necessary or advilab e at this stage of
development of rograms. (rec. 4)

3.3 noteshould .e taken of certain inco
diversity commended on the one
tional pa terns are warned again

3.4 there.,

-using.

sistencies in the )report (e.g.
nd and departures'Irom conven.:'
on the other). o

some question about the advisability and:feasibility of
'satellite" arrangements for opening new MBA programs.

3.5 ass ming there are to b some,new PhD programs, there is a willingness
t, exp ore collaborative a angements especially among the'proposed
Toronto ea doctoral programa.(in the sense of shared seminars, thesis
/examiners .a committee members and2access to facilities,). BUT there
are concerns ab ut the formalities an workability of the arrangdinents.
One ought not to expecttoo much, push tos far without the costs of
coordination exceeding the benefits to be gated.

3.6-,while uncertainty exists abouXthe nature of the in-er-university-
research institute, exploration may lead to som extensions of
existing initiatives /research forums, specializ area group meet-
ings, individual research and teaching cooperation =nc yo on .(rec. 24)/.

4, Whatever expansion of doctoral and master's level work is undertaken as
events unfold and financing becomes clearer, special heed should be given
to the admonitions about realistic provision of resorces to this fte1AT----7
The societal and university needs cannot be served at the present levels
of funding, by further dilution nor by magic or exhortation.. It is
imipossible to comprehend a system which is upbraided for its use of
foreign-born faculty at_the_very time it istbeingistarved

P

for resources
/ __-
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for adequate gr;duat work. .(Domestic sup ly of PhDS in thisIield in

1974 was seven.)' 1r is is true even though fie may wish to be cautious

..- about demand and Su ply conditions for doct rates'over time. 0

A

a

O
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY i

Sr
.

RESPONSE. TO 7EE AC CONSULTANTS' REPORT ON

ADMINISTRATION AND AGEMENT DISCIPLINE

0

, The ACAP consiultant report makes a number of-;.ieneral reommendatio

-concerning Carleton Un vetsity. While our comments will indicate some
4

difference of o'inion*with the consultantsi-we find the general thrust of

their suggesti nsto je sensible.. We have profited from the ACAP process

be it h coincded with major changes ma e in our Public Administration'

programsatring the /past three years and with a current evaluation of ,the

organization of adminiStrative studies at,Carleton.

1. Cooperation with theliliversity of Oftawa.

"We agree ryith the.objectiq of deVeloping cooperative relationshyps
.-

..

with the Uni ity of Ottawa in the general area of administrative studies,.
-,

----,--

Such cooperation is already evident in the joint. program in public adminis- X.

tration (see attached Program). We will give theAailllarriority to thishest
---_

program which we are committed to beginning inthe fall of 19?5.
-t.

I

-

' .

2.. Relationshi th the-Public Service.

We fullTagree that the federal goVernment ought utilize

the reS urces he, two universities for universitr-devel courses givefi to'

bubli servants 0 r programsThave been developed
.

,

part, to cater to
.

.

these heeds / we wish to cooperate with the pu lie_serviedand make t

.

our,p ogramS P ofd sionally relevant, while maintaining and enhancing their

academic quay We also seek. to lievelop our programs to challenge

governments and f ster refqrm. We wj,ll also continue to offer our progr ms

to public servants and students whose interests rest with the_provincial and

urban levels of-government, and with the relationships between the public

and private-sectors in Canada.

n.

3. The, Objectives' of PUgriAdministration, Programs..

We are concerned that the consultants seem to be very reluctant tp
. °

Support thejegitimacy an esirability of developing a public administration.
0 a 0
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(

rogram whose objective is balance public policy and management. This
ct

as been the objective of tie current Carleton Public Administration M.A.
,

program. The consultants' treatment of public administration programs (as

opposed to business* programs) in the report ikinconsistent and unclear.

The Queen's program in public admidstration is virtually ignored and the

releance of existing M.B.A. programs for public sector management is

scarcely e mined. We will pursue our objective of developing a "public

adm nistration program that balahces public policy and Management. We

be ieve that such balance is essential if the unique features of public

s ctor conc rns are*to.be adequatelT.treated.- /-g.
.

do agree with the conSu'itants that the'appr riate balance has
. . 0

not yet been adequately achieVed and that a larger f culty base will be

.needed. We wtll build up this base'bver the next few years both in conju
,--

ith a pynned reorganization of administrative studies within Carleton, and-

th .ugh the joint program with the University of Ottawa.

s

4. The ACce2t2,meof M.P.A. Degrees,-

We elieve,that failure to give reccignition to M.P.A:1degrees by

government-recruiters is a'gendral issue which afectS all M.P.A. programs

in Canada. It Undoubtedly reflects 'a lack, of. infoxpation in government

recruiting cireles.?It*-also a function of the newness of virtually all

M.P.A. programs. We believe that the M.P.A.'degree will be better known

and established over .the next five years, especially if it balances a management

component with policy and decision7-making. Approaches 1;;?4 also been,made to

. government-recruiting agencies thxOugh the national CoMmittee.of Schools and

Programs in Public Admi:Ostration to improve communication and - knowledge

aboutiRTP:A. programs. Finally, we ate fully confident that the joint

Pttawa-Carleton_pro4ram will do much to enhance and establish the degree

by giving it greatet_yisibility.- 2

, a

M.B.A.'Pr'ograms anorthe Rationalization of Administrative Studies. 1

Regarding an!M.B.A. program, the consultants 'suggest that-Carleton

should not divert its attention from thetask of "sorting out and rationalizing
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some Of the small programs now being offered" (p. A55) and that when we do

consider an M.B.A. "it be designed.to avoid aVerlapping with the University

of.Ottawa's M.M.Sc.,,preferably as a joint program.

We do not see the rationalization'af current smaller programs

(gradgate and undergraduate), as being easily separated fiaM the creation of a

co- ordinated program in Administfative Studies. We envisage the -creation

of such, a program during the nextfive,years as `an integral part of the

reorganized administrative studies program at Carleton.:. Thig,of course,

does not preclude the strong likelihood and desirability of cooperation with

the University of Ottawa.

A. 2 5
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UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH

Commentson Report of consultanta

Administration, Business; and Management Science

Planning Assessment

The consultants (pages A31, 32) have accurately
. ,

depicted the work at Guelph included in this planning assessment.
...

,

ThereferenceS at the top,Pf7page A32 to "pressures" for expansion(

'7"".. '
.may rgfigct expresq,i0ni-o4 such--interest by students.. But

,

neither thg faculty involved, nor the university administration,

, .

have any intention a becoming Involved in other than the

gr'gitil and deVelopment of the present two programs -- in agri-

4
.business and in consumer stdies. Indeed, we share the

consultants! concern to maintain a balanced and proper' relationship

1:)tween undergraduateand truly graduate workin business admin-,

istration by slowing the rate of-!_growth of the MBA programs.

The paragra0h,at the top of page A66 may represent

misappiehendia-un one point, on another it is desirable

o bring the record up to date. With regard to the latter itl-

.I

JshOuld

be notid that the University doeS notnOw plan to expand

,,..

-

.- 7,,Q. I

"its Work in- agribusiness before 1978 at the earliest. Table 4
,. .. .

.

on page'A 52 should, be amended accordingly.- t such time.aa'
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doctoral work is offered in that fl.eld, it, will not be a new

, it will represent simply the logical step by whIch Ph.D.

thesis research may be carried out in agribusiness - - as a "field"

in thel:'clactoral program in agricultural economics, bt as a new

"prograM".

N Concluding their statement on the,Guelph-Wa erloo

region,..the consultants (bottom of page A69) suggest the pons

of Guel'ph's contributing in some Way to the Wilfrid Laurier

/-
proposed MBA program. the University of Guelph does possess

strength in the fields of marketing and general quantitative

analysis. We are always prepared to 14sci$ with sister

universities the possibility' of cooperation at the graduate level.

We shall, therefore, be ready at any ime to embark upon the

#.

kinds of discussions contemplatdd by the consultants.*

In conclusiOn, the Universityof Guelph asserts

its satisfaction with the repoit of the tondltants; we believe

it will provide-a_useful framework or grackdate development

in the fields which have'been surveyed. We share with our sister

univeAitie4 especiaily. McGill University, the sense of ram

occasioned by the death of Professor Howard-Ross who contributed'

so much, not only to the present'report, but also to the.report

,o(the Bidden Commission in 1965.

December; 74.
;-'

f .
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CONSULT;,NTS', REPORT'
4

GRADUATE PROGRAMMES- AT

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES:

IN ADMINISTRATION,. BUSINESS

AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

IZIeceniber, 1974

McMaster University

Hamilton
Ontario
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McMster University is in full agreement with the ACAP

Consultants' Report on Graduate Programmes at Ontario Universities in

Administration; Business, and Management Science. The report succinctly

identifies the major issues confronting Ontario University Faculties and

Schools of. Business and Administration in general, and McMaster's

'Faculty a Business in particular. These major -issues are:

1) The direction of development and the future role of
management education at Ontario universities;

,

2) ;The orientation and function of undergraduate
university programmes in business and management;

3) The, relation between undergraduate and master's
level university programmes in business and
management;.

4) The resource iequirements associated with 'the
development of Ph.D. progrmines in management at
Ontario un,ixelsities;

5) The need-lor and the role' of co tinuing education
at. Ontario universities.

McMaster University's position on each of these issues is

outlined below.

Direction of Development in Management Education

The objectives of 1V14/lasters_raculty( of Business are

(1) to remain S comparatively small academically oriented Faculty,

(2) to concentrate on the, development of research while maintaining

the current emphasis on high quality te9ching in management,

129.
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(3) to concentrate on graduate education in management; and

(4) to devel4 a small, academically oriented Ph.D. programme in management.

These objectives of the Faculty are essentially consistent with the, ACAP

Consultants' recommendations with respect to directions of development

in management education in Ontario. Active internal planning is now

going on within McMaster to see to what extent these aspirations of

the. Faculty of BusineSa can be realized. in the context of the very severe

financial constraints now imposed on Ontario's universities-. The Univer-
.,

sity's overall commitment to Carrying. on graduate work and research on a

level well above minimal standards of performance means that we shall

proceed with Ph.D. work in Managements Only if we can provide, sufficient
O

resources to do it well. The decision whether to -proceed will be made ins

the near future

Undergraduate Programme Management
L

The ACAP Consultants' cononcerns regarding the impact of bur-

geoning undergraduate programmes on the quality of graduate prograrnmes

in manaTent are amply supported by the experience at McMaster

University -agrees that these two levels of programmes curtently

duplication with respect to both objectives and course, offerings.

The

hibit some

McMaster

is not prepared to solve this problem merely By imposing limitations on enroll-
.

ment in its undergraduate Commerce programme. The University does, how-

ever, intend to give consideration to the Consultants', suggestion that . -
I

undergraduate programmes in management be converted into preofessional '

130
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programmes designed "to accomplish two major objectives: (1) to prepare

undergraduate students for entry into a two-year MBA, programme; and (2)

to provide those undergraduate students who do not wish or who can-

not gain admission to an' MBA programme with a general preparation for

careers in business, administration, or engineering management.

Ma Aeri-s-'Prograrnme8 in Management

McMaster University intends to continue to maintain an academic
A

orientation in its graduate management programmes. In addition, the .

..
Ugiversity intends to continue to pr6vide a selection of programmes aimed

at meeting the needs of yarions categories of prospective students. Con-
,

sistent with those intentions, the University's full-time MBA programme
La

VI
C

is currently complemented by a strong paft-time programme and by a work-study

programme. Furthermore, and consistent with the same intentions, the

University fully supports the ACAP Consultants' recommendations with res-

pect to the' proposed programme in Health Administration. 'We had hoped'

to begin this well thought out and-- socially. desirable programme in 1975-7.6
.- . ,

but bed ause Of, finan Par;.nability, _ at this point, to make a necessary

senior appoint ent we are delaying for one' year in the hope that -we, can

procee by 976-77. McMaster is in agreement, also, with the Con-

sultants' position as regards the need to maintain and further develcip
O

the distinctiveness of the MBA degree. This agreement is demonstrated
o

in the Faculty's' intention to consider converting its undergraduate

Commerce programme into a pre-prOfessionals programme.

131
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Ph.D.- Programme in iVfanagement

As 1 dicated above,. McMaster University is condidering

whether to send forward its proposed, Ph.D. programme In management

for appraisal by OCGS. Without unduly6lanticipating the outcome of

this internal and ext&nal deliberation, the University nevertheless is

prepared to express its agreement with the ACAP Consultants' recom-,

mendations regarding c operation with the University of Toronto and York

University in the formulation of its ME). programnie. Also, _McMaster
..... .

University supports the Consultants' concept of dooperatiOn at the faculty

and course level while leaving each Univeisity, free to develop its own

distinctive Ph.D. programme. On this basis, the three Universities would-

be in a position significantly to alleViate shortageS of faculty resources

without unduly homogenizing the output of Ph.D. candidates.

With respect to library resources, the situatidn at McMaster

t not so gloomy as. the 'Consultants' report indicates, particularly as

regards library .holdings a in management science' and marketing. Further-
,

more, the excellent Interlibrary Loan System in Ontario greatly facilitates

sharing of university library resources.

McMaster University hopes, then, to be able to give sub-.

stantive supporrts to the Consultants' poSition regarding the need for

additional Ph. D. programmes in Ontario. We_ recognize that Canadian

universities have at least a moral obligation to- move toward .self-sufficiency
.

as regards s-.the. supply of traine.d faculty Member On the other hand,

132
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1Th.D. programmes, knnc/ot merely be added to the already rapidly growing

army of undergraduate

UniversIty, therefore ,

and graduate programmes in management. The'

feels acutely the Consultants' recommendations
.

regarding both the need for adequate funding in the development of
1

graduate programmes. This involves us now in a serious. reconsideration

of the- role and function of undergraduate prograMmes in management:

Continuing Education in Management

Though McMster University does not currently have a Manage-

me Development programme, we agree with he donsultants` position on

this matter. 4cMaster has been prevented from pursuing the obvioug oppor-

tunities and needs for continuing education in, its surrounding industrial

community by its inability to keep pace with the faculty resource require-
.*;AL .

'pents of its existing undergraduate ands graduate programmes. Pending the
`4.

outcome of considerations regarding a.. reorganization of the undergraduate

programme in management, the University intends to develop small

Management Development programme aimed specifically at meeting university

level needs for continuing education in both business and labour management

groups.

Priorities

McMaster University has not yet, through Senate

decided officially whether it is in agreement with the Consultants'

position as regards the priority of graduate programmes in management

over undergraduate ones. To this date we have not had to assign'

priorities among our programmes in management,.

13,3
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t of its resources. The recent pressure,

dergraduate programmes, Combined with

I tihe wish of the University's F ulty bf Business remain comparatively

mall, may Well now force N'uch an assignment off ?riorities.

he relative priority of the,l various Mas

by the Univ rsity is diffipult to establish. The

iS still: in i s experimental stages, and it would

to pass jud Tent on its importance either to the

students. Similarly, the mere fact

s ptocrammes offered

study piogramme

Mme hat prematuie

iversity or to the

that the MBA(Health ServiceS) programme--

is as yet uin the proposal stage is not adequate gro

low ptiority.

nds for assigning it .a

The immediate problem here is the University's current
0

financial inability to make a senior level appointment,

'or several years the Faculty of Busines at, McMaster, With

strong University baNcking , has been building up a research capacity as the

basis for a small bilt high- quality doctoral prbgramme. The University's

graduate and research, achievements in the Science and Engineering dis-

ciplines , in several Humanities .disciplines, in a small number of Socialj
Sciences disciplines, and, increasingly, in Health Sciences mearis that there

is a 3ery strong graduate school milieu 'within which our current planning

of Ph.D. work in management is taking place. In the near future we shall

decide whither we can take this 'additional important step.

o. 34
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This is a reply to-Lyour request
comments on the-A.C.A.P: consultants' report on
Administration,,Business and Management Science.

We found t
find no significant points

f the University's
ate studies in

report interesting and nfOrmativ and
th which we would wish to take issu .

We were particularly igterested in the consultants
comments on the name of the degree we gi'veand in their suggestion
(p. A28) that "... consideration should be given to granting,the MBA
at that university instead of the MMSc.". This matter has; in fact,
rlecently been under discugiion among the professors directly concerned.
with qhe programme. The Faculty: is examining ery carefully all the
implidations of such a 'change.. As three differ options already

exist within the M.M.Sc. programme, mardelyBusines Administration, 0.

Public Administration and Operations Research, one po sib170 development
might be to offer the three degrees: M.B.A., .P.A..an M.M.Science -

(singular). The Faculty proposes to'study t is question more cOmsely .
before recommending a, specific change.

0

We were very pleased that the consultadts apprecia ed
. the stignkficance of the bilingual natfire of our master's programme.

The Faculty of Management...Sciences is one of ethe most fully bilingual

faculties of the Universify of Ottawa. At present; all -compulsory

courses and the vast majority of optional courses are=offeied in both
languages in the Master of Management Sciences progiamme as well as
im.all undergraduate programmes.. Unfortunately>, lt,tia$ clither,fo.only

een possible to offer the Mesta of Health 4dministration in English.

A.
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that bilingualism,i :expensive
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easy matter, i is expected that,

inueto ?Ilainta a strong bilingual
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arlet nor o

We are sure t at A.
bilingual nature of our gLogr comes
arrangements for co4perationlwith
tniversitiee.
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.

During the_past fif een n-months w
in discussions with Carleton University and th
'concerning a joint gradUate programme-In
Progress' has poLfar-been-dlow, partly b
etween the programmes at the two uhiver
tlhe lack of a firm commitment from the Fe

ave been engaged
eral Government

ublic idministratioh.
cause of rked-differences
ities an partly because of
ral Government. The first

f thesdi ficultieg iis being_solved n the course of regular .

, meetings between gentativs of the.ewo Universities. It is hoped
that nment will shortly make known more clearly its prelise
peeds iathis regard. At the moment we are inclined to believe that.
the outcome of our disduasions with the Government may be, more modest
than what was expected ai the time of the consultants' visit.

siderable space to a
it seems'appropriate

Since the consultants devote
discuSsion of the place of doctoral programme
to mention here that although we have no lans for any immediate
introduction of a doctoral programme, we t ink that a Ph.D, is both
esirable and possible on a medium-term, bagiS at Ottawa.

We appreciate the "magnitude' and difficqltiesmof the
u n taking" (page A33) but we belie e that, as long as resources' are -

' avai le and .a , reasonable need can b proved, a Ph.D. ,programme should,
be a n al development.

id

On the basis of the academic staff which we have -been.
able to attract up'to now, we have'very good reasons to be ieve that
ellresources will be available. AS far as-the need isucono' ea, only
the future will give us a clear answer but the priesent general need in
the:provinde and the almost unlimi;ed needs of the.Fedekal Government
for well qualified people lead us to beliRve that thevastablishme of
a,doctoral'progamme will be desirable.

6
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Yours sincerely,

Roger Guindon, '0.M.I.,
Rector. (
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, SCHOOL OF GR'AD UATE' STUDIES.

AND RESEARCH

Dr,' M.A..Pestson
Executive Vice- Chairman
Advi.ory CoMmittee on Academic:Planning
Council of Ontario Universities
130 St. George Street,Suite 8039:,
Toronto, Ontarip M5S 2T4

Dead.

Queen's University
Kingston, Canada.
x71, 3N6

Tel. 613 547-6100

]December 30, 1974.

Re Queen's Comments on the ACO"Consultatts.' Re otton Administration,
BUsiness-and Management Science

The Consultants' Report has been cerefu ly s766udied and as far as
it affects the, Queen's School. of. Bteinese, neMel in 'Businesa and Management
Science, it is considered'a satisfactory and,us ful report.

- However, it is regretted that (Zueenls cannot acceitithis Report as
an appropriate base orplanning-In the Public Administration field We find,
as theConsultan say on page Al,"that other conclusiqns might well have
resulted from a ore intensive study". We believe that the Consultants' time,
expertise and nterests did not allow them adeqUately to asse't's and.:report on
Public Admin'stration programs,'especiolly the policy-oriented ones:

Yours sincerely,

R. McIntosh.
Dean
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School of Graduate Studies
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Dr. H.A. Presion,
Lxe utive Vice-Chairman,
Council of Ontario Universities,
#8039,'
Robfrts Library,.
130St.10eorge Street.

Dear Ur. Preston,,

Toronto. Canada NisiLAI

December 20, 1974

z-
The consultants'. report to ACAP on graduate programa in-

Administration, BUsiness, and ,Management Science makesli convincing
case for expansion-and upgrading of .graduate work in' Ontario. in this

discipline. 4Management studies are importantlwth in themselves and
as necessary.Components.of'other university programs. :DeVelopmept

in.this area in Ontario has, in the past, been slow. The consultants
state that.no Ontario university now offers a first-class aoctoral
.program, so that many of our best undergraduatettudents must go to
the top. Ameriaan schools for,minigemeht training, while high-quality
-faculty for our management piograms, and'highly trained perionnelor
Ontario businesses, must often be recruited from among the graduates'
of the best,United States schools: Graduate management edtication has

indeed been an under-developed area itruiversities
Ontario but also across Canada. It appears that Considerable demand
still exists, both *side and Outside 'Canadian universities, tor
Canadian- trained graduates

and
post-bachelor bsinestprograms: "/

HoWever, some serious questions area raised by'the rec Ition.

Of a rapid4kpinsion of graduate work in mansgement.-'.02umber new
MBA programs envisaged (page A7, recommendation 8), anal:three yew 0
doctoral ,programs to' begin shortlki for'Ootal of fiveglloct ral,programs
(4 Ph.D. and 1 DBA) in the province. Are we in danger Of verreacting

to the-present need'for more management graduates,, and developing too

many new prOgramsV)0 quickly, especially at:the'doc al level 7

4.



, Will the market become oversupplied a fewyears from now with holde
of graduate degrees in this field '1 At the MBA level, existing prog aMB
are already expanding rapidly (page A4 of the report) and may soon b
producing all the NBA graduates that the market will take. At the
doctoral level, a lump from two to five provincial progrems immediate
seems quite excessive.

Doctoral management programs are particularly expensive to
develop, in terms of the time involved in their'planning and development
.the costs of the necessary personnel and equipment, student support,
faculty salaries which must'be fairly competitive with what buil:mess
itself can offer, and so on. First-,class doctoral programs, which the
consultants right4(wish to see developed in Ontario, will be particularl
eXpensiVe. If three new.doctoral programs are to begin in Ontario
within the next few years, developMent ,costs on a province-wide basis
will'he extremely high. The present financial situation of Ontario
universities is such that the funds required for a total of five
provinCial doctoral programs will preclude the possibility of a Major
linincial` investment being made in any one of the five programs..
krst-class students will also be dispersed thinly among a number of
programs .thd field concentrations. Furthermore, given the lack of °

Canadian-trained Ph.D.'s in manageMent, faculty for the new programs
will:beim to be recruited largely from the United States (see page A34).
When the first ;of', the doctoral graduates from the 'new programs aie
ready for jobs,. the five provincial programs.may thimselives have fewer
faculty plates, left to be filled. The market outside the Ontario
university system may suddenly be receiving most of the total of,five
Provincial do4oral progtams.

The expansion recommended in the rep rt thus may well leave
Ontario by the end of the decade with a networ of doctoral management
prograi, none of which are outstanding, with fewer places in
universities for trained doctoral graduates, while the best under-'
graduates continue to go to, and the beat business'persopnel and academic
faculty continue to tome from, first-class American schools of management.
No doubt the victure presented here could be overdrawn, but our experiiiie.
with some programs in the past.decade cautions against lagged over-
responses-to'current shortage* and the concomitant difficulty of
developing some outstanding programs.
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The consultants themselves recognited many of'these
potential problems (see, fok example, pages A61 43, A33734), b

apparently did not feel, though no reasons are given fqr this, th

tney could advocate limiting.thm number of new graduate programs

to be funded (page: A36). Indeed, they recommend not only that
nearly all proposed new programs be approved bUt alto that these

programs be mainly general rather than specialized pargramt,
offering the full or nearly -full range of optiOnd posilble within

management studies. The proposal for general.managegent.PrograMs,
makes sense ,in its own right, but in the context of many programs
it removes One way of realizing some division of labour between them. .

Tice inevitable competition between such programs, both -for funds and,
forgood-7quality students, has been almost entirely ignored Or ,-

dismissed by the consultants, as, for example, on page A34:

,Competition in itself can be a useful spur, but'if it takes place;

.within an over-expanded framework of provincial programs it could lead

to finanCial:and academic waste through underdevelopment of one'or

two weaker programs or the watering-down of all provincial programs.

GiVen the need for expansion in Ontario of grtduate studies

in management, but also the danger of over-exyansion acknowledged by

the consultants, the wise course would seem tobe to opt for a slower

development, than -that recommended by the consultantt: ler exagpla,

perhapt only the:expansion. of existing MBA:programs, and tbe,start of

\ one new doctoral program, within the next three years. :The results of

such, expansion, in terms both of.costs and of probable liamandJor

\ gradutes, could then be Studied before further development was
undertaken.. Problems such as financing, student quality, and staffing
would not be as acute as in the case 'of simultanedUs development of

'three new doctoral programs and some new MBA programs,While existing
\programs also continue to expand. - '

.. ,

.
.

.

The consultants have tried to get around the problems whiich
Would result from the simataneous development of all the new grighlate

Inrograms they recommend by setting forth:a condition (see,: for example,

ages A36-37,\A38).that such developmeqt can take place only if the

tarid univekeities co-operate extensively with one another. 4owever;

he report provides no mechanisms for ensuring,that Co-operation iiill

n fact take place:between the separate faculties and universities

nvolved. As in some other ACAP assessments, the contultantirdo not
eem to have given much thought to the geographical problems,

0,

14,0

,7
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finanCial.costs, and administrative problems involved in arranging
joint seminars and examinations, staff-sharing, and so forth (see,

for example, papa A39.41) between financially and academically,
independent institutioncSomi distances apart. The essential condition
laid:d0d.by thesonsultanta'to justify the, number of programs they
propose may beunrealiseablaas matters now stand.' Other things being
equal, it.may be particularly difficult to get'a high degree of-

-.co-operation between universities which have similar research-oriented.

doctoral programs, as compared with situations where both profesgiOnal

and research-oriented,programs exist..

I was sorry to note the absence cf. tWo studies larthe repOrt.

It does not attempt to estima demand for MBA and Ph.D.;graduates -in

management (pages 'A24, A34) t ough in professional areas -some broad

estimates may be more teliabl than in others, and indeed in the field

of management have been made for some time now in the United States.

Also, theie is no systematic attempt to compare the quality of existing

programs or of those proposed. The absence of systematic comments on-

these admittedly difficult matters means that.both.ACAP and the,

universities are missing' significant parameters they require for

decisimi-making. Once again, some caution is suggested in accepting

the optimistic conclusions of the report. '

The statistics for the UniVeisity of Toronto contain same

errors which were pointed out earlier by the Faculty Dean.

Eage A63 gives,an incorrect 1973-74 Ph.D. enrolment figure for

Toronto of 22 full-time and. four part-time students.. Our actual pit.D.

enrolment was 22 full-time'andinine part -time students as noted on.p.A53.

Indeed, in oUr'Ph.D.,programwe hUd-already achieved in 1971374 the

enrolment. figure of 30 suggested as a goal by the consultants (page A63),

and our 1974-75.enrolment figures (December 1 count) shoii continued

`growth to 24 full-time and:43 part-time students. Our experience .

strongly,lhdicates that the proposed figure of 30 for a Ph.D. prograM .

is too small, especially one with several fie]ds or the recommended.' '

general programs, and we urge ACAP tp considef enrolment of at least'

40 students. (b)- On page A24,.the consultanti state thSt no,existing
MBA program has yet reached its, planned maximum siXe.YLast year we just

about achieved our target enrolment.' The December l count far 1974 -75

enrolment is 181 full-time and 169 part-time MBA students. Our.diplomi

"program. surprisingly was not mentioned in the report._ It consists

essentially of thejirst year of the MBA program4:and has the same

{entrance requirements.- Bnrolment-in 1973-74' wai 49 full-time and

360 part-time students.
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A few of the recommendations on pages A6-7,:which T.haVe
not, covered in. my comments so far, should also be mentioned.

Regommandatibn 2: We are unclear as to what the consultants mean
by "Orofessional management Programs". Are undergraduate commerce
rograms inaluded, for example 7.

commendation It We have taken note of this recommendation::

commendation 4: We would encourage the establishment-of common

nimum admitsions standards for all graduate management programs
thCprovinde,-sinCe it4COuld help maintain student and program
ity in this field....

ommendation 9: -We cannot tell what the consultants' priorities
undergraduate programs t MBA programs -7 Rh.D. programa ?

agement, in non - business contexts ? Priorities should be indicated

if vailable resources are to-be-uaea well. In. Particulai, how.far

wo d one go in non - business contexts.?

° Recommendation 27: The.Univetsity is considering: nreviewof.the
undergradUate COmmerce and Finance program:

Yours sincerely,

e"-

A.E. Safariari
Dean
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

School of erailuate Studies

DT. M.A. Preston,
Council of Ontario Universities,
130 St. George Street,
Suite 8039

Toronto 181',.Cancia

March 3, 975

Dear. Dr. Preston:.

In your letter of February 3, 1975 yOu indicated the 4

ACAP subcommittee on Management Studies would like to know to what

extent the University of Toronto would be able to support its doctoral

prbgramme in Management Studies.

Let me state, first, that this University is well aware of

the need for some strong doctoral programs in this area, both in Ontario

and nationally. The Faculty has drawn -this need to the University's
attention and the University has responded positively, both in principle

and in terms of resources. We believe firmly that this University should
have a strong doctoral programme in this area, and.much has already

been done towards achieving this objective.

Our submission to ACAP for review by-tbe consultants

gave a.great deal of information. In orderto update. this information in the

critical area of faculty appointments and fieldst I enclose a statement

on the current members .of the Faculty of Management Studies, listing

their ranks; fields, and the extent.of their appointment to. Management

Studies. As you know, this Faculty is e gaged almost exclusively in post

graduate studies. Again with a view to updating thd information

available to the conabltants, I. should ote that in the academic years

19,7.3 -74 and 1974-75 combined the Budge 'Committee increased the net full -.

time equivalent faculty by one perso . In 1975-78 the Budget Committee

has approved a net,FTE of three persons, including a new Dean from 'outside''

the Univertity at the senior full professor level. In addition, the

President has agreed to fund one visiting position from the Academic

Development Fund; this is not, however, an addition to base budgets



I
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.from my .perspective a a member-of the University's budget committee,

I can assure you tha that is an unusual, degree of commitment at this

University: at this t me.
,LD

There are Other-important resource matters on which I

would be prepared to comment, such as the strength in associated

Departments at this University and the 'considerable non - academic support

staff available to. the FaCulty. I would be,glad to answeranyapecific

queries which the sub-committee gay have.

AES/mm

Yours sincerely,
_s

.1
L

A.E. , Safarian
Dean

b
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Response of the University of_Waterloo;

to the Report of the Consultants on Administration,

Business and Management Science

to the Advisory Committee on Academic Planning

Submitted to ACAP December 20, 1974.

The major concern of this report is with conventional Masters'and

Doctors programmes in Business Administration. The programmes at the University

of Waterloo, the Master of Applied Science in Management-Sciences, and the

Ph.D. in Management Sciences, do not fall under this general umbrella. We

will, therefore, not make any comments on, the general body of this report.

Specific Comments:
4

We (,ere pleased to note the consultant's recognition of the unique,

role' which Waterloo's M.A.Sc. and Ph.D. programmes in Management Sciences

are 'playing in the provincial system. We alsowere pleased to note the.'"

recognition of,the "high quality's of these programmes and their consequent

recomme dations that the M.A.Sc. and Ph.D. prograMmes continue in accordance

with the University's.planS. In particular, the consultants have recognized

the impor ant contribution which the-part-time extramural programme operated

by our department at the Master's level is infting to the discipline'hy

voviding people in the community with an opportunity to take advanced

graduate courses in Management Sciences which have .a strong emphasfs-on

quantitative methods: This part-time programme, which involves faculty

members travelling to centres some distance from Waterloo to present-courses,

is a relatively new undertaking. It has been quite successful in attracting

.a substantial enrollment. It is, however, costly in terms of faculty time,

to maintain and the University is, therefore, pleased to have the independent

assessment of the consultants that this programme is indeed playing an impor-

tant role in the provincial system and should be maintained.

In the section of the report devoted to a,discussion of programmes

in the Guelph/Waterloo area, the consultants suggeSt there should be only

one M.B.A. programme in this geographical area and that Wilfrid Laurier

University should take the lead in developing it We fully support this

recommendation. The University of Waterloo does not plan to develop an
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programme at any time in the future.: The Master ofApplied Science

in Ma.nagementSciences will be maintained in its present form with. its

present emphases. There is already a good deal of cooperation between. the

University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Lodrier University in aft fields of
o

endeavour and this includes the fields of management sciences and business

administration. The courses in business administration at W.I.U.Hattract

a number of students :froM Waterloo and a number of W.L.U..students are

enrolled in Management Sdiences courses'at the University of Waterloo..

Cooperative arrangements between the two universities come under the overall

scrutiny of an Advisory Joint Codncil which has been estoblishdd by the'two

universities. It is the intention of the University of\WOterloo to continue

this arrangement.

O

LAKW:mvb
19 Dec.'74

\

Re'spectfully submitted,

146

L. A. K. Wactl

Dean of Graduate Studies\
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Response from-the University of We ern Ontario to

tants Re_ort on Administration; Bu iness and M nagement -Science.

December 19,

. A
..This report wisgenirated'by dCommittee-or Senate specifiCally

charged with providing .response to the consultants comments in the discipline

assessment of Administration, Business,and Management Science. -

/ It was the opinion of this mmittee that the review and assessment

of Management Science carried out by the consultants was disappointing. Levels of

discrimination hoped for were not realised and some of the cotments hick follow

are included primarily because of the failure of the iconsultants to omment on

these points.
,

There are three main areas on which we wish to comment and these

are followed by a number of matters of lesser concern. .

T. M.B.A. Program -

(a) We have serious reservations about the, establishment of a centralised

admissions control and question whether it will operate to the advantage

of the student. The use of an interviewing procedure which leads to under-

:standing on both sides and which has long been a practice in'this Univ7ity
, .

would be set at risk if a centralised admission control wa instituted. Some

programs draw their clientele from their immediate region whi e\other programs

seek to serve a wider constituency:, the latter are not well served by a

local combined-admissions operation. On general grounds admission procedures

in graduate studies should not be run on some'kind of reversionsystem where

reversion is not under direct control of the'student. We would, therefore, ,-

. find it very difficult to support Recommendation 4.

(b) With the limited student support available to us we believe, contrary

to Recommendation S, that it'should be. spent on securing the highest quality

of students. Were substantial sums for student support made available, we
.

could accept the notion that a significant fraction of this support should

be devoted to mature students.
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(C) -Recommendation 7. StaJardization of terminology is unquestionably

:\ desirable but implicit in such standardization is the assumption that all ,

programs bearing-a particular degree designation art of equal quality. It

is our opinion that the consultants failed to makethe.distinotionis'to be
. .

expected in:this area and they seem to assume ratherilhan proVe that there

is equivalence among allTrograms..

...,.,441 We are happy to.accept Recommendation 33 and to continue. with a

full -time program. We do not believe that/our program 'could be readily -.

adapted to part-time activity (as.suggested an p. A-27 1.. 28 et slai. Our

.physical location in the province, our heavy commitment in the summer months

to continuing education, and ()IF hi hly integrated program,(particularly
y

in.the first year) all argue against successful operation'ef our program on

apart -time or simmer- course - basis.

II. ;University Interrelationships (Recommendation 9, Il and 34)-

Careful evaluation of prioritieA s has led the 'Business SchOol to set

as its prime concern the.Ph.D. and the M.B.A. programs, and the undergraduate

bUsiness offerings. .A Public Administt n Program'aimed at regional

government and put forward primarily b the Political, Science Department

is just beginning to become functional. The cheol of Business AdMinistrOen

has played a role which should continue as the i itial diploma program .

develops into a master's program. At the.tamet me a joint ,1,aw/M.B.A. prograt_

is; being developed as is a cross -registration arra nt between Systems

Analysis gtoup in theFacOty.ofngineering and.Busin ss.:

M. Doctoral Studies (RecoMmendation 19)--

The Facu ty efftsinoss Administration believe their present Ph.D

program i fulfilli g the role for which it was designe&and the per0 formance.

\\
its grad tes in nadian Business. Faculties (as well as a road).is a

illat et of pride follows, therefore, that they do not readily accept the

suggestion that t is successful program should be set oaside.in eider toembract

n ill-define4 "profetsional program" with dubious prospects'ef\succest in the

current Canadian Tne: If the Ptovince of Ontario decides that, it needs a

"professionak program" beyond the prograMspresently available we.Would be

prepared, if adequate financial support wereptoVided, to set upan experimental

professional program. However, we would not willingly abandon our Ph,D. program.

until it 'becomes evident that it is no-longer fulfilling a,useful:role'in .

Canada.
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IV. Other Comments -

(a) Recommendation 2. We believe that historical' considerations dictate

thit a substantial amount of instruction in management' should continue

at the undergraduate level.. The desirability of a generalised educational

background on which to graft management concepts is not denied and the

importance of major expenditure of effort at the graduate level is

accepted.

(b) Recommendation 8.,' In line with the view that interuniversity co-

operation is desirable we .would draw attention to a major role that our

Faculty,. with the aid of a C.I.D.A. grant, has played in the establishment

of modern university business schoOls' in the.West Endies. This development
41#

arose as a rho- operative venture between this Faculty and West Indian

individuals and had in the initial stages some of the characteristics of

.a satellite operation. In addition we have made and hope to continue

to make contributions to other (particularly developing), university

programs through our Summer Business Research Projects and our Continuing

Education program.

(c) Recommendation 10. In our view most schools of management should

concern themselvei with spe ialised forms of management which include

management of Health Faal. ies, Library Facilities and similar undertakings.

(d) Recommendations 14 nd 15. The extensive employment of Ph.D.'s in -

management by government and industry has not yet occurred in this country.

Most doctoral graduates find their way into academic posts. If government

and industry do decide to'pay for doctoral qualifications the enlargement

of doctoral prograts ill follow. As long as the economic expectations

of an M.B.A. in the orld of business substantially exceed titOse of a

Ph.D, in the world academe growth of doctoral programs will be regulated

by the, availability of good candidates.

(e) Recommendati n 17. Interuniyersityico-operation is an activity to

be commended. Ho ever, care should be taken to assure that examining

boardi coming frOm several institutions (A-40, 1.5 et Ies..) 'continue to

contain a bona fide external examiner selected for his knowledge of the

subject of the examination.

We hope these comments will be helpful in evaluating the recommendations of the
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...The,OcantFaculty of Graduate' Studies

'Wilfrid Laurier Universi

December.17, 1974

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3C5. Telephone (519) 884 197o

Pi:bf, M.A. Preston
Executive Vice-Chairman
Council of Ontario Universities
130 St.-George Street, Suite 8039

Toronto, Ontario' A,

msp.2T

Dear-Dr..Preston:

The following comments oh the consultants' ieport pn Administration,

BusinesS and Mangement Science are offered by Wilfridllaurier University.

We mite that the consUltants draw special .attention to the%tirrie,of MBA

prOgramproposed by WLU sirhen they.' note at it is intended. to recruit

Candidates from among'_ the executives. Of secondaky inditStrieS.in the.I<-41i,

Guelph 4rea,,"in which the aeVelopment:of greater effipienCySho4Wbe'si.,

matter of high priOrity in national-planning" (p.:A68). It is preei4y
1

due to a concern with"developing.compeience amox'g SuCh,membere of the

community that has convinced us to press fdrWard with plans to:,Offer"as

'degree pro ram.
0

Wh le,arguing that the tri-city area requires only one MBA program,

the consultants suggest, "it is logical for Wilfrid.Lauriei'to- spearhead

the development, of such a program but they should work with the other

schools in the area on a cooperative basis" (p.A69): Wilfrid Laurier is

indeed ready to take, the initiative, having convinced ourselVes, and.Others,

thathigh degrees of cooperation. and consultation already exist between

neighbOring Universities. We fully subscribe to the merit of interuni-

versity cc ation. Perhaps,C*clearest example of this is the. factthat

in. 1974175, almost 1506 6ourse registrants. from University of Waterloo are

enrolled in U" business courses. To our knowledge this-exemplifies the

highest coope ative .cross-registration in Ontario. The degree of coopera-

tion is-theref re well establishecLand working harmoniously. The CooPer47-

five Advisory cil. set up jointly by bnivei.sity of Weterloc and WLU

monitors suchco-op programs and ensures a highdagrea of.interdependence.

A 4
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As" the con ulta
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ts noted, the Guelph programs in consumer stud.es and

ntly°quite dTerent from a typical MBA progrn. The
;

program at University of Waterloo. W'2\e sta d ready

agribusiness are

same is said of

to cooperate with

eemed to be mutua

A
programs in any appropriate manner if and whe xt is,

ly d sirable.

The local need' for aft .MBA program is noted by the Consultants and has

been documented by WLU through several market surveys indicating that many

more ully.qualified -students, than we could immedi ely accommodate haVe

- indicated a desire to pursue studies for an M.B.A. at Ua

The very long tradition for part-time studies at LU (the largest in

the Province except for Toronto and York, suggests that we have ample exr-

perience in running such programs. Over the years, a large constituency of

students has emerged and we earnestly feel these Students can only be served
o

by a strong local program. It will simply not do to suggest that' students

be coMpkled to commute 40 or 80 miles.,
.

.--
The consultants noted out strong undergraduate program in Businpss &

,

tOonomics. We intend to let nothing weakeh or dilute the undergraduate pro-
.-

gram in <favor of an MBA. Instead, we see the merit of Otrengthening'both

programs simultaneously. Very high privity in hiring new faculty has been

given to the Faculty of BtsinesS & Ecilnomics. This will continue.

The condultants have questioned the nature and content of the program'

proposed by WLU. We would point out that such concerns fall primarily with-

in the jurisdiction of the Appraisals Committee. During the past few months

the Appraisals Committee has examined the program nd recommended that it be

approved, a'recommendation accepted by OCGS. We are pleased that the

approval contained 140 restrictions or conditions. 11contend, 'therefore,

that:the merits of the proposed program havebeen established and that, the

reservations rai,sed by the consultants have been met.

We stand ready, therefore, to assume a leading,role in this geographi-
c

cal region with a pledge for full consultation and'cOoperation with the other

Universities in establishing4nd developing an MBA program.

Cordially ours

'

,,Dr. N.E.

Dean, Facult f Graduate Studies
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UNIVERSITY CiF WINDSOR

Dr. M.A. Preston,
Executive Vibe-Chalrman,
AdviAory Committee on Academic Planning,
Council of Ontario Universities,
130 St. George Street, quite 8039,
Toronto, Onfario,

' Dear Dr, Preston:

WINDSOR. ONTARIO. Nal 3p4

TELEPHONE: AREA CODE 519
253.4232

December 20, 1974

Before commenting'on the Consultants'. Report on Graduate
Programs in Admlnistratipn, Business and Management Science,.we wish to
'express our sympathy to the family of the late Dr. Ross-and'our perSonal
sbnse of regret at the loss ofaa brilliant scholar and administrator..
We enjoyed his visit to the University of Windsor and found his comments
sound and constructive and his presence stimulating.

The University f Windsor in.general agreed.with the:findings
and the recommendations"- the 'consultants as they apply to the field of
management education and specifically'to the University/tuf Windsor...There
are, however, certain re ervations and observations we would like to make.

While the recommendation that professional management programs
should beat the graduate level maybe desirable as a long-term goal,. --
implementation of such recommendaiion is premature at the University of .

Windsor and no doubt at anyXanadian university. -.

Co-ordination of admissions procedures for candidates seeking
to enter an M.B.A.. program at any Ontario university is taken to inean
centralized admission. We believe this policy to be "inadvisable, uneconomic
and unnecessarY. '

4..

We agree with the consultants' observation (p. A6) that Canada
cannot afford to give its future leaders anything but the best edubation that
can be provided. In this connection, the'M.R.A. program at.the University. of
Windsor was reorganized a year ago to solve the problem of the short
Canadian schoOl'year-which the consultants' point out (p. A5) as posing a peculiai
problem in Canada. Thus, the University of Windsor anticipated the consultants'
recommendations which came a year after the restructuring of our program.
The progiam is now designed for'the more serious and well - qualified student
and 'will result in reaching a projected level of students in line: wfth the
consultants'' recommendation.
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The Faculty of Business Administration'at the University of
'Windsor is in the healthy position of having no problem obtaining under-
graduate and graduate studeRts. The challenge for the future is to balance
both *rations so ehat the'deMand does not ditinish the quality of our
offerings. Immediate steps have been taken by the Administration tc ease
the staffing problem and the search for qualified personnel has been
intensified with a 'view to strengthening the research component of the
Faculty.

Our aim, internally, is to sVengthen those areas which have
been mentioned by the consultants as needing further development and, again,
immediate steps have been taken to draw on experienced personnel from other
areas of the university. These steps will add to our research component and
satisfy the consultantsiirecommendatigns for greater co-operation with other
d6partment within the University. '.

il To study ways and means of developing research within the Faculty
of Business A ministration, an advis9ry committee from the Faculty of Graduate
Studies will working with the Faculty of Business Administration. In this
regard; part o the research problem is the urgent need for adequate funding
from outside agencies and a change' of attitude con6erning'Business research on
the'part of the Provincial and Federal Governments.

CPC:ajk

Yours truly,

C.P. Crowley, Ph( :D.,

Dean of Graduate Studies.

0
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YORK UNIVERSITY
470D NEELE.STREET,

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO, CANADA

FACULTY OF,GRAOUATE STUDIES
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

Professor M.A. Preston,
Executive Vice-Ghairman,'ACAPi
Council of Ontario Universiti-4,
130 St. George St.; Suite 8039,
Toronto, Ontario,pM5S 1M8.

Dear Professor Preston, .

20 December 1974.

York University is in-agreement with the general recommendations
of the ACAP consultants in the areas of MBA/MPA, and PhD, programmes. However

,there are statements and particular conclusions with whicF we disagree. We will.
:,

discuss such points in the programme sections below. t

1
There are broad generalizations made about administrative train-

ng in Ontario which do not apply to thiS University. We refer specifically to

the comment (A5)-that "UhiversitiMministrations tend to regard management pro7

#ammes as lowrbudget operations,' that prdvide money for other academic programmes

Which cannot generate sufficient demand for their courses". his has not been so-

- at this University, There has always been a commitment to eaellence in the pro-

fessional Faculties at York University - and the Faculty of:Administrative Studies?'

s are of the overall budget has reflected this. As a result we have been able,tO

bu ld'a large and highly, qualified faculty in a relatively short period of time.

Th .facilities provided have also been excellent. The current building was.. designed

s"F:cifically for the Faculty with amphitheatre classrooms, many small seminar rooms

and behavioural laboratories..

'Our.experience does not-support the statement that there is "a

,.Lower level of business participation in the management programmes ,in.Ontario

than in the leading schools in the United Stateg." (A6). We have had active

support from our Business Advisory. Council, puriBusinesS Associates Programme

has provided a-significant' source of unrestricted research funds, many of our

six hundred part-time students Are given tuitiOp'support by thOr emproyer8,,
and-finally every 'MBA student 'carries out a major study in,a business orgOVern-

.-ment organization. .The:Federal and Provincial governments also provide summer-,-.

employment for students in our Intern Programmi. Moreinteraction would of course

be welcome.

The report draws a sharp distinction between !academic' and ,'pro-

fessiOnal!.training.in management. We believe this distinctiongis artifici 1 in

an .applied field like administration.. There can be differences of emphasis'but
the degree of polarization proposed in the report is not desirable. Atadem

training in. management that'has no relation to application should. not be encouraged.

Nor is there much point in courses that merely recite current practice. We believe
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that a good university programme blends professional orientation with an
academic perspective and Combines training in the disciplines withanunder--.
standing of problems encountered in the profession. We do not know of a
sihileoutstanding business Faculty that. does not attempt such an integration.

The Ph.D. Programme

The University welcomes the Consultant's
0

support of additional.
cooperative but independent Ph.D. programme in administration in Ontario. r.

Canadian Universities must make every effort to meet projected demand fo?
Ph.D.'s and not continue to rely on the.generosity of American institutions.
York University is in a particularly strong position to contribute in this
area. The Graduate.Faculty in Administrative Studies is large by Canadian
standards, highly, qualified academically and has experience-in working with.'
doctoral students. This includes the supefvision of sixty-four studentg at
other Universities, and two students from our own Ph.D. programme. By

comparison the slightly older and funded programme at the University of
Toronto has also graduated tw9 students. Cooperation between Universites,
of the type suggested by the consultants, would ensure that the full resources

)
of scholarship available in each locality would be available to each student..
Such interaction with the formative programme at the University of Toronto,
and with a new programme at McMaster would benefit all concerned.

We regard joi416 seminars as the most valuable potential 'link
between the schools. If these seminars were concentrated in one school,
interest in them at the other schools would be diminished. We propose a
series of mobile seminars. One possibility for the McMaster, Toronto and Yo k '
group would be a seminar held in four, three-hour meetings at each school over
the course of two semesters.' This would yield total seminar time equivalept
to a standard one semester course. The marketing group,at York and-TorontO
are already in the process of establishing"such a joint seminar.

Jpint seminars combined with a policy 9f encouraging students to
7 register for relevant courses in other institutions would make good use of '

the available resources. Universities already.exchange faculty for thesis
examinations, so further exchange of faculty for thesis committees could be
easily developed. The seminars would expose students to a wide range of
faculty whom they,might wish to involve in their theses. We would put less
emphasis on joint examinations before the thesis 'level, because different
programmes may develop with somewhat different emphases, and we do not perceive
common examinations as serving much purpose in increasing the scholarship'
available to Students., Within the joint seminars, Student contributions might
be evaluated by faculty from all the participating institutions.

'-'
,..

.. The report advocates a single Phi.D. in Management (A37) covering
all business areas Rnd at the same time expr*ses concern over the
diversification of programmes (A63-64). While the statement may appear to be
in conflict, we believe it is a sensible pi:escription and applicable 'to the

. growth of doctoral studies York:
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0 °

As we stated in the introduction, a good management prgramme'tqat
.blend professional otientation with academic perspective. We believe that at

the PhD leVel academic excellence must be:_paramount.. This does not lead us

to confine students to the narrow limita of "existing. disciplines. Rather we.,

shouldcencourage them to take,on interest in problems that cross traditional
disCiplines. , For example, a student ineerested.in the relatively new area of
management informationsystems should- be able to maintain-acadedic perspective

through selected seminars in management science, accounting and marketing and:

write his thesis in the domain where these' traditional disciplines interlock.
Thus we support the concept of a-PhD in management and researdhand the educe

cation of people who will be valuableAm teaching,( industry, and government.

An approved doctorate in management would not Mean that a school
:should offer a specialization in every field of business study. ;As the..repOrt

points Out there is, a minimum critical size for the fieldoseminar, The Faculty

must also closely examine its competence it each area of specialization. We .

agree with the consultants (A9) that the introduction of new areas at-York,-

beyond the three that,are.currentlYapproved would require-very careful eVal-

uation.

,The report notes theAmportante of adequate fundit&for the deVeloP-

ment of quality programmes. The needs for schtlaiShip, research, staffing and
inter university cooperation funds-are toted, but one important element is ne-

glected. With slip year financing the Universities will receive no ProVincial

funding fOr the development of their PhD programmes. In general all new and

all growing programmes are inhibited by this formula. In the current. difficult

financial times, an allocation of start-up funding for new'PhD ptogramMes is

important.

The MBA Programme

' We are in agreement with the recommendations of the Consultant's in

this area and in most instances have already implemented their suggestions,

For example, the part-time programmeiscompletely integrated' into our teaching

assignments. Three courses in.Ptoduction Management and'a course in Logistics

are available in our set of electives,. (A29). A joint programme with the Faculty

of law has been established (A30) and discussions are underway with the.Faculties

of Science and Environmental Studies to explore the possibilities of similar re-

lations.

We have reservations about the prOposed coordination 'of MBA applications
1.

in Ontario. It is true'ehat it would be convenient for. the studentto complete

only one set of forme., and that. such a:system would permit the channelling of

-jetted candidates. to`- schools with openings available. .However, it is essential :

that the system does not introduce subStantial delays in the application prdcedure,

and that the personal communftation between the student and the individual.. schools

.be encouraged.
:

IN\
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I
Research

We suppOrt the suggestion that research institutes e established
'to bring together a concentration of acholarg in a_given area nd toprovide
a focus for industry and government financing, The Y iork oron w-CetreJOr
,TransportStudies with offices._at York.ia a very sdcdes ful example of what
might be achieved.' We believe that the Faculty at YorlowOUld have strong
'interest in participation in the formation of such institutes.

o

In our opinion there are no data in the Report that would support
the conclusiqn (A61) that York Wield' leanaway from research to,emphasize
professiOnal'aspects of MBA fducatiCn, We bave a large and well qualified
faculty, with over fiftyThD's representing many of best sdhools on the

° continent.Tbey are heavily invqlved withfunded and non-funded projects.
it is essengar that this he continuectifwe are :to attract the_Aegt new
PhDs, and/i is esdentialif we are to-have a reapeCtable PhD(programme.
Furthetmorehe assumedtrade%ff betwee intOreeeih researdWand "'interest
in prObleTs encounOre4 in the profesSion" (the given definition of profes-
aionaAim)(A20)) dOes:/not exist. It IS possible to do useful research in the

0 disciplinps or in applied areas, and every school should-1)e encouraged to be
as active in these areas as they possiblCan, We'certainly intend to be so.

Yours sincerely,

GR/dw

9

11,."2\j"L(\.j -'

qraham F. Reed,
Dean, Faculty of
Graduate Studfes.
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.Procedure for.Planning Assessment in

Administration., Business and Management Science

February 15,..1973

cr.

The planning assessmentwill cover the following divisions:
Accounting,. Finance, Marketing, Management Economics, Quantitative
Methods, Organization_Behaviour (including Industrial Relations) ,.
Policy and Environment:

A. Tasks Requested from Discipline Group (with help available from ACAP at
all stages)

A.1 Suggest suitable consultants. This also will be a matter for
discussion with ACAP. The consultants shall include one person
of wide academic experience in Canada but in a different discipline.
The other two consultants shall be scholars of international standing
in the field of administration, business and management science?with
suitable administrative or consulting experience.

A.2 Examine and comment on pro formae to be used for the gathering of
information on.current, past and future programmes as described in
paragraph B.1.

A.3 Ekamine and comment on the adequacy of the data on current and past

streeth,

.A.4 Both in consultation with ACAP And separately, consider the situation
.revealed b3i'the tabulation of-Oroposed future pragrammes and consider.

, Whether future Pians.should be modified or developed in more detail.
As a result of this step, individual universities may wish to revise
the material described in B.1.d. below.

A.5 Possibly develop a tentative plan for development of established or
new graduate work in these aspects of business, administration and
management science in Ontario, based on the evaluaLon Of prospects
and plans for the departments collaborative arrangements a d paying'
attention to adequate coverage of the divisions 6f the dis ipline.
Any such plans will be reported to ACAP which will transmi' they to
the consultants.'

.

B. Information from,Universities

B.1 Each university is asked to supply to ACAP, in the form in icated by
ACAP after comment by the discipline grohp (paragraph A.3) information
as.follows:4

a) for each division Viz. accounting; finance, marketing, management
economics, quantitative methods, organization behaviou (including
Industrial Relations)',. policy environment:
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(i) current list of faculty members (for part-time members show
the time spent on uUiversity. duties); '

(ii) numbers of full-time and part-time faculty members for each

of the past/four years;

(iii).for the current year and preceding four years, number of

graduate students.taking graduate courses in the division

and number of (1) master's and (2) Ph.D..Candidates doing

dissertation full and part-time shown separately. ,

Under these three headings one individual may ap ear under more than

one'category.

b) for each "department"'

(i) Curricula Vitarum of all faculty membe s,(Assistant Professor

,and higher) now engaged in graduate wor or soon expected to

be and showing inter alia Complete publAcation lists, research

and consultinglunding in the past five ars when relevant

toiiis academic work and students supery se&during his career.

' (Major supervisor: completed and in pro ress shown separately.)

(ii) .resources of space - a statement indicati g the school's and

department's view of the adequacy of its 'pace, and, in

connection with the future plans in (d) b low, discussing

future space provision;

(iii) undergraduate base; number of qualifying or make-up-year.

students, etc;

(iv) other general items relevant, to research and graduate study,

e.g. computing facilities;

(v) support from related departments including shared teachink

and research in the divisions co7iered by this assessment;

(vi) extent of major laboratory facilities and equipment in the

divisions covered by this assessment;,

(vii) library resources: analysis of holdings and budge,t;

(viii) description of any inter-university arrangements for-graduate

work.

c) table of characteristics of graduate students lin the department

(i) F.T. and P.T.;-

,(ii) immigration status (3 years) and country of first degree;

(iii) sources of financial support;

(iv) time to reaJ1 degree;

(v) drop-out number;

160.
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(v4) ABDs;

(vii) degrees 'granted;

('vii') post graduate employment of Ph.D.
and (b) after two years;

(1.) AB.D current employment.

proposed plans for the future, in as much detail as the department
cap provide; including the proposed scheme for support of these

plans; and accompanied by supporting arguments, including
consideration of the sources of graduate students. The various

headings in a) and b) above should be dealt With quantitatively
where possible; as a minimum, planned numbers of .fatuity ,and

graduate students should be given for the next five yeari.

apart from the material described in B.1.d and to some extent
generated at the department level, each interested university will
be requested'to make an individual statement on its plans for the

development of administration, bhsiness and ianagement science, in'
particular the items of future commitment implied by item B.1.d.
Deadline dates for parts A and B will be established by ACAP.

B.2 The material so supplied will be collated by ACAP" and transmitted to
the discipline group for action indicated in paragraphs A.3., A.4 and-

A.5.

C. Terms-of Reference of Consultants

C.1 Consider the materials prepared by the discipline group and the universities,

the report of the Economics Planning Assessment and obtain other data they

may require to carry out the task detailed below. They may obtain data

and views from any relevant source, such as, for example, employers of

holders of graduate degrees, professional and learned societies, government

agencies. They shall meet as often as necessary with the consultants for

\the Political Science Planning Assessment concerning teaching and research

in public administrationimhich is included in the ambit of both discipline

groups. The campus of each interested university shall be visited by at

least two consultants. Consultants shall arrange their schedule of visits

to the universities in consultantion with ACAP. Previous reports of

appraisal consultants are privileged documents and e not to be made

available to ACAP consultants. Consultants shall iaise with the .

discipline group near the beginning of the work, d ring the work. As they.

consider necessary, and immediately before preparin their final report.

(a) immediate

C.2 Report on the adequacy of the present state of graduate work in

administration, business and management science in the province in general

and'in each university where applicable, discussing the following:,

a) coverage of divisions and specialties, and exteni-of activity in

each.
I .

faculty quality and quanty
ti
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nature of programmes offered

enrolment size and distribution amongst universities

e) quality of student (body; admission requirement's 9 '`

) Telationship to related disciplines and neighbouring universities

g)' physical .acilities e.g. office space, etc.

h) library and computer facilities and field research capability

i) other matters considered by;the consultants to be significant.

C.3 Make recommendations for the development of graduate work in
Administration, Business & Management Science 'in Ontario between 1974
and 1984, but in more detail for 1974 through 1979, and, without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, dealing with the following

points:

a) Desirable programmes to be offered in the province, considering bo,th

possible limitations or reductions of existingoprogrammes and
creation of new programmes and new kinds of programmes including

the appropriateness of part-time programmes. In particular, consider

any new. areas of Administration, Business &Management Science in which

garduate work should be developed-and any application-oriented and inter-

disciplinary work in whd.ch Administration, Business & Management Science

should be involved. Also consider the deSirable extent of specializatiot

in doctoral programmes.

b) Desirable provincial enrolments, Year by year, in the various levels

of graduate study and the various subject divisions. One should

consider the need for highly trained manpower and also the general \
cultural and societal factors, which may lead students to pursue-

graduate work in, Administration, Business & Management Science. In

considering manpower needs, one should take account of the - "market"

available to graduates (at least all of CanadaYand of other sources

of supply for that market. Results of forecasts of high level

manpower etployment should be treated with due caution And only in a

clearly balanced; relationship with cultural and societal needs.

Distribution amongst the univers ies of responsibility for

programmes and for specialties wher appropriate, including
consideration la the need for any inc ase or decrease in the number

of departments offering doctoral work and including consideration,
r sN,

of areas of collaboration and sharing of facilities at regional'

level and, across the province. .
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dr "Distribution of enrolment amongst the universities, showing
desirable ranges of stO3Ment.

Desirable extent of involvement with related disciplines.

In all cases, it is important that the rationale for the recommendation's
bek cledx; this is especially important for items c) and d)-.-
Consultants are asked to comment on advantages, and disadvantages of
various techniques for arranging that their recommendations become.
effeEtive.

411

C.4 It is permissible fOr.consultants\to recommend appraisals of individual
programmes, This,would arise if consultants were to suspect,Aat a
pr amme would be found,to be wholly .or in part below minimum acceptable
standards; an appraisal by the Apitaisals.Committee is the means of
settling the question. It is recogniied that this action would be
infrequent. .Perhaps more likely, in planning assessments in some
disciplines, consultants may find an excess of programmes in the same
area.of study, all of which could pass an appraisal; they-would then
have to make their on judgments°A relative quality (a,task Outside'
the terms of reference of the Appraisals Committee), and, guided by
this judgment and other factors, the ACAP consultants would have to
recommend where enrolment should be curtailed or eliminated.

g. Report of Consultants'

The consultants submita joint report to ACAP. Minority reports are of
course, possible. The reasoning leading to theii recommendations'should be,
given fully, in view of the gubsequenttreat nt of the report. Thejepott
is. submitted for comment to the :discipline' t and to each interested
university. There may be informal or interim -6c flanges of -views amongst

the discipline gioup, the universities, and ACAP. Any university whiat wishes

to make a formal statement on the consultants' eport shall submitfit to ACAP.
Any such report shall be'transmittedtd the dis ipline group.. Th4 discipline_
group shall submit its formal' comments and /or r commendations4to ACAP.. -ACAP

considers the disciplinggroup and university s atements along with the
consultants' report and transmits them to COU with -its recommendations of the
position COU should adopt. Copie ofIthe material:. transmitted to COU will

be supplied to ()CGS, to the Councit of Deans _o Arts and Science,.-and to the

members of the discipline gioup and to the int tested'universities. The

consUliantS' report may be published together ith the comments of. the

discipline group,'those of any'university so equesting, and with the position

adopted by-COU. .
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V

Carleton

Guelph

Laurentian

'McMaster

E-1

DISCIPLINE GROUP MEMBERSHIP

- Dr. G.B.I.Doern

- Professor R.E. Vosburgh

- Dr..K.E. Loucks

- Dean W.J. Schlatter until October 1974
Dean R.C. Joyner

Ottawa , Prof. J.G. Debanne until April 1973 .
4 .. Dr.-W.L. Price until September 1974

- Dr. G.M. Henault

Queen's
1

`Toronto Prof. M.J. Gordon until July 1972
DeAn Crispo

Waterloo Prof. D.J. Clough until'July 1973
Dean A.N. Sherbourne until November 1974
Prof. S..D.,Saleh

Western Ontario. Dean J.J. Wettlaufer*

- Dean R.J. Hand

Wilfrid Laurier

Windspr'

** Chairman

- Dr. P. Albright until September 1972
- Dean J.R.G. Jenkins until November 1974 e

- Dean M.D. ,,Stewart
A.

- Prof. R.K. Cowan until Novembeie1973
- Dean M. Zin

- Dean R.C. Joyner ntil January 1974
- Prof. W.B.S. Crowston
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1..tOntario Council on' Graduate'S ales .

By-Law No. 3

A By-Law to eseaikish a Commit eenn the Academic Planning of Graduate Studies:

1: The Ontario Council Graduate Studies, recognizing the i portance of
/'

proViding for the continued and'orderly development of g aduate studies in

the Ontario universities, establighes.a Standingikommi ee to beNnown as

the Advisory ComMittee on Academic Planning .(ablyeevia ion - ACAF).

Interpretation

2. In this By-Law,

(a) "Committee" without further specific

on Academic Planning;

eans the Advisory Committee

(b) "Council".or OCGS means the Ontario Cou cil on Graduate Studies;

,

(c) "Committee of Presidents" or CPUO means the Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Oriiario;

(d) "university" means a provincially assisted university in Ontario;

,(e) "discipline" means- any branch combination 9f branches of learning so.
I

designated;

(f) "discipline g Meansa ody-designated as such by the Committee,of

Presidents of-the Univer ities Of Ontario, and normally consisting, for

any one/discipline, o one representative from eaoh,of the interested

universitieS

(g) "planning assess nt" Means.a fOrmal review of current an projected

graduate progr es within a discipline or a group.of 4: ciplines;

(h) "programme" ignifies ali aspects, of a particular..graduate undertaking;:
.

(i) "rational ation" means,the arrfnging of graduate 4rogrammes in order to-

avoi'd desitable duplication; eliminate waste, .nd enhance and sustain'

qual ty. 167
I
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3. (a) The Committee shall consisrof. at'leaSt seven members of the professoriate

. 1

in Ontario universities, some of whom shall be members bf the Council.

(b) The, members of the Committee shall.s rve for such,periods of time as the
A

,

,
Council may determine, and they shall be selectpd in such manner as may

1
., prdInde far reasonable balance both of- academic disciplines and of

\.

universities.

0 (c) The members of the Committee shall be appointed as individuals.-

Chairman

4, The Chairman of the'Committee shall be naMed by the Council, and he shall have

one vote.

Quorum

5., A 'majority of all members of theTommittee shall constitute a quorum.

FunCtion's

6. The functions of the committee shall be

(a) To adv3 e OCGS on steps to, be taken to implement effective provincial
,

planning.Of graduate development;

(b).- To'promote the rationalization of graduate studies.within the universities,

A1P in cooperation with the disCipline groups;

3.b.

(c) To recommend, through OCGS, to CPUO the carrying out of planning assessments

of disciplines or groups of disciplines and to recommend suitable arrangements

and procedures for each assessment; .

(d) TO supervise the conduct of each planning assessment apprOVed by CPUO;

,\ ,X '4 2
i

(e) To respond'to requests by CPUO to have a discipline assessment conducted
i

by propoSing suitable arrangements; .

a

(f) to submit' to CPUO the reports n af the assessments togethqi with any

recommendations which the committee wishes to'make. A copy of the report

shall .be :sent to Council,

168,
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7. In order that 401a, Committee may digcharge the functions described in Section 6 ,

above, it shall be authorized

(a) to requests university to provide such information pertaining to graduate
\ .

studies as may enable theCommittee to discharge itsfunctions;

(b) to request a discipline group to provide such information es shay enable the

Committee to dischargd its functions; . )4,
(c) to receive repcIts from the unoiverItties and f m-the discipline groups,

and to comment and communicate with the universities and the'discrpline

groups concerning such reports;

(d) to convene a meeting of any discipline group for the purpose of discussing

the development to date, and proposals for the future deVelopMent of

graduate studies in the discipline concerned;
.

(e) to send one or more representatives to a meeting of a discipline group at

the invitation of the discipline group;

(f) to ke such suggestions to a discipline group as may be teemed appropriate

to he functions of the Committee;

4
(g) to supervise the conduct of planning assessments, and to.report thereon td

% .

the'Committee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario;

(h) generally to report and to make rqcommendalions to the. Council;

(9 to seek and receive advice from appropriate experts;-

(j.) to etplpy consultants in connection with planning assessments.

,

PeocedureS

8. The procedure to be followed by the'Committee shall be ap,approved by the

Committee of Presidents of the University of Ontario.

9. The Committee's function is solely advisory.

Effective Dates

10. This ByLaw shall take. effect January, 1971.

or
1&9
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ACAP DISCIPLINE GROUPS AND THEIR ROLES

Establishmentof a Group

a. When it istonsidereddesirable to activate planning of graduate. work in some
discipline(s) or likterdisciplnary area, COU, on the advice of OCGS, will authorize

the establishment of an,ACAP discipline group,. if it was not already apprc;Ved'and

included in 'the May, 1968 list'. IfA.t is already authorized, ACAP may decide to set

p-it uas. described in' paSagraph b.

b. The Executive VicertHeirmensof ACAP will then invite the executive head of each

university (including. Waterloo' Lutheran University).either to nominate a member

of the diecipline group or to indicate that his university has noplans for grad-

uate study in:this discipline in the next five years or so. If a university can

state ni5 plans, for future graduate work in the subject, but feels thatia Watching

brief 4 desirable, it may appoint an observer to the group.

I

c. Changes oba,univettity's represeptative are to be =notified by the, exeCiitiyvhead.

d. The group shall select its own chairman%

2. Meetings

a. A discipline
arrangements.

b. A discipline
ACAP.

group may meet

Ik

at the call of its-chairman or in accord with its own

group may be called to meet by the Executive Vice-thairman acting for

3. Responsibilities
OP"

a, The group:is to keep under review the plans for graduate work in its discipline in

Ontario, including new develoPments and trends in the discipline, and to make

reports to ACAP on a regular basis.

-b. The group may make recommendations to ACAP in connection with graduate work in

its discipline when it considers it appropriate.

c, ACAP will assist. the group innbtaining information and data, as mutually agreed.

d,
AWhen COU ha; instructed ACAP to-conduct a planning assessment, the discipline

group gill assist and advise ACAP in determining procedures and terms of,refetence,

will report as requksted and will generally facilitate the assessment.

\
.

Approved by?0CGS March 22, 1973
and by COU April , 1973.

ro
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Born:

Died:

HOWARD IRWIN ROSS

Montreal; Quebec, December 10, 1907

September 18, 1974

B.A. McGill University, 1930
M.A. Oxford University, 1932
C.A.' . 14937

,

. ,
D.Sc. : (Sherbrooke)

.

L.L.D: '(Queen's, Sir George Williams, McGill)

6

Touche Ross 'acid Company - Chartered Accountants,

\

PARTNER, 1942 - 1969

P.S. Rosgiria*zers - Management Consultants,
PARTNER, 1942 - 1969

McGill Universit
CHANCELLOR, 1964-- 1969;
Faculty of Mayiagement, PROFESSOR and DEAN, 1969 - 1973;
EMERITI PROFESSOR, Management, 1973

Sir Gdorge William University,
GOVERNOR,.1942 1 1964
e

United Theological alleges,
GOVERNOR, 1947 - 1964

Advisory Committee, een's University, 1960 - 1964

Royal Commission of Ino iry (Salvas Commission), 1961 - 1963 .

P

Commission aft-Financing f Higher Education (Bladen Commissiou ), 1964 - 1965
.

0

Publications:

O

Th Elusive Art of Accounting, 1966
Fi cial Statements - A Crusade for CurientValues, 1969
OU\r, axes: Lessons from Carter and Benson, 1971
and\

\

arious articles in technical journals

o
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Born:
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ORMONDAcKILLOP SOLANDT

Winnipeg, Manitoba, September 2, 1909

B.A. University of Toronto, 1931'

M.A. Univergity of Toronto, 1932

B.Sc. (Med.) University of Toronto, .1933

M.D. \
University of Toronto, 1936

D.Sc. (British Columbia, Laval, Manitoba, McGill, St. Francis

Xavier, Royai Military College, Montreal)

L:L.D. (Dalhousie, Toronto; Sir George Williams, Saskatchewan)

D.Eng. (Waterloo)

.
University of Cambridge,

LECTURER, 1939 - 1946

Defence Research:Board,
CHAIRMAN, 1947 - 1256'

Canadian National Railways,
VICE-PRESIDENT, Research and Devel4ent, 1956 - 1963

The de Havilland Aircra t of Canada Ltd.,
DIRECTOR and VICE-PRESIDENT, Research and Development,
1963*- 1966

Hawker'Siddeley'Canada Ltd.;
DIRECTOR and VICE-PRESIDENT,.Reeearch and Development,

1963 - 1966

Electric Reduction Company,
VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, 1966 L970-

Kitchell Plummer and Co. Ltd., '
DIRECTOR and CONSULTANT, 1971 -

3--
Toronto Stott( Exchange,

PUBLIC GOVERNOR, 1971

University of Toronto,
CHANCELLOR, 1965 - 1971

Science Council of Canada,
CHAIRMAN, 19d6 - 1972

Address: Mitchell Plutnmer and Co; Ltd.

18 King St. E.
Suite 1107
Toronto



.Born:'

B.B.A.
Ph.D.

University

University
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JOHN THOMAS WHEELER

41. .

inneapolis, Minnesota, February 26, 1921

University ofMinnesota, 1942
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1947

of Minnesota,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, 1947 - 1954

of California at Berkeley.
PROFESSOR, 1954 -
ASSOCIATE,DEAN, Graduate School
Administration, 1960 - 1962;
CHAIRMAN, Center for Research in Management Science,
1966'- 19681
DIRECTOR, PhD Program, 1968 - 1969;
ASSOCIATE DEAN, Academic Affairos.1969 - :1971,;

of Business

IMEDE, Lausanne,_SwitzerlancL,
PROFESSOR OF CONTROL, 1962 - 1963 and 1971 1- 1973

4
CONSULTANT to various companies And non-profit organizations

Ford Summer Seminars in lew Developments in Business Administration
4' . PkOFESSOR and DIRECTOR

.. .

Ford Sponsored Executive Development Program in Indonegia, ,

PROFESSOR

Publications:

Address:

Competition and Its Regulation, (co-author) 1954
"Accounting and Economics" in Handbook of Accounting
Theory, L954
and.articles in Accounting Review ,

Business Budgeting, California Management Review,
The Controller and other journals

Graduate School of Business Administration
University of California
.Berkeley, California 94720
U. S. A.
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